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ABSTRACT 

 

This project addresses problems of political disengagement, social exclusion, 

multi-generational poverty, and social injustice in communities left behind by an 

incomplete democracy, now in acute crisis. Using jazz improvisation as a metaphor for 

Dewey’s ideals for a thriving and creative American democracy, this normative critical 

theory and pedagogy is part of a multi-pronged approach to radical democratic reform. 

Building on theories of humanistic prophetic pragmatism, critical pedagogy, and 

democratic theory, and suffused with critical race feminism, this critical approach begins 

with individual transformation, critical consciousness, and agency of marginalized 

citizens, through critical improvisational pedagogy. The approach seeks to prepare more 

diverse voices for active democratic deliberation and effective participation in democratic 

public spaces of input, negotiation, and challenge for the issues that affect marginalized 

people. The project creates an architecture, a basic template, and an operationalization 

strategy for the development of centers of critical improvisational pedagogy for the 

transmission of critical knowledge, mentoring, community support, and apprenticeships 

through culturally appropriate arts and cultural programming in accessible local 

community sites. 

 

 

 

Key Words: critical improvisational pedagogy, prophetic pragmatism, critical 

feminist theory, radical democratic reform, jazz imaginary, critical consciousness 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

THE CRISIS OF DEMOCRACY 
AND COMMUNITY LOCATIONS OF AGENCY 

 
 

Despite substantial changes since the end of the enforcement of Jim Crow 
and the fight for civil rights, ideology, ensuring the domination of one 
group over another, continues to negatively impact the civil, political, 
economic, social, and cultural rights of African Americans today. The 
dangerous ideology of white supremacy inhibits social cohesion amongst 
the U.S. population. 
    --The United Nations, September 27, 2016 
 
 
Freedom House, the non-partisan American watchdog organization that monitors 

and ranks democracies around the world, released a special report declaring that the 

United States is a democracy in acute crisis.1 Falling 11 points on the democracy scale in 

the last decade, the United States is now a “battered” democracy. 

The U.N. and Freedom House reports confirm human and civil rights abuses in 

America that are only shocking because, anesthetized by material comforts and what 

Giroux (2011) calls a hegemonic “pedagogy of neoliberalism,”2 we fail to see patterns of 

democratic erosion until they touch us personally, or the systemic incidents of rights 

abuses until they are portrayed graphically in the media. The reports confirm our 

 
1 Repucci, S. (2021, March). From crisis to reform: A call to strengthen America’s 

battered democracy. Freedom House. https://freedomhouse.org/report/special-
report/2021/crisis-reform-call-strengthen-americas-battered-democracyraph 

 
2 Giroux, H. (2011, March). Neoliberalism as a form of public pedagogy: Making the 

political more pedagogical. Academia. 
https://www.academia.edu/12795711/Neoliberalism_as_public_pedagogy 
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collective horror as we have watched in graphic detail the murders of unarmed people, 

with, until recently, few to no consequences for most state-protected perpetrators, and the 

polarization and deterioration of civil society. The reports confirm the erosion of hard-

fought constitutional rights by recent Supreme Court actions that constitute a dangerous 

pattern:  the removal of preclearance protections for voting changes in Shelby v. Holden 

and the action of the Supreme Court to strike down Roe v. Wade not only remove the 

constitutional rights to democratic participation of vulnerable people on the one hand, 

and remove the federal constitutional rights of women—half of the population—on the 

other, but they constitute a dangerous pattern that opens the door to more regressive 

decisions that could negatively affect the range of other hard-fought democratic 

constitutional rights we thought we could now take for granted, such as LGBTQIA rights, 

the civil rights ensured by the landmark decisions in the last century after incredible 

struggle, and disability rights through the ADA.  In a “battered” democracy, even our 

basic constitutional rights to speak, read, teach, love, and worship—or not—freely, are at 

risk. 

What can citizens do? What is the role of critical theory?  

I had already begun this project on the role of jazz, African America musics, and 

culture in the emergence of authentic3 African American subjectivity and political agency 

 
3 Not that there exists one true or pure “authentic” Black identity or consciousness. What 

is meant by “authentic consciousness” or “authentic identity” throughout this 
project is subjective identity or consciousness that is self-determined, not ascribed 
by dominant, hegemonic culture. An authentic sense of self is critical to personal, 
social, and political agency in a democracy. Critical improvisational pedagogy is 
a pragmatist attempt to create space and critical education for individuals to self-
determine their subjective identity and understand their social and political 
context so that they may deliberate and act in their own interest. 
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when the crises of democracy named by the U.N. and Freedom House became urgent. 

Problems of citizens’ exclusion from full democratic voice and participation, and 

constitutionally guaranteed rights are endemic in many of our state institutions, in 

addition to the system that polices Black and Brown bodies. Further, the shift from 

Keynesian liberal policies, that built-in protections for vulnerable Americans, to a 

neoliberal capitalist governmental approach to solving political problems without liberal 

democratic ethics has had devastating effects in the communities already left out by the 

market.  

Observations from my training and experience in urban community development, 

housing, dialogue, negotiations, and anti-violence work in low-income Chicano/Latino, 

Asian, and Black communities informed my intellectual interest in multi-generational 

educational, housing, wealth, and health disparities. Becoming deeply embedded in an 

African American community that was doubly displaced by prior rounds of urban 

renewal and historically displaced by enslavement and migration away from Jim Crow 

enhanced my interest in democratic reform. A life-long interest in jazz music and positive 

collaborative experiences with jazz musicians and other artists through my work in local 

and international settings began to inform my collaborative work in higher education, 

policy, and community development, prompting the collaborative experiment in the 

applied use of culture and arts modalities in critical pedagogy highlighted in this project. 

There was a pattern that ran through this work. I began to see connections between 

systemic violence and oppression in this community, on the one hand, and resilience and 

survival on the other; despair at injustice and multigenerational poverty, juxtaposed 

against hope, love, and thriving. Further, this African American public housing 
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community’s strategy for housing and economic justice at the local level resonated with 

something that was operative in national African American civil rights struggles for 

inclusion and equal treatment a generation before them. A critical and practiced form of 

improvisational agility—to pivot away from threat, and towards opportunity—a strong 

vision or creative imaginary for future justice, and collaboration within a supportive 

community were transformational threads that seemed to be interwoven through the local 

work and the national struggles for democratic inclusion and justice. In order to survive 

and thrive against impossible conditions, the people in the community in which I became 

embedded, and those involved in the civil rights struggles needed to be able to 

contextualize themselves and their circumstances, envision a way out, imagine a better 

future, and act, with agency, on that imaginary.  Like those involved in the civil rights 

struggle a generation before them, the residents of this community critically improvised 

new ways, organized resources, and forged new alliances against institutional 

entrenchment, with some success. 

The acute crisis of democracy in America in 2022 clarifies that we all, as citizens, 

need to continue the unfinished work of democracy if we want to keep it; Americans 

need a clear-eyed pragmatic view of our context and the democratic principles and ethics 

that were the basis of our institutions; we need to keep envisioning how it could be better, 

to deliberate and debate, involving more citizens in the conversation and processes at all 

levels; we need to act with agency collaboratively, in democratic communities of 

support—and love. 

Historical white supremacy and neoliberal policies have interacted to create and 

worsen injustice for low-income Black and Brown people. The human rights abuses by 
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state institutions, the roll-back of constitutionally guaranteed civil rights, the numbers of 

children living in poverty in the wealthiest country in the world, are long-term problems 

of democracy that are exacerbated by a global pandemic. Additionally, the violent 

insurrection on the Capitol in 2021 to overturn the 2020 election, and the political shift 

towards populism and autocracy exacerbate crisis of democracy, requiring a multi-

pronged approach to the problems of democratic erosion, injustice, and exclusion. The 

democratic crisis requires legal, economic, institutional, educational reform, new 

leadership, and many more critically conscious citizen voices to be active in the 

democratic public sphere. 

 
Radical Reform 

 
Radical reform of liberal institutions and policies is needed, and it is taking place 

incrementally, on a case-by-case basis by policy reformers, individual localities, and 

through the courts. Municipalities are funding social services, reforming police training, 

and releasing prisoners with minor offenses. Advocates fight for reforms of policies that 

infringe on the rights of transgender people in prison, for privacy during TSA screenings, 

and less onerous procedures for getting accurate information on IDs and official 

documents. Advocates fight for free speech against increasing bans on books in twenty-

six states that tell non-dominant histories and personal stories, including picture books for 

small children. However, incremental progress comes slowly for people who have 

suffered long term from racial and economic injustice caused by an incomplete 

democracy that Freedom House now officially identifies as “battered.”    

We need a multi-pronged approach to the problems of injustice and exclusion. 

The critical approach to democratic reform in this project begins with individual 
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transformation, critical consciousness, and agency of marginalized citizens, through 

critical improvisational pedagogy, in trusted, accessible community sites. The approach 

seeks to prepare more individuals and more diverse voices to broaden the democratic 

public spaces of input, negotiation, and opposition for the issues that affect them. In low-

income African American communities, it means adding new sites of access to critical 

knowledge, community support, mentoring, and cultural education for individuals who 

are not already participating in organized “networks of apprenticeships” of knowledge, 

support, and cultural transmission, such as those available in Black churches, Historically 

Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), ethnic studies school curricula, or the music 

and cultural infrastructures of critical improvisational pedagogy and support described in 

this project and illustrated in the jazz infrastructures in Chapter 4.  Local community sites 

with enriched access to organic intellectuals, critical knowledge transmission, cultural 

education, history, and life resources are especially important to citizens displaced by 

cycles of displacement and urban renewal. These residents are more removed from their 

own history and identity; multiply displaced people are more vulnerable to 

multigenerational poverty, uprootedness, and the effects of isolation from their former 

close-knit communities and institutions of community capital, like the church or the 

neighborhood center.  

Anecdotal evidence from the case study in Chapter 5 reveals that these residents 

of public housing (and the trusted organic intellectuals they choose to advocate with 

them) feel more alienated and mistrustful of government and authorities as a group, and 

they are less inclined to become engaged in civic life, unless they are initiating change 

and engage in shepherding processes themselves. The residents needed to establish trust 
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with outsiders whom they vetted before creating partnerships, based on their previous 

negative experiences with authorities, grant programs, and Memoranda of Understanding 

(MOUs) that promised community benefits and jobs that did not materialize. Once they 

had a collaborative group, residents (mostly mothers from the residents’ council) began 

getting involved in a planning process that started with decisions about what to add to the 

scant children’s after-school program at the dilapidated high-rise housing project 

(nicknamed the “high-rise from hell” on national network news) that needed to be 

repaired or replaced.  How did displaced public housing mothers concerned with after 

school programming end up organizing architectural charrettes for the neighborhood, co-

hosting environmental impact report (EIR) townhalls, and getting involved (through 

volunteering or paid staff work), with every aspect of the design and rebuilding of their 

housing and community center, and the eventual revitalization of the surrounding multi-

racial neighborhood? How does a community progress from political mistrust and 

resigned apathy to a dynamic, open hub of deliberation, experimentation, and action?  

This broader project is concerned with critically educating and preparing people 

for political and social agency, to interact more effectively with the democratic 

institutions and policies that affect them, proposing a radical approach to individual 

transformation and critical consciousness through Critical Improvisational Pedagogy 

(CIP) in trusted community sites. Critical Improvisational Pedagogy acknowledges the 

historical and institutional sources of problems of political and economic injustice, and 

attempts to address them through the subjective development, critical consciousness, and 

agency of the individual within the community first. In the following chapters, I build on 

the Deweyan pragmatist tradition of praxis in creative democracy, Cornel West's 
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prophetic pragmatism—the adaptation of American pragmatism he developed for an 

“Afro-American system of thought”—critical race feminism, and critical pedagogy to 

create a template for critical improvisational pedagogy proposed for use at dispersed local 

community sites. This critical pedagogy approach aims to prepare individuals to 

participate as critical agents in their lives and civil society, as another means, along with 

radical policy and institutional reforms, for reforming democracy. 

In addition to their original functions in the African American community, Black 

“intermediate” institutions such as the Black church, HBCUs, African American musics 

and cultural institutions, and political organizations have traditionally provided support, 

critical education, and consciousness toward developing individual agency in young 

African Americans. 4 Through mentorship and West’s “apprenticeship networks”5 that 

transmit culture, oral histories, Black authentic identity, criticality, community mores, 

ethics, and ongoing resources, these Black sites prepare young people for political 

participation, social and economic life.  Linking these traditional intermediate sites 

during the civil rights struggle—sharing information, training, foot soldiers, organizers, 

platforms, allies, and tactics—created formidable mass opposition to the political and 

economic status quo lives of disenfranchised and segregated African Americans. These 

institutions have traditionally provided the equivalent of the praxis I term critical 

 
4 West, C., (2001). Race matters. Vintage Books/Random House. p. 55, 87-88. (Original 

work published in 1993). 
 
5 West, C. and Gates, H.L. (1995). Affirmative reaction. Transition, 68, p. 175, 182.; 

Hobsbawm, E. (1998) Uncommon people: resistance, rebellion, and jazz. The 
New York Press. p. 291. 
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improvisational pedagogy. Michael Dyson (2021) has called the Black church, Black 

schools, and African American musics, the “three legs of the stool” supporting African 

American excellence.6  In this project, I add a fourth leg to Dyson’s stool: the political 

nongovernmental organizations that served similar purposes during the civil rights 

movement (e.g., SCLC, CORE, SNCC or, the Black Panthers and the Nation of Islam), 

and new, local community-based centers of critical improvisational pedagogy.  As a 

means to expand access to Black communities of support, apprenticeships, and 

intergenerational transmission of Black history for neighborhood based, low-income 

people with less access to traditional Black institutions of support, knowledge and 

cultural transmission, as well as to increase the numbers of marginalized citizens 

prepared for active democratic participation to advocate for themselves and their rights in 

the mainstream public sphere, this project proposes local neighborhood community sites 

of intergenerational critical improvisational pedagogy, with elders or teachers as 

organic intellectuals, and a basic template for providing critical cultural curricula that 

may be adapted for other communities. 

Critical Improvisational Pedagogy transmits critical education and consciousness 

through content, but especially through the teaching relationships (apprenticeships) 

between mentors/teachers/elders and the next generation within the supportive 

"intermediate" community sites. In the case of African Americans, these are Black 

centers that prepare more place-based people for active participation in civic, social, and 

economic life—and opposition to injustice. They critically educate young people and 

 
6 Dyson, M.E. (2021). Entertaining race: Performing Blackness in America. St. Martin’s 

Press. 
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prepare them to participate and compete in the public square and the economy. With 

culturally appropriate organic intellectuals as mentors and teachers, these centers may 

better prepare young people to handle (or improvise) with practiced agility the next set of 

crises they will face (e.g., escalations of racial and other violence, further 

disenfranchisement and exclusion, the rollback in women's rights, withdrawal of 

institutional support).  So too, the centers and mentors can help prepare people to identify 

resources and opportunities and pursue them, while providing a new supportive space to 

practice deliberation and participation at the neighborhood level in preparation for active 

democratic citizenship.  

Critical improvisational pedagogy is concerned with the radical transformation of 

individuals, a move that potentially contributes to broader democratic participation, a 

broadened public sphere, and more voices deliberating politically. The process of radical 

transformation must begin in the mind of the individual first, where dominant ascriptions 

and ideologies are de-centered and authentic subjective identity development within 

community, critical consciousness, and new possibilities for hope and freedom are 

centered, envisioned, and created. W.E.B. Du Bois (1999) calls this transcendent internal 

process the gift of “second sight.” 7  Robin Kelley refers to going inside to surreal inner 

transformation as the "revolution of the mind"8 that precedes and accompanies 

collaborative struggles for freedom. In his system of Afro-American thought, Cornel 

 
7 Du Bois, W.E.B. (1999). The souls of Black folk (Gates, H.L. & Oliver, T.H., Eds.). 

W.W. Norton & Co. (Original work published in 1903), pp. 10-11. 
  
8 Kelley, R. D. G. (2002). Freedom dreams: The black radical imagination. Beacon 

Press, pp. 191-194. 
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West calls it “jazz”.9  Martin Luther King, Jr. had a “dream.”  For the purposes of this 

project, this imaginary, where individual minds and the Black narrative can be 

transformed, I term it the “jazz imaginary.”   

Towards the inner transformation of individuals in collaborative struggle, 

community locations for critical improvisational pedagogy fill a gap in critical education 

between traditional institutional providers, such as Black churches and schools. 

Community-located CIP addresses the subjective critical identity development of the 

individual in a non-university, non-church community setting, creating critical 

consciousness and agency in individuals within supportive non-governmental community 

organizations and centers. People who participate in CIP through, for example, culture 

and arts programs taught by organic intellectuals in community settings, may become 

better prepared for political participation, economic participation, debating policy, and 

competing in the democratic deliberative square, irrespective of their access to a church 

or university, as instantiated in the case study. Increasing the numbers of critically 

conscious marginalized people with agency in public spaces, where decisions are 

deliberated and policies are shaped, strengthens the Deweyan ideal of an open, evolving 

creative democracy.  

I argue that CIP can transform minds; it may produce people who have personal 

agency; it produces some leaders, organizers, and mentors who return to continue the 

work of intergenerational transmission of knowledge and culture. In Chapters 2 and 3, I 

define critical improvisational pedagogy, delineating and confirming the traditional 

 
9 West, C., (2001), p. 150-151. 
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intermediate institutions above as CIP sites, then flesh out a new architecture of 

community sites, instantiated in the Geneva Towers community profiled in Chapter 5. In 

Chapter 4 I describe the process of CIP and West’s “networks of apprenticeship”10 in 

jazz’s architectonic structure of support and knowledge transmission, while I highlight 

the often-elided substantial contributions and intersectional challenges of women in jazz. 

Chapter 5 is a case study of a community site where CIP is instantiated, focusing on the 

collaborative “jazz imaginary” that created the program, the intersectional master 

teachers as organic intellectuals in long-term mentor-apprentice relationships that began 

with the mothers of children in the children's arts programs, who were being groomed to 

become organic community leaders and political organizers.  This project attempts to 

create a template for a strategy that may be replicated for other African American 

community sites. It may be adapted for other marginalized communities. However, 

critical improvisational pedagogy is no easy panacea. The curricular content and makeup 

of these sites must be culturally appropriate. That is, they must consider the intersectional 

and intra-sectional challenges of marginalized people within their community; therefore, 

who serves as mentors and master teachers matters. At a time when close to 1,000 books 

on history, fiction, and stories of non-normative people, including in stories and picture 

books for small children, are being banned in school districts in 26 states as anti-

LGBQTIA and anti-race education laws spread across the country,11 and educators fight 

against district gag orders, what community sites can teach matters.   

 
10 West, C. and Gates, H.L. (1995), p. 175. 
 
11 PEN America. (2022) Banned in the USA: Rising school book bans threaten free 

expression and students’ First Amendment Rights. 
https://pen.org/banned-in-the-usa/ 
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Radical reform may occur organically, through the increased participation in 

decisions and infiltration of institutions of people with critical consciousness and agency 

who come from these CIP sites. My theoretical approach is a community-based radical 

pedagogical intervention based on critical theory, infused with critical feminism, and a 

culturally appropriate critical pedagogy that seeks to better prepare and engage 

marginalized citizens politically. Their voices in the public deliberative sphere and 

embodied presence in institutions are part of a pragmatic, multi-pronged approach to 

radical liberal reform. Critical improvisational pedagogy is a humanist-pragmatist attempt 

to create space and critical education for individuals to determine their own subjective 

identity and understand their social and political context so that they may effectively 

deliberate, act, and compete in their own interest.  

As an example of the kind of governmental failure that required critical 

improvisational action on the part of citizens, the failure of political will and bureaucratic 

incompetence that characterized the inadequate state response to victims of Hurricane 

Katrina, prompted critical intervention on the part of many citizens where the 

government exercised no capacity or political will to do so. Thousands of citizens went to 

New Orleans to volunteer with human and animal rescue operations, material assistance, 

education, and services in the wards that were devastated by the hurricane and flooding. 

Government inaction prompted many in higher education to have to organize 

collaborative response hubs nationwide, to help with the educational and housing needs 

of students and families displaced by the disaster and its prolonged effects. Operative for 

several years, these response hubs were organized and maintained by faculty, 

universities, churches, and nonprofit organizations, who personally helped find hosts and 
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secure the placements nationwide for students and families with no educational or 

housing options.  

Similarly, many Americans felt helpless watching the corporate and state-

sponsored brutality and maiming of native people and allies protesting to protect sacred 

land and water at the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL), which would affect tribes and 

thousands of residents, defying treaties, threatening the people, water, and land from 

North Dakota, through South Dakota, Iowa, and Illinois. Strong tribal leaders at Spirit 

Rock were eventually involved in deliberations, however, protesting misinformation and 

deficits in the environmental impact report regarding potential oil spills, withdrew from 

recent deliberations on the continuing project. However, most tribes and local 

representatives were not included in deliberations and negotiations that included 

Congress, local government officials, and representatives of big oil and the pipeline 

project. Indigenous people and activists launched protests globally; however, the critical 

window of deliberation and negotiation occurred well before the public protests, and it 

occurred in the “neutral” Habermasian public deliberative square. Whether many agentic 

citizen voices in those venues early on could have been effective against big oil and a 

neoliberal capitalist state is a question perhaps best answered by the modest successes of 

some citizen groups who are practicing participatory democracy around the closing, 

remediation, and reuse of a handful of the many toxic military bases and brownfields in 

the U.S. So, intervention by strong groups of informed citizens who demand participation 

and agency in the process has been successful in some cases. These examples emphasize 

that citizens should be involved in public deliberations before problems arise or at the 

outset of plans that will affect them and their communities, which implies some prior 
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critical education, critical consciousness, discursive practice; it implies civic 

involvement. The examples above point to institutional deficits and racism, state 

neoliberalism, and lack of political will; however, the lack of representative citizen voices 

to challenge injustice and make valid demands of the state before unrestricted market 

ideology causes crises. The lack also points to problems in the democratic public square 

and in education. The lack of citizen participation in important policy decisions that 

affect them underscores the importance of culturally-appropriate critical history and 

pedagogy as a democratic intervention, in traditional sites as well as in new, more 

numerous and accessible supportive neighborhood sites that can prepare more citizens 

who lack access to traditional “intermediate” institutions that proffer support, critical 

education, mentorship and apprenticeships, such as the Black churches, HBCU’s, or the 

supportive structures of Black musics cited by Dyson (2021) and West (1982).    

 
Problem Clarification – The Changing Same 

The U.N.’s official statement at the beginning of this chapter came as somewhat 

of a surprise to the oldest, wealthiest, and most powerful modern democratic nation that 

is more used to policing the human and civil rights abuses of other countries; however, 

new technologies and news coverage of domestic events were newly revealing a 

troubling historic pattern.  On February 26, 2013, 17-yr.-old Trayvon Martin was killed 

by a former neighborhood watch captain, as the nation became transfixed by the details, 

graphic images, psychology, and legal commentary broadcasting on the 24-hour media 

loop. I was teaching political philosophy at the time. In shock, students in both of my 

classes asked for a pause to discuss the case. Pausing to process this moment felt right. At 

the beginning of the semester, I had decided to teach the course through a lens of 
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“justice” to help concretize abstract ideas in ancient Greek philosophy for the 

introductory students, so a pause and some discussion of justice was appropriate (and 

discussion was taking place in most classes on campus). Some students resonated 

strongly to the circumstances leading up to Trayvon’s death because they had 

experienced something like it. “That could be me.”  Others were skeptical, sympathizing 

with the shooter’s fear and the perceived threat that made him pull the trigger. Discussion 

and debate became heated, but not uncontrollably so; students had had some practice 

debating and really wanted to understand the story. They were interested in what others 

had to say. A few had never had to think much about race, or the shooting of unarmed 

young people. Surprisingly, many of the urban, suburban, rural, and international students 

had never had a substantive conversation about race with strangers external to their own 

racial or class group. 

That summer, Alicia Garza tweeted “Black Lives Matter” in a spontaneous 

response to the acquittal of Trayvon Martin’s killer, awakening young people and 

germinating a new justice movement for a new generation for whom civil rights struggles 

were an abstraction. Trayvon Martin’s death was followed by the police killings of 

unarmed Black men, boys, and women, and cycles of street protests that were newly 

visible because of smart phone technology and 24-hour media cycles. As of January 

2021, NPR identified 135 unarmed African Americans killed by police.12 It is appropriate 

to name some of them: Eric Garner was killed in July of 2014, followed by Michael 

 
12 Martin, R. (2021, January 25). Fatal shootings of unarmed black people reveal 

troubling patterns. [Radio broadcast transcript]. NPR. 
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/956177021 
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Brown (18) in August, in Ferguson, Missouri. Tamir Rice (12) was shot while holding a 

plastic water gun in November of that year in Cleveland. Walter Scott in April 2015; 

Freddie Gray, Jr., Baltimore, 2015; Alton Sterling and Philando Castille in July 2016; 

Stephon Clark 2018; Breona Taylor 2020; George Floyd in May 2020. In 2015, critical 

race feminist, Kimberlé Crenshaw and the African American Policy Forum started the 

#sayhername campaign to bring awareness to the Black women who are also killed 

whose deaths are less publicized. Black women with other intersectional challenges (such 

as poverty), suffer a pattern of multiple issues and violence at the hands of police and the 

state that go largely unreported, such as Sandra Bland in 2015, Michelle Cusseaux, and 

Kayla Moore.13  

The involvement by the public (and many of my students) in the discourse and 

protests following each murder prompted more moral outrage and scrutiny of the criminal 

justice system. Moral outrage prompted diverse masses of people to take to the streets in 

protest after the years of apathy or despair of Black organizing following the landmark 

legislative successes in civil rights and the retrenchment that followed: the surveillance, 

harassment, and assassinations of civil rights and Black Power leaders more than 50 years 

ago. The cycles of murders of unarmed Black women and men, mass protests, and 

violence on protestors, made more salient by the new #BlackLivesMatter and 

#sayhername movements, awakened young people’s outrage and new critical 

consciousness. However, injustices in the criminal justice system constitute only part of a 

 
13 Mehta, J., Blanchard, D. (Producers). (2020, July 7). Say her name: How the fight for 

racial justice can be more inclusive of Black women [NPR Radio Broadcast]. 
WHYY.    
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long-term weakening of democratic rights and freedoms, contributing to the acute 

democratic crisis in the U.S. today, according to Freedom House. 

The March 2021, Freedom House report warned that the U.S. aggregate score for 

political rights and civil liberties fell eleven points on the Freedom spectrum in a decade. 

On a scale of 0-100, with 62 as the lowest possible score for a free country, the United 

States’ democracy score fell from 94 in 2011 (placing the U.S. scores between France 

and Poland) to 83 in 2020 (putting the U.S. on par with the democracy scores of South 

Korea, Romania, and Panama). The report cited recent causes for the demerits, such as 

the January 6, 2021, insurrection, in which the former president attempted to overturn the 

results of a free and fair election, inciting a violent mob attack on the Capitol. The report 

also cited erosion of voting rights after the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision to remove 

preclearance protections of the Voting Rights Act in former Jim Crow states prior to 

adopting voting changes in those states. Improper contributions and use of big money in 

politics and partisan polarization were also on the list.  

However, Freedom House reports that the overriding, long story of America’s 

slide on the Freedom spectrum is the country’s failure to uphold the first principles of 

democracy:  that all citizens are equal in the vote, before the law, and in their treatment 

by authorities. The report continues, “The unequal treatment of people of color, 

especially Black and Native Americans, is one of the most enduring demerits in Freedom 

House’s evaluation of freedom in the United States, and the scores for political equality 

and equal treatment under the law have deteriorated further in recent years.”14 

 
14 Repucci, S. (2021, March), p. 3. 
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Amidst vast improvements for people of color since the civil rights movement, 

and educational and economic mobility for a growing class of African Americans, 

systemic biases in access to housing, lending, employment, education, fair wages, and 

health care still produce and perpetuate vast inequalities for the poor and working class. 

In addition, neoliberal government policies exacerbate cumulative disparities caused by 

systemic racial bias, while they exploit or neglect poor and working-class people of all 

races, increasing inter-group animosity, political polarization, and violent extremism. 

These conditions say as much about the erosion of our institutions and unfinished 

democracy, and the unraveling of the liberal social safety net, as they do about the 

upsurge in hate crimes that are allegedly prompted by individual or group white 

supremacy.  

 
Unequal in the Vote, Before the Law, in Treatment by Authorities, and in 

Opportunity 
 

Despite promising improvements in poverty according to the 2020 Census, 11.6 

million children live in poverty, or 16% of all American children; those numbers rose 

during the pandemic and persist. Poverty rates are still disproportionately high for Black 

and Brown children. 28% of Black children are likely to grow up poor and subject to 

poor schools, violence, poor nutrition, poor education, fewer opportunities, poor housing, 

more exposure to toxins, and future health disparities.  

We have seen incremental improvements in the carceral system through 

incremental criminal justice reform. However, according to the Prison Policy Initiative 
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(2022),15 despite recent improvements, we still have the highest incarceration rates in the 

world:  there are 1.22 million people incarcerated; and 38% of people in prison or jail are 

Black. The incarceration rate for Black vs white Americans is 2,305 vs. 450 per 100,000 

people, respectively. The percentage of people serving life sentences who are Black is 

48%. African Americans comprise only 13% of the U.S. population. Problems in the 

criminal justice system are endemic throughout American institutions, affecting Native 

Americans and Chicano/Latinos similarly. 

The following chapter introduces and defines critical improvisational pedagogy as 

a critical theoretical approach to recent and historic democratic problems outlined in this 

introduction. Chapter 2 defines key concepts and criteria, such as the “jazz imaginary,” 

critical “conscientization,” the “architectonic support structure” of critical 

improvisational pedagogy, as well as the use of jazz music as a metaphor for American 

democratic struggle and strategy. The chapter also outlines the remaining chapters in this 

dissertation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
15 Sawyer, W., Wagner, P. (2022, March 14). Mass incarceration: The whole pie 2022. 

Prison Policy Initiative. https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2022.html 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

CRITICAL IMPROVISATIONAL PEDAGOGY 
 

This chapter introduces a critical theory and pedagogy approach to current crises 

of justice and inequality in American democracy. The theoretical approach of this project 

is a community based radical pedagogical intervention that seeks to prepare and engage 

marginalized citizens politically. Increasing the numbers of critically conscious and 

agentic voices in the deliberative public sphere and their embodied presence in 

institutions are part of a pragmatic, multi-pronged approach to radical liberal reform.  

  In this chapter, I define the criteria of critical improvisational pedagogy, 

explaining the architecture, mechanisms, and effects of the practice. Chapter 3 discusses 

how the project of CIP builds on the prophetic pragmatism of Cornel West. I discuss 

West’s philosophical project, criticisms of his work, and how this project diverges from 

West’s prophetic pragmatism. Chapter 3 also discusses West’s influences, and the 

theoretical influences for critical improvisational pedagogy, such as critical pedagogy and 

critical feminist theory. Chapter 4 instantiates critical improvisational pedagogy and 

West’s “apprenticeship networks”16 in the infrastructure of jazz. Chapter 4 also analyzes 

jazz figures who exemplify aspects of the theory and pedagogy, some of whom also 

embody intersectional challenges in jazz such as Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday, Dizzy 

Gillespie, and Ma Rainey in the blues. Chapter 5 highlights the work and mechanism of 

critical improvisational pedagogy as it was instantiated in children’s arts programming 

and local economic development strategies conducted by residents in the program.  

 
16 West, C., & Gates, H.L. (1995). Affirmative Reaction. Transition, 68, p. 175, 182. 
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Chapter 5 ends with an analysis of the success and failures of the project, with 

prescriptions for uses for CIP in other sites. 

 I use jazz improvisation, and the jazz imaginary as central metaphors throughout 

this project, acknowledging that most African American music, from work songs, spirit 

songs, to blues, gospel, jazz, and hip hop and rap are improvisational and critical. I 

explain the importance of improvisation in African American life below. However, for 

some critics, writers, and intellectuals in the twentieth century, jazz became “America’s 

original art form,” almost synonymous with freedom, innovation, integration, and 

democracy (e.g., Stanley Crouch, Albert Murray, Ralph Ellison, Ingrid Monson, Amiri 

Baraka, Eric Hobsbawm, especially Cornel West). The rise of jazz in America as a new 

paradigm of hope and possibility occurred alongside struggles and progress in democratic 

freedoms. This is not to say that jazz caused political protest and democratic progress. 

Gospel and folk were far more the organizing music of political protest. Rather, jazz and 

twentieth century democracy shared the zeitgeist, the spirit of the times, and an almost 

utopian hope, joy, messiness, rebellion, opposition, innovation, love, risk, and critical 

experimentation. Therefore, jazz and the jazz imaginary are apt metaphors for the risk, 

critical experimentation, and hope in the processes and goals of critical improvisational 

pedagogy:  the internal transformation of individuals in community, through critical 

education and authentic self-identity, and the organic radical liberal reform proposed in 

this project.  

Definitions 

This project argues that critical improvisation and the “jazz imaginary” have 

traditionally functioned as alternative cultural modes for the African American disruption 
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of hegemonic ideology and enforced or surveilled modes of living in the world. They 

become alternative spaces of emotional expression, political discourse, dissent, and social 

and political agency, in response to the history of racialized oppression and white 

supremacy in this country. Subscribing to Dewey’s proposition that creative democracy is 

an evolving struggle with ever-changing conditions, the project acknowledges both the 

historical ideology of white supremacy and the confounding effects of failed Keynesian 

liberal policies and neoliberalism on poor to lower-working class African Americans and 

others most affected by racism and wealth, education, and health disparities. Using the 

metaphor of jazz improvisation and the jazz imaginary centrally throughout this project, 

the theory of CIP builds on theoretical work of American transcendentalists such as R. 

W. Emerson and the American pragmatists, social analysts, and public intellectuals who 

follow Emerson such as W.E.B. Du Bois, John Dewey, Ralph Ellison, Cornel West, 

Angela Davis, Robin D.G. Kelley, and Michael Eric Dyson, most of whom are deeply 

concerned with freedom, American Democracy, and justice for Black citizens. The use of 

Black aesthetics, especially Black music is ubiquitous in much of their philosophical and 

analytical work on African American life and the progress of American democracy. The 

pedagogy is strongly informed by Dewey and West’s pragmatist commitments to 

historical consciousness and pedagogical modes for educating citizens for creative 

democratic citizenship, Arendt’s architectonics, Antonio Gramsci’s theoretical notions of 

hegemony and organic intellectuals, as well as theories of critical praxis of Pierre 
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Bourdieu,17 Paolo Freire,18 Henry Giroux,19 and others. The chapter begins with 

definitions of key terms and CIP’s theoretical foundations and examples. 

 

Critical Improvisational Pedagogy (CIP) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Alternative Architectonic Structures of Support 

(Intermediate deliberative sites with “Apprenticeship Networks”) 

Figure 1 illustrates the process of critical improvisational pedagogy within an 

alternative architectonic structure of support, such as the Black church, HBCU’s, the jazz 

infrastructure described in Chapter 4, or the local neighborhood-based center profiled in 

 
17 See Bourdieu, P. (1977). Outline of a theory of practice. Cambridge University Press; 

Bourdieu, P. (1983). Economic capital, cultural capital, social capital. Soziale 
Welt, Supplement 2, 183-198. 

 
18 See Freire, P. (1993). Pedagogy of the oppressed. Continuum. 
 
19 See Giroux, H. (2011, March). Neoliberalism as a form of public pedagogy: Making 

the political more pedagogical. Academia. 
https://www.academia.edu/12795711/Neoliberalism_as_public_pedagogy 
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Chapter 5. I use Hannah Arendt’s architectonics to explain the structure. According to 

Arendt (1959),20 this humanly constructed support structure is held together and made 

durable by the people who inhabit them, their deliberations, and activities within the 

“space of appearance,” which confers importance and dignity on those appearing in it. 

This public life is performative. Arendt writes, “Living things make their appearance like 

actors on a stage set for them.”21 The supportive “space of appearance” in this case is held 

together by West’s intergenerational “apprenticeship networks” 22 (the space represented 

in blue). Within these enriched networks of support and apprenticeship, elders, organic 

intellectuals, and mentors through their praxis, model behavior and provide critical Black 

context, education, and support, as part of their curricula, through oral histories, cultural 

education, and practices. In these enriched environments where younger African 

Americans are exposed to positive, versions of Black history and culture that are not 

elided or distorted by dominant white culture, they have a better chance of developing the 

positive subjective Black identity and a critical consciousness of their social and political 

context within the larger society. Ideally, these alternative architectonic structures serve 

as a first polis in which to deliberate, practice, and develop agency. They prepare more 

African American young people to participate fully in the Habermasian democratic 

 
20 Arendt, H. (1959). The human condition. Doubleday Anchor Books, p. 45. 
 
21 Arendt, H. (1978) The Life of the Mind (Vol. 1, Thinking). Harcourt Trade Publishers,  
p. 21. (italics Arendt). 
 
22 West, C. and Gates, H.L. (1995), p. 175. 
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public square, the mainstream institutions where they can participate in creating or 

changing the policies that affect them.  

Critical improvisational pedagogy is, first, critical theory. Borrowing from critical 

theory and critical feminist theory (CFT), CIP is normative, assuming an activist response 

to a social critique of oppressive or marginalizing conditions in institutions in civil 

society and the economy, in this case the structural racism and neoliberal exploitation of 

vulnerable African Americans. While critical legal theory and the more recent 

Afropessimism question the rationality of reforming an inherently biased legal-

institutional system on the grounds that it perpetuates inherent structural inequities 

caused by ideological white supremacy, critical improvisational pedagogy, like critical 

theory and CFT, pushes toward reform of institutions that have historically deprived 

Black and Brown people, women, women of color, LGBTQIA people, and members of 

other marginalized groups of the benefits of full freedom, economic access, and full 

democratic citizenship on the basis of racial, cultural, or gender bias, dominant 

normativity regarding sexual preferences, and normative physical ability. Like critical 

feminist theory, critical improvisational pedagogy is concerned with the reform of 

structurally unjust institutions and society overall, however, primacy is given here to the 

praxis of CIP aimed at first educating and developing the inner self within community, 

first, and nurturing the critical consciousness, authentic identity, and self-determination 

people need to demand equal justice and participate in building a better democracy.  As 

such, critical improvisational pedagogy is also humanistic theory: this project of CIP 
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recognizes and draws on Black aesthetics and the performativity23 specific to African 

Americans for the unique role aesthetics and performativity have always played in 

African American survival, resilience, everyday life, and excellence.  

The continuum of Black American musics—spirituals, work songs, blues, gospel, 

R&B, jazz, afro-punk, rap, and hip hop—evolved as the space of emotional expression, 

communication, oral history, worship, and teaching during slavery, when forms of 

communication, reading and writing, and dissent were forbidden and punishable. In 

Chapters 2 and 3, I will discuss the evolution of the music from the early forms to the 

blues, gospel, and jazz in the twentieth century. Black musics, aesthetics in fashion and 

art, exceptional performance in sports, and the messages African American performative 

culture transmit have proven their influence and dominance in American and world 

culture.  

Improvisation is a broad term referring to the process of innovating an atypical 

method to solve a problem due to lack of time or resources, creating something 

spontaneously, or using materials at hand. Using the jazz metaphor, improvisation in jazz 

does not mean “winging it or making things up out of thin air” contends critic Albert 

Murray. It is the convention of “playful option-taking” in what Murray calls “the blues 

idiom.”24 Murray writes, “The jazz musician improvises within a very specific context 

and in terms of very specific idiomatic devices of composition.” A specific device of 

 
23 See Dyson, M.E. (2021) Entertaining race: Performing Blackness in America. St. 

Martin’s Press. Dyson discusses distinctive Black performativity at length. 
 
24 Murray, A. (1983). Improvisation and the creative process. [Conference presentation]. 

Reproduced in The jazz cadence of American culture, (1998), O’Meally, R.J. 
(Ed.). Columbia University Press, p. 112. 
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blues idiom for jazz artists is “the break,” which is the disruption of the normal cadence 

of a piece of music.”25 Musicologist and jazz musician Barry Kernfeld defines the break 

in jazz as,  

A brief solo passage occurring during an interruption in the 
accompaniment, usually lasting one or two bars and maintaining the 
underlying rhythm and harmony of the piece. Breaks appear most 
frequently at the ends of phrases, particularly the last phrase in a structural 
unit (e.g., a march or rag). The break formed an evolutionary link between 
brass-band music and improvised jazz…26 

 
I discuss more on jazz improvisation in Chapter 4.  

In this project, “jazz” improvisation in Black life assumes the crucial ability to 

perceive and respond to both threats and opportunities with some agility. Critical 

improvisation is pragmatic; it means necessarily having a basic critical analysis of one’s 

origin story and circumstances, then adapting, coping, and innovating in the face of the 

shifting existential threat. In the case of African Americans, it was the existential threat 

posed by white supremacy and the long continuum after chattel slavery: post-

Reconstruction Jim Crow laws in the South, cycles of racial violence, and race and class 

apartheid in housing, education, criminal justice, health, and the market, even after the 

formal legal successes of the 1950s and 60s civil rights movement. Though not 

biologically tied to Africans, the African American improvisation that is a way of living, 

thinking, communicating, and performing migrated through the Middle Passage and has 

been adapted under constantly changing circumstances for survival and transformative 

 
 
 
26 Kernfeld, B. (2003). Break(jazz). Grove Music Online.  
 https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592

630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-2000056500. 
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agency in society and American politics by African Americans specifically (Gilroy, 27 Du 

Bois, Kelley, West, Dyson). Claude McKay’s character Jake in the novel, Home to 

Harlem (1987),28 uses the tools of Harlem, including critical improvisation in jazz and 

blues to survive, navigate unemployment and racism, and enjoy life. Reflecting on this 

evolution of jazz improvisation from survival to, way of life, to style, jazz harpist 

Dorothy Ashby illumines how jazz improvisation is prompted by historical 

circumstances. Ashby writes convincingly,  

The reason for some of our prowess in improvisation, for example, might 
stem from the fact that we’ve always had to improvise. We learned how to 
make do with the food left over from the plantation house—to make 
chitterlings, maws, and brains. When the season demanded, we put 
cardboard in our shoes. We wore long hair before the style was called 
Afro, because we couldn’t afford haircuts, and then that became the style 
of the jazz musicians.29 
 

McKay’s character Jake and Dorothy Ashby point beyond daily survival to the 

transformative power of critical improvisation for surviving the conditions of American 

chattel slavery and its long legacies, outlined above, that are built into American 

institutions systemically, shaped by the ideology of white supremacy.30 After generations 

of practice—of having to struggle and improvise as coping mechanisms—critical 

improvisation and resilience become a way of life, a “prowess” that becomes 

 
27 Gilroy, P. (1993). The black Atlantic: Modernity and double consciousness. Harvard 

University Press. 
 
28 McKay, C. (1987). Home to Harlem. Northeastern University Press, pp. 34-40, 112-

119. (Original produced in 1928). 
 
29  Hawkins, A.W. (2008). The jazz trope: A theory of African American literary and 

vernacular culture. Scarecrow Press, Inc., p. 109. 
 
20   See Mills, C. (1997). The racial contract. Cornell University Press; West, C. (2001).  
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performative. West describes as genius with “funk” and practice, Dyson’s “spark that 

inspires Black performers to test the full range of thought and feeling in their craft”31 and 

Jake’s and Ashby’s “prowess” inevitably become a unique jazz style, a culture to be 

admired, emulated, and eventually appropriated or co-opted. Improvisation, with 

criticality, Black spirituality, and knowledge transfer through the pedagogy I illustrate 

below can transform a passive response to multi-generational oppression and the 

suffering of trauma into art, music, self-determination, and agency that, in turn, can lead 

to decisive political action.  

On the genesis of improvisation and jazz form, music critic Richard Abrams 

elucidates the means of survival and necessity in African American life that underpin and 

predate improvisation in blues and jazz more directly in an interview. Abrams explains,   

Let us go back to the blues and before the blues, before that word existed, 
back to the cotton fields. Survival was laid out there. Check the means of 
survival the slave used; sending messages through songs, tapping his foot, 
putting his head in the laughing barrel when the massah stumbled on the 
sidewalk and almost brake (sic) his neck. That’s how he survived; being 
himself.  The way to survive is to stop trying to be like other people and 
just follow the thought of who you are. You receive the things you need 
through the process of thought. These experiences and ideas come from 
inside. [emphasis added]32 
 
Essential for survival for Abrams’ slave is knowledge of one’s subjective 

consciousness and a basic critical analysis of the status quo. The enslaved human being 

uses his jazz imaginary, receiving “the things you need through the process of thought. 

These experiences and ideas come from inside.” The jazz imaginary builds on Du Bois’s 

 
31 Dyson, M. (2021). p. 13. 
 
32 De Lerma, D. (1973). Reflections on Afro-American music. Kentucky State University 

Press. p. 105.  
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“second sight,” just as Cornel West and R.D.G. Kelley (2019) invoke second sight as a 

signifier and vessel of authentic African American identity, suffering, spirituality, joy, 

rage, hope, creative imagination, transformation, dissent, and political agency. It is the 

space of the protective laughing barrel, the skill you use to imagine a way out, and the 

way forward. I term this Black critical consciousness the jazz imaginary for its critical 

improvisational power to create agency. The jazz imaginary is at its most powerful when 

it is collaborative. Kelley writes, “I am talking about an unleashing of the mind’s most 

creative capacities, catalyzed by participation in struggles for change.” [emphasis 

added]33  Collaborative jazz imaginary creates the alternative structures for critical 

improvisational pedagogy I illustrate below. 

Abrams also captures the “tragicomic” ambiguity in the blues used for survival. 

He uses his jazz imaginary and critical improvisation to laugh at the master without being 

heard or punished, to sing or tap out forbidden messages, to protest and organize dissent. 

This critical improvisation, necessarily practiced over the generations under constantly 

changing circumstances and levels of existential threat, becomes a defining skill in the 

Black American performative repertoire.  

 For Michael Eric Dyson, Black performativity takes several forms. Dyson 

illustrates in Entertaining Race:  Performing Blackness in America (2021) how enslaved 

African Americans were literally forced to perform for the entertainment of white 

overseers convincingly, in a particularly brutal historical example involving a young girl 

on a slave ship that is difficult to repeat here.34  Improvisational performativity was 

 
33 Kelley, R.D.G. (2002), pp. 191-194. 
 
34 See Dyson, M.E. (2021), p. 5. 
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employed protectively, to hide dangerous emotions, as in Abram’s laughing barrel, to tap 

out messages, to downplay perceived dangerous sexuality that threatened white men, to 

code-switch, to “psych out the oppressor” at his own game.  More importantly for the 

theory of critical improvisational pedagogy, Black performance has imbued African 

Americans and American culture with iterative richness and Black positivity. It is a 

means by which African Americans can return to and “find solace in their own culture” 

and learn about themselves. Dyson writes,  

Black performance fed on the inspiration that flowed in the [bosom] of 
Africa. As each generation got further away from the motherland, 
performance became an even greater source of identity, strength, value, 
and survival… The Black performance I have in mind is a vibrant third 
thing sandwiched between its edifying African character and its greatly 
undervalued expression in the white world. The purpose of Black 
performance in the New World is to restore a Black universe and to 
establish Black humanity. The yearning for positivity…35 

 
Black performativity evolves as the means by which the formerly enslaved person 

navigates and thrives amidst violent opposition by white dominance in culture, education, 

and the economy. Black performativity is practiced and honed from slavery on, 

becoming, like improvisation, a perfected skill in a repertoire of tools for survival. Dyson 

also notes that performativity is pervasive in every aspect of Black life. The kind of Black 

performativity and critical improvisation that begin in alternative Black public spaces 

outlined below, open the door to deliberation, dissent, and protest in the Habermasian 

democratic public square, where solidarity with other groups, and demands for political 

inclusion and social justice are fruitfully made.  

 
35 Dyson, M.E. (2021), p. 5.  
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For Du Bois, McKay, Abrams, West, and Dyson, survival and transcendence for 

African Americans is paradoxical, complicated, necessarily critical, and necessarily 

improvisational. As such, survival, and transcendence from oppression for formerly 

enslaved people often required appearing one way and meaning or communicating 

something else. It can mean quickly pivoting and improvising new action in the case of 

new existential threat. At its core, African American identity and survival are conditioned 

by alienation, resistance, and critique of the conditions of life within the sphere and gaze 

of the “master.”  Along with the prophesy of spiritual emancipation, redemption, and 

communal support proffered by Black Christian faith, individual Black identity, survival, 

and resilience in America require the jazz imaginary, they require a kind of 

improvisational performance art.  

Oppositional feelings and impulses such as rage, resistance, critique, and dissent 

must be suppressed, according to Ralph Ellison, or they must be cloaked in the 

performance of acquiescence of mind and body, so that they may be useful in the fight.36 

One must at least appear to assimilate to dominant norms to be useful. However, 

“authentic” Black identity and consciousness mean relying on internal personal authority 

amid external chaos, for picking out what you need of reality and creating the authentic 

subjectivity that you are. Ellison succinctly illustrates his authentic subjectivity, the 

necessary submersion of rage and the transmogrification of bitterness and destructive 

 
36 Callahan, J., & Conner, C., (Eds.). (2019). The selected letters of Ralph Ellison. 

Random House, p. 144.  
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passion into brilliant creative performative strokes in the struggle, in a letter to Richard 

Wright in 1941. Ellison writes,  

…After reading your history—I knew it already…after reading it and 
experiencing the pictures, the concrete images, I was convinced that we 
people of emotion shall land the most telling strokes, the destructive-
creative blows in the struggle…Part of my life, Dick, has been a lacerating 
experience…but I have learned to keep the bitterness submerged so that 
my vision may be kept clear, so that those passions that could easily be 
criminal may be socially useful.37  
 
Authentic Black consciousness then is psychological freedom: it is subjective 

thought and self-identity that exist independent of white ascriptions of the Black 

inferiority, servitude, and criminality that dominant white consciousness has historically 

deployed to justify genocide and slavery, exclusion, marginalization, the material 

objectification and imprisonment of Black Americans, Native Americans, Latinos, 

immigrants and other minorities in overlapping systems of institutionalized white 

supremacy. For African Americans, these institutions include the prolonged American 

period of chattel slavery, subsequent vagrancy and Jim Crow laws in the South, race-

based segregation and unequal housing and education in the North, lynching and the 

state-sponsored or -protected murder of Black civilians, and continuing economic, 

political, educational, criminal justice, housing, and health “disparities” for poor Black 

and Brown people.  

 The praxis of Christian/Marxist liberation theology, originating in Peru with 

Gustavo Gutiérrez, was adapted for use in several Latin American countries to alleviate 

the suffering of the poor, lumpen masses through problem-based education, literacy, and 

 
37 Callahan, J., and Conner, C. (Eds.). (2019). p. 144. [Emphasis added.] 
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conscientization aimed at building agency and self-determination for involvement in civic 

and political life, against colonialism and economic exploitation, most famously by 

Brazil’s Paolo Freire.38 Using the knowledge, indigenous intelligence, theology, and 

culture of each population as the basis for student-generated questions and problems to 

fight oppression, forms of liberation theology have been adapted for freedom struggles in 

South Africa, India, Palestine, and in the U.S. in Black liberation theology associated 

with James Cone.  So too, critical improvisational pedagogy is generalizable to other 

oppressed populations; it can be adapted for community building, critical consciousness, 

and agency for other American communities that have been subject to genocide, 

systematic exclusion and oppression, and similar multigenerational wealth, health, 

education, and housing disparities. Though Native peoples and certain immigrant 

communities have not been subjected to American chattel slavery and the continuum of 

oppressions that followed, Native peoples, for example, have had to improvise ways to 

survive invasion, genocide, and mass displacement, with mixed success. 

Through critical improvisational pedagogy, authentic Black consciousness39 may 

become the internal space of Dyson’s return to African “solace,” and “positivity.”  

Authentic African American subjectivity and critical improvisation suffuse Black style, 

art, writing, and the continuum of African American musics that have, in turn imbued, 

revolutionized, and creolized American culture. It is this independent improvisational 

 
38 Freire, P. (1993). The pedagogy of the oppressed. (New rev. 20th Anniversary ed.). 

Continuum Books. (Original work published 1973). 
 
39 Not that there exists one true or pure “authentic Black consciousness.”  What is meant 

by “authentic consciousness” or “authentic identity” throughout this project is 
subjective identity or consciousness that is self-determined, not ascribed by 
dominant culture.   
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Black self-consciousness I term the “jazz imaginary” that creates transformation. As in 

the example of Ralph Ellison’s “destructive creative strokes” above, the jazz imaginary 

de-centers hegemonic consciousness; it erodes and disrupts the mythologies and elisions 

of Black experience and history, then often elicits backlash from the hegemonic systems 

created by the ideology of white supremacy that still pervades American life and 

institutions. But how does it work? 

 
Pedagogy through Arendt’s Architectonic Structures of Support 

 
The pedagogy in CIP is the means by which critical information is disseminated 

in the form of narrative, oral histories, myth, cultural practices, morality, community 

ethics and consciousness through a system of multigenerational praxis and teaching in 

alternative Black institutional sites. Apprenticeships—mentor-apprentice relationships 

between teachers or seasoned elders as organic intellectuals and the next generation—are 

crucial to the transmission, practice, pedagogy, perpetuation, and renewal of Black 

culture. Apprenticeships are integral because they constitute human connective tissue that 

holds together alternative architectonic structures of support for Black community, in 

political organizing, in passing on the Black Christian tradition, and in African American 

musics, especially in jazz, because the complexity and difficulty of the genre require 

intensive jazz instruction on musical technique, jazz conventions, improvisation, and 

playing as a collaborative. 

When he addresses the dearth of quality leadership in the Black community in 

America in Race Matters (2001), Cornel West discusses the importance of “deeply bred 

traditions and communities that shape and mold talented and gifted persons. Without the 

vibrant tradition of resistance passed on to new generations, there can be no nurturing of 
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a collective and critical consciousness—only professional conscientiousness survives.”40  

West laments the break-up of African American communities in which families move 

away from community churches and middle class and well-to-do families now send their 

children to Harvard, Yale or Princeton to “get good jobs,” rather than Howard, Fisk, or 

Morehouse where they are exposed to a “vibrant tradition of resistance…bonded by 

ethical ideals, and from a credible sense of struggle.”  Though it is not missed that West 

has chosen to teach at Princeton, Harvard, and Yale, he is alluding here to the significant 

role intermediate institutions such as the Black church or the HBCU played in preparing 

young people for the ethical Black life of service and leadership in struggle.  These are 

locations where West’s “networks of apprenticeships”41 flourish, and tradition is passed 

down. 

Hannah Arendt operationalizes these concepts in her notion of architectonic 

structures. Her definitions are useful in fleshing out West’s intermediate spaces and the 

alternative spaces of critical improvisational pedagogy in this project. In The Human 

Condition (1959),42 Arendt defines what she means by these structures. Arendt 

differentiates between the natural earth and the humanly constructed “world of things.” 

The public realm in the human world of things “is the space of appearance,” the 

constructed spaces or commons where individuals appear through their action and 

speech.43  It is the common space of political discourse and agency. For Arendt, “the 

 
40 West, C. (2001), p. 56-57.  
 
41 West, C. and Gates, H.L. (1995). p. 175. 
 
42 Arendt, H. (1959). 
 
43 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 45. 
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space of appearance comes into being wherever [men] are together in the manner of 

speech and action, and therefore predates and precedes all formal constitution of the 

public realm.”44 These common spaces of appearance in the public realm are durable and 

held together by the people who construct them as connective tissue, like cultural 

associations. As such, Arendt’s architectonic structures, the spaces of public appearance, 

discourse, deliberation, agency, and political action are constructed by the human beings 

that create them, so they are not presumed to be “neutral” or objective, as is the 

Habermasian public square.  

Critical theorists such as Iris Marion Young,45 Jane Mansbridge46 and others have 

criticized the Habermasian democratic square for its presumption of neutrality and its 

excluding of difference:  people who may think, speak, and express themselves 

differently (i.e., other than linear-rational speech) than the democratic majority may not 

be able to deliberate equally in this sphere. Unlike the public square, Arendt’s public 

commons are not solid democratic institutions, such as constitutions, the courts, or 

legislative arenas that were originally built for dominant majority citizens. So, the 

alternative architectures of deliberation, support, teaching, apprenticeship, practice, and 

contestation that are the constructed spaces of critical improvisational pedagogy in this 

project such as the jazz infrastructure in Chapter 4, or the community collaborative 

 
 
44 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 178. 
 
45 Young, I. M. (2011). Activist challenges to deliberative democracy. Raisons 

Politiques, 42, pp. 131-158. 
 
46 Mansbridge, J. J. & Morris, A. D. (2001). Oppositional consciousness: The subjective 

roots of social protest. University of Chicago Press. 
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discussed in Chapter 5, disrupt, and decenter the hegemony of the institutional public 

square. To use the jazz metaphor, these spaces constitute “the break” in the standard 

harmony, where the jazz imaginary can do its critical emancipatory work of de-centering 

hegemonic ideas and ascriptions, and freeing minds through critical improvisational 

pedagogy.  

Amidst systemic challenges to equitable opportunity and inclusion in the political, 

educational, and social institutions that structure and do the work of American democracy 

and society, the survival and progress of African Americans in American culture, rights, 

political influence, and the economy have historically depended on these alternative 

architectonic structures of systematic support and organization, as opposed to the 

Habermasian public square. They are the alternative institutional sites in which to 

practice critical improvisational pedagogy, and the primary public arena in which to de-

center whiteness, and house and center Black discourse, critical teaching and 

apprenticeship, performance, spiritual sustenance, political organizing, and contestation. 

In CIP, these alternative common architectures are improvised in the jazz imaginary by 

necessity by those who are oppressed, marginalized, or excluded from conventional 

hegemonic structures in government, business, religious life, culture, and media.   

These alternative architectures as “spaces of appearance”47 expand the sphere for 

democratic contestation and deliberation beyond the white-dominated and populated 

Habermasian democratic public square. For example, in the civil rights movement, these 

architectonic structures functioned together as a system of networked sites for what I 

 
47 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 178. 
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term critical improvisational pedagogy. The sites provided resources in the form of 

activist leadership, organic intellectuals, organizers, training and apprenticeships, 

strategies, political education, and political objectives that roused African Americans and 

their allies into a coherent, critically conscious oppositional public that then could make 

viable political demands on the government and the citizenry. For example, intermediate 

institutional structures such as the Black church, historically Black colleges and 

universities, (HBCUs) primarily in the South, and nongovernmental political 

organizations were systematic pedagogical organizing centers for civil rights long before 

there was a “movement,” or the legal successes of Brown vs. Board of Education in 1954, 

the Voting Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1965 or Fair Housing Act in 1968.  

These intermediate sites used pedagogies like the one I term critical improvisational 

pedagogy to support, critically educate, and activate young people for political efficacy in 

the mainstream public square. 

The Black church provided people with Black prophetic Christianity, hope, love, 

the traditional soaring rhetoric of ministers, biblical references and symbolism,48 that in 

the hands of leaders and prophets like Martin Luther King, Jr. transformed the movement 

for legal rights to education, the franchise, and racial integration into an urgent moral 

imperative, not just for America in the Jim Crow South, or for troubled cities of the urban 

North, but for the moral integrity and responsibility of the American empire in the world.  

The Black church serves as a traditional CIP structure for intergenerational mentorship, 

critical consciousness, and support. 

 
48 West, C. (2002). Prophesy deliverance: An Afro-American revolutionary Christianity.  

Westminster John Knox Press. p. 20. (Original work published 1982). 
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Cornel West’s definition of the Black church resonates with Arendt’s humanly 

constructed architectonic realms of commonality. The Church is not a monolith 

institution. Rather, West writes, “This church is merely a rubric to designate black 

Christian communities of many denominations, that came into being when slaves 

decided, often at the risk of life and limb, to “make Jesus their choice” and to share with 

one another their common Christian sense of purpose and Christian understanding of 

their circumstances.”49 Notice the critical improvisation and risk that West says went into 

constructing these alternative spaces.  The common rubric of the Black church and 

West’s prophetic Christianity, then, is necessarily critical and transformative; it is the 

space in which to negate current realities such as political oppression and social 

degradation and transform them “against the backdrop of historical limits,” imbuing 

Black thought with “the sobriety of tragedy, the struggle for freedom, and the spirit of 

hope.”50  The Black church also provided support and space for the continuing 

development and practice of African American music in the spirituals and gospel music 

that both fueled the political movement and continued the musical traditions that fueled 

the blues, jazz and beyond. 

Black colleges (HBCUs) were another “space of appearance” that provided 

quality education, descriptive representation by faculty, with mentoring, cultural support, 

and solidarity—the history, critical analysis, language skills, but also community ethics 

and mores—to the young people who would become doctors, lawyers, businesspeople, 

educators, and public leaders. During the civil rights struggle, they would serve as foot 

 
49 West, C. (2002), p. 15. 
 
50 West, C. (2002), pp. 19-20. 
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soldiers, advocates, and early organizers who first contested Jim Crow laws, formally 

protesting white supremacy physically at lunch counter sit-ins. These disruptions 

activated students and the emerging Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

(SNCC), whose direct actions disrupted white supremacy, and activated American 

students and youth of all races across the country.  

Other political organizations such as the SCLC or the SNCC, to name just two, 

qualify as architectonic sites of CIP. These organizations brought seasoned leaders as 

organic intellectuals, financial and social resources, logistics, platform development and 

political training, strategies, and connections from other alternative structures that 

provided knowledge resources, such as the communist and socialist parties and the labor 

movement. In these intermediate institutions, teachers, mentors, and leaders transmitted 

critical education and knowledge, skills and resources, and strategies through critical 

improvisational pedagogy that shifted as threats and challenges in the struggle quickly 

changed. In The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement (1984), Aldon Morris discusses 

how the Greensboro students’ February 1, 1960, decision to disrupt Jim Crow by staging 

a sit-in at a whites-only lunch counter quickly evolved into mass protests that 

strengthened the movement and its organizational base. According to Morris, “well-

forged networks existed between and among Black churches and colleges in North 

Carolina, facilitated by the large number of colleges concentrated in the state…. 

Interactions between colleges and churches were frequent and intense.”51 The alternative 

 
51 Morris, A. (1984). The origins of the civil rights movement: Black communities 

organizing for change. The Free Press: Simon & Schuster, p. 199. 
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institutions of support and organizing in the churches, schools (including high schools), 

and political organizations had long been actively exchanging information and strategies. 

  Just as important to the movement, and central to Black life historically, are the 

architectonic structure of jazz and some African American musics in the continuum—

gospel, jazz and some R & B contributed explicitly and by virtue of their existence and 

success during civil rights. Rap, hip hop, and newer forms as sites of political expression 

and contestation, express contemporary rage, and contribute to contemporary movements, 

such as Black Lives Matter. Rap, and hip hop are improvisational in their lyrics and 

beats, according to Dyson. However, unlike jazz, gospel, and R&B, rap and hip hop may 

not fit the CIP criteria of “intermediate structures” as precursors to status quo public 

deliberative institutions, alternative architectonic systematic structures of communal 

education and critical improvisational pedagogy. First, hip hop and rap are no longer 

marginalized or “alternative.” As Michael Dyson states, hip hop, and rap “flip the script 

on Du Bois’s veil,”52 by controlling their now dominant institutionalized and globalized 

form of performance. Instead of viewing themselves and the world through the prism of 

whiteness, young people now view themselves and the world through the prism of hip 

hop. CIP and the alternative support structure do not apply to hip hop and rap because of 

the relative power of hip hop and hip-hop artists. The continuum of Black musics serves 

as a fourth leg in the metaphorical stool or meta-architecture that provides not only 

cultural memory, the blues idiom, and musical training and technique in the business of 

music, but also the oral histories, community ethics and norms, discursive “open spaces 

 
52 Jones, M.E., & Dyson, M.E. (Summer 2006). An interview with Michael Eric Dyson. 

Callaloo, 29(3). The Johns Hopkins University Press, p. 792.  
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of appearance” for oppositional expression that supported agency and Black political, 

financial, and spiritual progress. 

For example, the architectonic support structure I term the jazz infrastructure 

illumines the criteria and workings of critical improvisational pedagogy. That is, the 

generations of blues, early jazz, bop, and bebop musicians who struggled through the 

epoch of racial trauma and political exclusion from post-Reconstruction on, to formal 

racial integration and civil rights, found community, resources, and support in learning, 

recreating, and performing the music that was to become America’s original art form. 

Jam sessions that for outsiders resembled loosely thrown-together groupings of musicians 

riffing together in late-night sessions, constitute what Dyson defines as the third leg of 

the stool of racial progress and excellence, along with formal education and the church 

(Dyson, 2021). (I add the fourth leg of nongovernmental organizations to the 

metaphorical stool, above.) 

Functioning for musicians like the Black church, an HBCU, or political 

organizations, jam sessions were communal sites for aural history (sound, harmonic 

modes, rhythms, timbres) as well as democratic discourse, for the listening, reciprocal 

“call-and-response” between musicians and with the audience that improvised new 

forms. Sessions also became a site for secular preaching. At formal and informal gigs and 

late-night jam sessions after the gigs, younger musicians traditionally “sat in” at the knees 

of masters to learn, picking up much more than music lessons. As the critical 

improvisational pedagogy of jazz, these sessions with elder masters as teachers and 

organic intellectuals traditionally proffered a community, and moral support from other 

musicians and producers as community organizers, information about gig opportunities, 
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as well as a deep steeping in the culture, consciousness, ethos, and oral histories, both of 

music and of Black life.  

Again, cultural transmission occurs through an almost systematic practice of 

apprenticeships that serve as human building blocks for critical improvisational 

pedagogy and the alternative structures that support it. The relationship between master 

teachers/organic intellectuals as mentors and students/colleagues as apprentices ensures 

the passing down of content and technique, but also cultural history, ideas about race, 

morality through oral histories, other life lessons as well as the mores, ethics, and 

business of Black life. Networks of apprenticeship exist between elders and the next 

generation in all of the Black alternative institutional structures described above, 

transmitting knowledge, and preserving, and perpetuating them in new forms. In jazz, 

according to historian Eric Hobsbawm (1998), those networks proffer “the transmission 

of skills and sensibilities to new practitioners.” In Uncommon People Hobsbawm writes, 

“But jazz has always lived not by the hipness of the public (which with the rarest 

exceptions, has always been a minority public), but by what Cornel West calls the 

‘network of apprenticeship.’”53  

The apprenticeship relationship provides and expands the space of the jazz 

imaginary for young people to absorb the standards, the techniques of their mentors, 

through mimesis, then rebel against them, improvising their own next-generation 

responses. As an exemplar of intergenerational critical improvisational pedagogy and the 

architectonic structure of jazz, jazz innovator Dizzy Gillespie invented bebop (with 

 
53 Hobsbawm, E. (1998). Uncommon people: resistance, rebellion, and jazz. The New 

York Press, p. 291. 
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Charlie Parker, Thelonius Monk, and others) as a form of creative destruction, only after 

having learned everything he needed to know, apprenticing in the bands with the biggest 

names in jazz and swing, such as Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, and 

Count Basie.  Gillespie and others rebelled against popular music and swing. In To Be or 

Not to Bop, (1998), Gillespie writes, “…melodically, harmonically, and rhythmically, we 

found most pop music too bland and mechanically unexciting to suit our tastes. But we 

didn’t attempt to destroy it—we simply built on top of it by substituting our own 

melodies, harmonies, and rhythms.” 54 Gillespie and the modernist younger musicians 

rebelled against musicians the boppers called the “moldy figs” of traditional New Orleans 

jazz. Gillespie states that the squabble between bebop artists and elder Dixieland jazz 

players began because the older jazz players “insisted on attacking our music and putting 

it down, because it required more than what they were doing.”55 Gillespie seems to be 

saying that bebop honored the old traditions by building on them, but that respect was not 

returned, at least by the older New Orleans traditional jazz players. The older Gillespie as 

organic intellectual56 and master teacher, then provided mentoring, teaching, and critical 

improvisational pedagogy to younger musicians who apprenticed with him. Gillespie was 

 
54 Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009). To be or not to bop. University of Minnesota 

Press, p. 294. (Original work published 1979). 
 
55 Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009). pp. 294-295 
 
56 See Gramsci, A., Hoare, Q., & Nowell-Smith. (1971), Selections from the prison 

notebooks of Antonio Gramsci. International Publishers. pp. 3-23. Gramsci’s 
notion of the homegrown organic intellectual vs. the traditional academic or elite 
intellectuals. Gramsci argues that each socio-economic sector of society yields its 
own variety of organizers, creators, mediators, and contemplators, whom he 
labels “organic intellectuals.”  
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affectionately named the “Professor” for his teaching and mentoring of younger artists in 

bebop. Gillespie is profiled in the jazz chapter, Chapter 4.  

Blues and jazz music sessions, like the church, HBCU’s and nonprofit 

organizations, then, constituted safe spaces (relative to white spaces) for the aesthetic 

expression of responses to white supremacy, such as trauma, rage, sadness, dissent, and 

disruption, and also hope, joy, rapture, redemption. Jazz music, itself a hybrid form of 

African American and European music, challenged and disrupted and built upon 

hegemonic European culture and American entertainment, while it triumphed at 

American music’s own game when the syncopation, improvisation, “spark,”57 and 

democratic play in blues, gospel, and jazz dominated and informed other American and 

international musical forms. Jazz culture as an architectonic foundation constituted 

organized, systematic modes of communal teaching, learning, apprenticeship, and 

meaning making for musicians and audiences, as organizing centers of Black life. For 

Black musicians (and a small handful of excellent white musicians, like Bill Evans), the 

jazz imaginary, improvised musical forms, syncopated rhythms, harmonics, technique, 

and the ethics of jazz were passed down by elders. These masters of the form taught and 

redefined music and Black performative expression in their relationship with their 

apprentices and inheritors of the legacy, who would then improvise on and change the 

music through their own critical praxis.  

As the centrality of organized religion began to fade, the music and architecture of 

Black musics also became a secular alternative to the support and teachings of the Black 

church. However, this does not mean that the spirituality in the musical forms faded. For 

 
57 Dyson, M.E. (2021), p. 13. 
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example, after his periods of bebop, modal jazz, and hard bop, John Coltrane in the 1960s 

took the jazz imaginary and secular devotion to new heights when he fused his spiritual 

faith, grounded in Black Christianity with Asian, African and world musical and spiritual 

ideas. With A Love Supreme Coltrane broadened the possible space of Kelley’s “Black 

marvelous,” expanding the purview of the jazz imaginary well beyond conventional 

concerns for freedom and Black possibility, gesturing musically, intellectually, and 

philosophically to Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and back to Africa. Coltrane gestured 

to God. This was the critical improvisational pedagogy of jazz at what critics define as 

the form’s height that still exists today.  

Even with the rise of university jazz education programs and their output of 

formally trained jazz musicians, relatively privileged young musicians, some who 

graduate from premier music schools such as Berklee or Julliard, benefit from the layers 

of meaning, culture, mores, and history that are passed on in those communal sessions, 

away from school. And, even as jazz is no longer the music, funk, and sorrow songs of 

the oppressed, as were the musical forms that came before it, jazz artists who have 

benefited from the pedagogy and the architectonic support of masters tend to adhere 

dutifully to the ethical responsibility to honor and preserve the history, to teach, mentor, 

and support young artists.  Duke Ellington, Mary Lou Williams, and Art Blakey were 

cases in point, who nurtured and lifted hundreds of great musicians, who return to support 

the structure. For example, drummer and bandleader Art Blakey of the hard bop Jazz 

Messengers, mentored generations of great young musicians, notable among them the 

young Wynton and Branford Marsalis, whose divergent contributions to jazz education 

and the preservation of Black culture and consciousness are well known, even if Wynton 
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Marsalis’s reified version of jazz history is contested for its elision of the contributions of 

women, singers, and others who may not fit his framing of the form as “America’s 

classical music.”  

I have observed or worked with jazz and jazz dance artists in their residencies 

such as Dee Spencer, John Handy, dance master Albirda Rose, and Branford Marsalis in 

local community settings, at events, and have enlisted them as citizen ambassadors on 

international cultural, educational, and trade missions. In their teaching and mentoring 

they are all exemplars of the life-long praxis of critical improvisational pedagogy, 

networks of apprenticeships, and architectonic structures that are built by and support 

critical improvisational pedagogy. Profiled in Chapter 5, Dr. Rose, a tenured professor, 

and ordained minister, intentionally created her curricula and praxis of over 40 years on 

building critical conscientization and agency in her many apprentices and students 

through her adaptation of liberation theology. Trained and apprenticed under masters to 

become masters themselves, these pedagogues take seriously their roles in the 

architectonic support structure of jazz and cultural education, in honoring the legacy of 

ancestors and those who struggled more recently, in passing on the oral and aural 

histories that provide memory and positivity where it has been elided or minimized. The 

architectonic structure in jazz embodied by these critical pedagogues constitute, with the 

Black church, schools, and organizations like SNCC and the diffuse, democratic Black 

Lives Matter movement, the modern networked organizing and education structures for 

Black cultural/racial preservation, support, and excellence. 
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Theoretical Generalizability of Critical Improvisational Pedagogy 
 

In this chapter I have defined the criteria for critical improvisational pedagogy 

and delineated its traditional structures. I have illustrated how the praxis can be 

generalizable across intermediate institutions, from the jazz infrastructure to other 

existing Black alternative institutions. In Chapter 5, I will show how CIP is generalizable 

to new community “sites of appearance,”58 expanding possibilities for the transmission of 

critical consciousness and agency for greater numbers of citizens for the deliberative 

public sphere, where they may fruitfully voice concerns and help shape policies that 

affect them. Critical improvisational pedagogy borrows from Gramscian praxis and a 

pedagogy of self-determination from Paolo Freire’s version of liberation theology.59  The 

praxis of Catholic/Marxist liberation theology, which originated in Peru with Gustavo 

Gutiérrez, was adapted for use in several Latin American countries to alleviate the 

suffering of the poor and lumpen through problem-based education, literacy, and critical 

conscientization. The pedagogy was aimed at building agency and self-determination for 

involvement in civic and political life to “uplift” peasants against their political and 

economic oppression through literacy—in Latin America, where existing conditions 

included post-colonial Marxist military dictatorships, an oppressive comprador-class that 

owned the land and capital, a lumpen peasantry that barely subsisted on the land, the 

strong influence of the Catholic Church, and a very powerful neighbor reinforcing its 

economic and political power with a new global capitalist ideology and foreign policy 

(Reagan-era neoliberalism).  The Vatican disapproved of its Marxist foundation, which is 

 
58 See Arendt, H. (1959), p. 178. 
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anti-religion, though it agreed with privileging and helping the poor. Marxist criticisms 

included that it was not Marxist enough, that religion perpetuated dependency, and that 

leveling the field for real reciprocal teaching and learning was impossible because of 

hierarchies built into the class structure. Other critics lambasted the critical pedagogy 

because it did not take a strong enough ideological stance, picking and choosing elements 

of both Christianity and Marxism, and it was not specific about the intra-group challenges 

regarding race and gender.  As circumstances changed in Latin America, liberation 

theology adjusted to some of these criticisms and faded. 

However, the basic template for a praxis of teaching, critical consciousness, and 

the transmission of culture is useful. Using the knowledge, indigenous intelligence and 

consciousness, a class and race critique, theology, and culture of each population as the 

basis for student-generated questions and problems in the iterative dialectical fight 

against oppression, forms of liberation theology have been adapted for freedom struggles 

in South Africa, India, Palestine, in feminist theology, and in the U.S., in James Cone’s 

version of Black liberation theology.  (Critic Rosemary Cowan contends that Cornel 

West’s “prophetic Christian” moral vision of targeting racial injustice against African 

Americans as antithetical to America’s democratic ideals is grounded in liberation 

theology.)60   

So too, critical improvisational pedagogy borrows from liberation theology the 

praxis of critical pedagogy—the teaching/mentoring, critical consciousness (race, class, 

and gender), and transmission of indigenous knowledge and culture through oral 

histories. As with the forms above, CIP is generalizable to other oppressed populations; it 

 
60 Cowan, R. (2003). Cornel West: The politics of redemption. Polity Press, p. 5. 
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can be adapted for community building, critical consciousness, and agency for other 

communities subjected to genocide, systematic exclusion and oppression, and similar 

multigenerational wealth, health, education, and housing disparities. For example, though 

Native peoples and certain immigrant communities have not been subjected to the same 

American chattel slavery and the specific continuum of oppressions that followed it, 

Native Americans have had their share of brutality and hardship since the settler colonial 

invasion from Europe. Native Americans have been subjected to genocide, mass 

displacement from sacred lands, where the ecosystems provided resources they needed to 

live, to some of the most fallow lands with infertile soil, lack of water and resources, the 

forced removal of Native children to boarding schools designed to enforce assimilation, 

strip the children of their language, and eradicate native culture, schools which have 

recently been exposed for containing unmarked gravesites of children whose deaths were 

not reported. These practices devastated native communities and psyches. They, too, have 

had to deal with the dissonance of double consciousness, with being born in the country, 

but not truly of it. They, too, have improvised new strategies for living, while submerging 

their culture and their rage. Indigenous rap is a Native version of performative dissent. 

Many tribes practice versions of CIP to de-center white hegemony, and reeducate and 

acculturate younger generations to the language, culture, and wisdom of their ancestors, 

after generations of forced assimilation and the eradication of their culture. Native 

American critical improvisation, however, has not evolved into the kind of performative 

“prowess” that has translated in social, economic, and political power in mainstream 

dominant culture, as in the African American community, which has had much more 
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experience as objects of entertainment for survival, and, as Dyson reminds us, 

“performing Blackness” (2021). 

  However, Indigenous cultures traditionally use magic, dreams, and spirituality to 

return to the consciousness of ancestors and authentic subjective identity in what, for our 

purposes, one might consider something like the jazz imaginary. The survival of 

Indigenous people has also relied on critical improvisation, teaching, and mentoring. So, 

generalizing and adapting the praxis and architecture of critical improvisational pedagogy 

to other people in similar struggles is theoretically feasible. Tribes have been successful 

at retrieving and preserving language, culture, and history from remaining elders through 

targeted oral histories programs. Tribes have developed programs to prepare and fund 

scholars to send to universities. Elders as organic intellectuals serve as tribal leaders who 

pass on and build tradition and strong community. However, each Indigenous tribe of 

people have their own relationship and treaties with the U.S. government, and levels of 

education, economic development, and cultural work. The alternative architectonic 

structures are possible vehicles for CIP to develop organically, through organic 

intellectuals internal to the tribes, using Indigenous knowledge and tradition within each 

tribe as curriculum. Forms of these support structures exist and can be networked and 

built on indigenously, towards solidarity and organized, targeted actions in the American 

democratic public sphere as a strategy, if there is interest in adapting it. 

Critical improvisational pedagogy in Black culture is unique from other critical 

pedagogies such as Latin American liberation theology in that it relies, like West’s 

prophetic pragmatism, on Black suffering and strengths, Black Christian traditions and 

teachings, African American cultural traditions, and the kind of performativity and 
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improvisation that are specific to Americans of African descent who endured the 

existential challenges of chattel slavery, American racialization, and the continuing 

oppressions, biases and exclusions that followed, and transformed American culture and 

consciousness through the practice and transmission of critical improvisation. In this 

way, Black critical improvisational pedagogy is uniquely American. As examples from 

music, Black churches, and other alternative architectonic structures of support such as 

Black schools and political organizations have shown, this Black critical pedagogy has 

gone far to broaden American’s democratic deliberative space to make it more inclusive. 

Within these structures of support, CIP produces leaders and prophets of freedom 

indigenously. As such, the critical improvisational pedagogy in these alternative sites 

begins to resolve Du Bois’s cognitive dissonance, and America’s problem of the two 

Hegelian sides of developing consciousness that are caught in their Manichean death 

struggle, in this case Black and white consciousness. Critical improvisational pedagogy 

transforms and reconciles American consciousness by growing the prophets and better 

angels who prophesize freedom and keep doing the moral, educational, and political work 

of real democracy. 

 
“I Have a Dream” 

 
The following example helps to define and differentiate the criteria for 

improvisational pedagogy and the difference between improvisation and critical 

improvisation. A now famous example of critical improvisational form in politics, is the 

famous “I have a Dream” speech delivered by Martin Luther King, Jr. after the March on 

Washington on August 28, 1963. The large crowd was both restless and tired after the 

long March, Mahalia Jackson had just roused the crowd with the spiritual, “I’ve Been 
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‘Buked and I’ve Been Scorned,” and the prepared speech that King was delivering was 

failing to connect with the level of energy and inspiration they seemed to expect to come 

next. Jackson intervened, shouting to him, “Tell them about your dream!”  To the 

surprise of his lieutenants who had heard him practicing the speech, King decided at that 

moment to put it down and pivot to improvising his “I Have a Dream” speech at 

Jackson’s urging.  

Jackson was a gospel singer, a performer of Black spirituals, and a civil rights 

activist schooled in the art of improvisational call and response, which she employed with 

her audience. Jackson had heard remnants of "I Have a Dream" at other events. Correctly 

gauging the tenor of urgency and frustration in the audience after King started reading his 

prepared speech, Jackson had to disrupt him, admonishing King to correct himself, to put 

down his written speech and improvise about his dream. King's split-second decision to 

do so, improvising a powerful new speech that incorporated elements of both, surprised 

those closest to him. Jackson’s intervention employs the blues and gospel participatory 

device of call and response, listening and responding reciprocally to the audience as 

active participants in the collaboration. She deploys jazz’s improvised disruption of 

King’s delivery of his prepared speech with a jazz-like allusion to another piece, in 

response to the audience, so her move resembles the improvised “playing within the 

break” and the “hollers” between jazz players within their collaborative play. While 

Jackson is critical of King’s delivery choice, and Black jazz is critical of hegemonic 

norms of performance while it celebrates them, improvising variations on themes of 

standard musical forms, Jackson’s move constitutes a jazz improvisation. Her move does 

not constitute the substantive critical opposition against whole systems of oppression and 
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marginalization that I use to define critical improvisational pedagogy in Black musics and 

politics.  

What does qualify as critical improvisational pedagogy is Reverend King’s 

response. While parts of the historic speech had been heard before in other venues, the 

timing, environment, and levers for future action were available in Washington that 

afternoon. By further action here, I mean new political action, which implies new 

political narrative, active engagement with government agencies or policymakers to 

change laws regarding the human and political rights of Black citizens. King pivoted 

strategically away from his prepared speech to seize the opportunity to deeply engage and 

inspire the crowd spontaneously, while he critically improvised to expand the narrative 

and political demand. Like a jazz musician, King had a lifetime of study, training, 

strategy, disciplined practice of public speaking, preaching, and negotiating. His response 

was not just a spontaneous reaction to Jackson. Jackson’s prompt signaled the “break” in 

his prepared lines; agile in his thinking and speaking, King pivoted into a critical riff that 

included his planned call for civil rights, justice, and jobs, elevating that call, transmitting 

visions and calls to action to match and transcend the energy and hopes of the audience. 

To use the jazz metaphor, it meant the reiteration, critical listening, and creating 

something new and transcendent, for a collaborative improvisational piece made much 

more potent by the active contribution of collaboration and call and response of the other 

players, Jackson, and the crowd. While the speech had been heard previously, the 

momentum and urgency of the march, Jackson’s well-timed intervention, and King’s 

improvisational agility made “I Have a Dream” historically significant, enthralling the 

crowd, and inspiring the nation.  
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When King pushed beyond the planned narrative in his now aroused jazz 

imaginary, he illustrated critical improvisational pedagogy, transforming and expanding 

his planned and expected call for legal civil rights and economic rights (jobs) in the 

discursive space, to a call for moral action, on the part of all Americans, to demand 

withdrawal from an unjust and inhumane war on innocent people in Vietnam.  In the 

space of their jazz imaginary of freedom, Jackson and King’s critical improvisational 

dialogue with the audience turned an organizing challenge into a historic political 

opportunity by enhancing African American’s subjective identity, as well as Americans’ 

conception of American political identity and consciousness to include African 

Americans. King prophesizes freedom, momentarily reconciling the Hegelian dialectical 

struggle by claiming political ground during his speech and negating white moral 

superiority. With this improvised rhetorical move, King transforms the marginalized 

African American subculture he began to address at the beginning of his speech, into an 

integral part of viable American political culture and identity by the end of his speech. 

King fulfills Du Bois’s prophesy, at least momentarily, creating a new national 

consciousness that will lead to integration, as he casts Ellison’s creative “destructive 

blow” that most threatens the ideology of white supremacy—equality.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

A CRITICAL THEORY APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF JUSTICE AND 
INEQUALITY IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 

 
In Deep Democracy (1999), philosopher Judith M. Green proposes a multi-

pronged approach to the problems that have led to the acute crisis of weak democracy 

defined in the introduction. Green cites as problems the unequal justice and economic 

inequality that are exacerbated by neoliberalism and the “ideological hollowness and 

operational subvertibility of formal democratic institutions…that lack a more deeply 

democratic social grounding.”61  Green proposes to “frame the kind of philosophy of 

deep democracy that can guide individual and social transformation as we address our 

urgent contemporary problems and opportunities.”62  She proposes an iterative process 

between streams of theory that actively address social justice and inequality, such as 

feminism, cultural plurality, Deweyan ideals of pragmatism, and Cornel West’s analysis 

of Black life and prophetic pragmatism, as some plausible means to her goals.  She urges 

philosophers and theorists to be active in rebuilding the democratic public square, 

strengthening community and political ties, and contributing to a liberatory praxis to 

transform institutions and deepen democracy.  

As in Green’s proposal and critical feminist theory, critical improvisational 

pedagogy is concerned with the reform of structurally unjust institutions and society 

overall, however, again, primacy is given in this project to the praxis of CIP aimed at first 

 
61 Green, J. (1999). Deep democracy. Rowman & Littlefield, Publishers, Inc., p. ix. 
 
62 Green, J. (1990), p. ix. 
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educating and developing the inner self, and nurturing the critical consciousness, 

authentic identity, self-determination, and practice that people need to demand equal 

justice and participate in building a better democracy in the public sphere.   

The project builds upon West's theory of African American prophetic pragmatism 

as an intervention, adding more concrete pedagogical and structural dimensions that are 

infused by critical race feminism. The chapter situates West within the context of his 

influences, the church, the American pragmatists, literary figures and jazz and blues 

musicians as Gramscian “organic intellectuals,” whose texts and performances West 

invokes to construct his philosophy of race, emancipation, and practice. West’s project is 

an urgent moral imperative to social and political action to relieve the suffering of Black 

and Brown people whom West, borrowing from Fanon, calls “the wretched of the 

earth.”63 This chapter also defines R.D.G. Kelley’s surreal Black consciousness and 

West’s jazz philosophy to describe the imaginary I term the Black jazz imaginary that has 

historically driven Black consciousness, art, music, and politics, as discussed in Chapter 

2. I have argued that the Black jazz imaginary through CIP has driven considerable 

progress in American democracy, as evidenced in the successes achieved by people who 

apprenticed in those linked alternative “spaces of (democratic) appearance,” HBCUs, 

churches, and nongovernmental organizations during the civil rights movement discussed 

in Chapter I.  I show how the jazz imaginary in Black consciousness critiques, 

improvises, and passes on culture, first as a mechanism for survival, then to envision and 

improvise transcendence and freedom through culture, art, and politically in civil society.  

 
63 Fanon, F. (2004). The wretched of the earth. Grove Press. (Original work produced 

1963). 
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The chapter briefly redefines key terms and CIP’s architecture before moving 

onto CIP’s theoretical foundations and examples. 

 

Critical Improvisational Pedagogy (CIP) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2. Intermediate Deliberative “Spaces of Appearance” 
 

Figure 2 above illustrates the process of critical improvisational pedagogy within an 

alternative architectonic structure of support, such as the Black church, HBCU’s, the jazz 

infrastructure, or the local neighborhood-based center profiled in Chapter 5. According to 

Arendt (1959), this humanly constructed support structure, the public, “space of 

appearance”64 is held together and made durable by the people who inhabit them, their 

deliberations, and activities within the space. Within these enriched networks of support 

and apprenticeship, elders, organic intellectuals, and mentors through their praxis, model 

 
64 Arendt, H. (1959), pp. 45, 178. 
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behavior and provide critical Black context, education, and support, as part of their 

curricula, through oral histories, cultural education, and practices. In these enriched 

environments where younger African Americans are exposed to positive versions of 

Black history and culture that are not elided or distorted by dominant white culture, they 

have a better chance of developing the positive subjective Black identity and a critical 

consciousness of their social and political context within the larger society. Ideally, these 

alternative architectonic structures serve as a first polis in which to deliberate, practice, 

and develop agency. They prepare more African American young people to participate 

fully in the Habermasian democratic public square, the mainstream institutions where 

they may participate in creating or changing the policies that affect them.  

To recall from Chapter 2, critical improvisational pedagogy is normative critical 

theory and pedagogy that assume an activist response to a social critique of oppressive or 

marginalizing conditions in institutions in civil society and the economy, in this case 

structural racism and neoliberal exploitation. Critical improvisation is a learned and 

practiced skill, developed by oppressed and marginalized people to survive, subvert, 

disrupt, and transcend oppressive conditions. It assumes the critical ability to perceive 

and respond to both threats and opportunities with practiced agility. Critical 

improvisation is pragmatic; it means necessarily having a basic critical analysis of one’s 

origin story and circumstances, then adapting, coping, and innovating in the face of 

shifting existential threat, employing the Black jazz imaginary that redeems authentic 

subjective identity and builds agency. 

Critical improvisational pedagogy then incorporates Freirean and Deweyan 

pedagogical methods, with the radical social critique of West and his influences and Du 
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Bois, Iris Young, and critical race feminists Crenshaw and Davis its core. Building on 

prophetic pragmatism in West's political philosophy, this project illuminates temporally 

diverse instantiations of CIP that center on the jazz imaginary and African American 

epistemology, improvisational practice in communal organizing, teaching and 

apprenticeship strategies, and radical political activities in the alternative communal sites 

mentioned above. Critical improvisational pedagogy builds on progressive/prophetic 

theories above, delineating and shaping the infrastructures that support it. It bridges 

critical education and praxis for concrete, replicable and linkable paths to informed social 

and political action. 

The praxis of CIP transmits knowledge and cultural history through oral histories, 

communal myths, mores, ethics, and information on the business of life through what 

West calls “networks of apprenticeships,”65 in which teachers, preachers, master teachers 

as “organic intellectuals,”66 mentor, support, and guide the next generation to transmit 

and preserve memory and culture, perpetuate movement forward, and create new forms.  

These networks of apprenticeship make up the human connective tissue that in turn 

comprise Arendt’s durable alternative “architectonic structures”67 of support, such as the 

Black church, HBCU’s, the jazz infrastructure, Black nonprofit political and community 

organizations such as SNCC or BLM, or the new neighborhood community site profiled 

in Chapter 5.  

 
65 Hobsbawm, E. (1998), p. 291; West, C. and Gates, H.L. (1995), p. 175. 
 
66 See Gramsci, A., Hoare, Q. & Nowell-Smith, G. (Eds.). (1971).  
 
67 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 45. 
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These sites serve as intermediate alternatives to Jürgen Habermas’s “neutral” 

democratic deliberative public sphere institutions.68 Habermasian deliberative sites are 

premised on the political realm being peopled by a unified majority of equal citizens. 

Radical critics such as Iris Marion Young, Jane Mansbridge, and Nancy Fraser69 claim 

that these relatively homogeneous majorities may exclude or dismiss the voices of those 

who do not deliberate in the normative European or Anglo linear rational mode that 

privileges Enlightenment epistemology, cause and effect logic, and observable evidence. 

They may not share the cultural criteria—the idioms, symbols, and emotionality, or lack 

thereof—or the linguistic accent and vocabulary that are the norm in these spaces. The 

normative mode (embodied by, for instance, a college-educated, English speaking white 

male who represents the majority of people active in politics), may inhibit the ability of 

an immigrant or an African American citizen with linguistic and cultural differences, who 

may deliberate through stories, myths, metaphors, and differing emotionality, to express 

their political will or advocate for rights.   

But the “ideal” deliberative norm now contradicts the reality of American 

demographics. The majority of children born in the United States are identified as non-

white.  Since 1965, the number of immigrants living in the U.S. has quadrupled. 

According to Pew, today foreign-born people account for 13.7% of the population. Half 

are proficient speakers of English (53%). Moreover, one in ten Black people in the U.S. 

 
68 See Habermas, J. (1984). The theory of communicative action. Beacon Press. 
 
69 Fraser, N. (1990). Rethinking the public sphere: A contribution to the critique of actual 

existing democracy. Social Text. 8(3), p. 56. 
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are immigrants.70 Marginalized individuals, foreign born or not, who gain access to the 

public deliberative sphere, require a level of social and cultural capital as well as 

linguistic proficiency to participate in the discourse, irrespective of the deliberative 

location’s putative openness and accessibility. Once there, the tone, accents, issues of 

class and power, assumptions about the speaker’s ethnicity, class, gender, political 

ideology, and sexual preferences condition perceptions of speakers’ effectiveness, 

relative to the ideal “homogeneous majorities.” Even when the “others” include 

minorities who are assimilated American citizens or African Americans who work, get 

degrees, and engage socially and civically, they may not be perceived as deliberating 

rationally because of assumptions based on the way they look, or their affect. Fourteen 

percent of the members of congress are either immigrants or the children of immigrants, 

mostly from Europe, Asia, and Latin America. While this represents recent strides, that 

number is still significantly lower than times of historic highs in representation by 

immigrants, when all immigrant members were of European decent.71 Increasing the 

numbers of descriptive representation by “others” in the public square matters because it 

changes the meaning of “ideal deliberative norm” from “homogeneous” to “democratic 

plurality.” Descriptive presence in better numbers by a plurality of differently raced, 

gendered, classed, and abled voices, with some level of critical education, authentic 

 
70 Budiman, A. (2020, August). Key findings about U.S. immigrants. Pew Research 

Center. https://www.pewresearch.org/?p=290738 
 
71 Atske, S. (2021, February). Immigrants and children of immigrants make up at least 

14% of the 117th Congress. Pew Research Center.  
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/02/12/immigrants-and-children-of-
immigrants-make-up-at-least-14-of-the-117th-congress/ 
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subjectivity, and agency connotes power that de-centers white normativity and applies 

leveling pressure to existing hierarchies.  

With the exception of tribes with strong tribal leadership, as in the Standing Rock 

Sioux Tribe, at early public hearings and Congressional testimony around the Dakota 

Access Pipeline (DAPL), some of the Native American tribes whose sacred lands and 

water are affected by it in four states, were not invited to provide testimony, while the oil 

executives, white ranchers, and local governments were. Whether for lack of group 

power or perceptions about whether Indigenous people have the ability or right to testify, 

the hearings were not open or democratic. Better representation by more tribes early on 

may have stopped or influenced DAPL to provide better protections for the tribes and 

people living there. In another example, African Americans in the South were only 

guaranteed equal access to the vote through passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1964, 

which eliminated poll taxes, literacy tests and other obstacles to access in the Jim Crow 

south. In 2022, poor and working-class African Americans, and other vulnerable people 

are poorly represented in the deliberative venues of the same former Jim Crow 

jurisdictions (and others) that are now changing voting procedures to disenfranchise 

them. The rights to fair access for people who already have challenges getting to the polls 

on election day are poorly represented on the Supreme Court that removed preclearance 

protections in those jurisdictions.  

Power differentials and problems of access in Habermas’s formal venues of 

democratic deliberation reproduce status quo hierarchies and keep out citizens whose 

voices are crucial to the protection of their own self interests. As such, the alternative 

critical public commons or “spaces of appearance” delineated by Arendt in West’s and 
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Dyson’s intermediate Black institutions, as precursors to the public democratic square, 

are crucial spaces for critical discourse, transmission of knowledge and culture, meaning, 

communal mores and ethics, political opposition, leadership development, and 

organizing. The network of alternative Black structures discussed above in turn has 

historically prepared African Americans to deliberate, advocate, and protest in 

mainstream deliberative institutions and spaces. So, while the discourses, teaching, and 

mentoring that occur there do not constitute direct political action, the discursive “spaces 

of appearance,” that are constituted by the people who create them, are critical for the 

learning, support, and political organizing that fuel direct action, and valid demands in 

the public square.  

 
Theoretical Underpinnings of Critical Improvisational Pedagogy 

CIP builds on Cornel West’s philosophical response to racialized suffering and 

inequality in the U.S.—his intervention of “prophetic pragmatism,” as well as Black 

pragmatism in Du Bois, the African American jazz imaginary in Cornel West and R.D.G. 

Kelley, and intersectionality and critical rights feminism in Kimberlé Crenshaw and 

Heath Davis. I discuss each in the sections below.  

 
Prophetic Christianity 

 
In Prophesy Deliverance! (2002) West identifies his primary sources of influence: 

his prophetic Christian tradition, and the tradition of American pragmatism. According to 

West, enslaved Africans adapted American Christianity to understand their suffering and 

servitude through the white Protestant hymns, biblical texts, and Christian testimonies 
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they heard. 72  (Traditional African forms of religion and worship were forbidden.) 

Prophetic Christianity contributes the fundamental norm of Christian gospel in which 

every individual should have equal opportunity to fulfill her potential, partly based on 

Hegel’s ideas on the development of the subject and subjective consciousness. West 

terms prophetic Christianity’s radical egalitarian view the “Christian principle of the self-

realization of individuality within community.” 73 [Emphasis West]   

The norm of harmonious development of individual personality within 

community in the prophetic Christian tradition, is consistent with Rousseauian republican 

values of communality, political liberties, and diverse cultural activities for individuals. 

Christian existential freedom is the grace that promises to sustain and deliver suffering 

people from “bondage, death, disease, and despair.” Social freedom, he writes, “is the 

aim of Christian political practice…the results from the norms of individuality and 

democracy” for, the prophetic Christian dialectic, “produces democracy as its second 

fundamental norm.”  Marxism puts too much emphasis on political and economic 

revolution for human betterment and wellbeing, dismissing the liberating potential of 

religion and popular culture.74  Prophetic Christianity expresses a dialectical historicism 

that recognizes both the dignity and the depravity of humans—good and the evil—

suggesting dialogue and choices for the individual, while Marxism proposes a historicism 

that for West has always been overly deterministic.  As such, West discards the 

dogmatism of orthodox Marxism without completely dropping the argument about 

 
72 West, C. (2002).  
 
73 West, C. (2002), p. 15. 
 
74 West, C. (2002), p. 117. 
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economic injustice, later identifying himself as a Christian Democratic Socialist and 

prophetic pragmatist. He seems to say that inherent human evil is responsible for racial 

and economic injustice, giving some credence to critics who eschew his later work and 

arguments, below. West’s communal harmonious development of individuality within 

community derived from prophetic Christianity and his adjusted Marxist views on 

economic injustice and privileging the poor are objectives that drive the praxis of critical 

improvisational pedagogy.  

Pragmatism 

West is a Harvard and Princeton trained philosopher and theologian; his prophetic 

pragmatism is equally derived from theology and the critical and moral foundations of 

what he calls the premier American philosophy:  the pragmatism of Transcendentalist 

Emerson, William James, his teacher Richard Rorty, and most closely, John Dewey's 

American pragmatism. West writes, 

John Dewey is the greatest of the American pragmatists because he 
infuses an inherited Emersonian preoccupation with power, provocation, 
and personality—permeated by voluntaristic, amelioristic, and activistic 
themes with the great discovery of nineteenth century Europe: a mode of 
historical consciousness that highlights the conditioned and circumstantial 
character of human existence in terms of changing societies, cultures, and 
communities.  Dewey is the first of the American pragmatists who revises 
Emersonian motifs of contingency and revisability in light of modern 
historical consciousness.75 
 

West’s project is Emersonian in his emphasis on power, personality, and provocation. 

From Dewey West inherits the extension of these Emersonian motifs, underscoring 

knowledge and education (West’s and Du Bois’s paideia) as a means to authentic critical 

 
75 West, C. (1989). The American evasion of philosophy: A genealogy of pragmatism. 

The University of Wisconsin Press, p. 70. 
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subjectivity and direct action.  Education and knowledge, including self-knowledge help 

ameliorate the suffering wrought by hegemonic institutions that “secrete” white 

supremacy, and contemporary neoliberal capitalism that iteratively perpetuates and 

exacerbates the historic legacies of injustice for African Americans.  

West resonates most with Dewey’s addition of action, socialism, citizen service, 

and revisability through social experimentation. Dewey's intervention was to propose a 

pedagogy based on his philosophical pragmatism (which is both progressive-liberal and 

socialist) in which the curriculum and pedagogical methods were designed to prepare 

students for real lives of work, service, and informed participation in society and, 

importantly, for active democratic engagement in both their local communities and 

national politics. As in Freire’s concept of “conscientization” (attaining subjective critical 

consciousness of one’s social circumstances in order to transcend them), Dewey's 

intervention was critical of traditional modes of educating specific citizens for higher 

learning as they perpetuated entrenched class hierarchies and inequality. For Dewey, 

active, experiential learning with a "real world" curriculum, cultural education, and active 

engagement—praxis—better served American democratic politics and society than the 

passive learning that Freire called "education banking," in which students digest and 

regurgitate fixed hegemonic histories and ideas from teachers in status quo educational 

practice. As such, critical improvisational pedagogy is based on both Deweyan and 

Freirean praxis. 

Critical improvisational pedagogy builds on West’s commitments to critically 

identifying problems in our democracy, bringing the free expression of hope, joy, but also 

critique and opposition, and individual self-development within community. CIP adds to 
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these commitments by delineating and constituting the constructed architectonic 

structures of support, Hannah Arendt’s “spaces of appearing,”76 where West’s “networks 

of apprenticeships,” the mentoring, information transmission, cultural education, and 

organizing of oppositional political publics take place. Those alternative structures 

include the rubric of Black Christian groups called the church, HBCUs, nongovernmental 

organizations, and Black music infrastructures, especially jazz, for the jazz 

infrastructure’s built-in organic system of teaching, mentoring, and transmission of 

history and mores through intergenerational apprenticeships, especially during the mid-

twentieth century period of jazz. While much formal jazz instruction now occurs in 

conservatories, the products of those conservatories still value as essential the education 

they also receive while “hanging out” at gigs with more seasoned jazz musicians, and 

especially at practice and jam sessions.77 

Cornel West is a philosopher and an educator with a critical pedagogy and a call 

to action. He does name "intermediate sites" like the church, Black schools, and the 

networks of apprenticeships in jazz, which have traditionally produced active citizens, 

organizers, and leaders who have affected positive political, cultural, and economic 

progress. Perhaps his performativity, as I suggest below, is an attempt to reach a broader 

audience to include the suffering “wretched of the earth” that his project is about, who 

may or may not resonate to his use of vernacular, Black symbols, music, and beats.  Does 

it work? Besides knowledge, Christian empathy, and critical consciousness, what action 

 
76 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 178.     
 
77 Primary data from personal conversations with conservatory-trained jazz musicians.   
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is West proposing that will relieve more directly the suffering of the wretched in his 

urgent call to action?  

West is a teacher and an activist with a critical pedagogy; however, there seems to 

be a class gap between the classes of people who are able to benefit from traditional 

intermediate institutions of the church, Black schools, and the jazz infrastructure, and his 

“wretched suffering masses,” who may not access those institutions and connections for 

financial reasons, or because of forced displacement from traditional neighborhoods and 

their churches (as in urban renewal).  His praxis of prophetic pragmatism does not 

propose a concrete, systematic way to transmit critical education or prophetic pragmatism 

to the suffering masses beyond his students, colleagues, and readers in the “North 

Atlantic,” or those who access his improvisational jazz philosophy in interviews, videos, 

his hip hop, spoken word, or Master Class online. The “wretched” appear to be objects or 

abstractions in West’s prophetic pragmatism, not concrete agentic subjects who derive 

direct benefit from it. 

To address this lacuna of a systematic, far-reaching vehicle for critical praxis in 

West’s prophetic pragmatism, I propose a template for critical improvisational pedagogy 

that is closer to home for place-based, low-income people with limited mobility—in 

enriched neighborhood community organizations. Community centers that already 

provide some services, such as social services, after school care, adult education, and 

community meeting space, may potentially serve as new sites of transmission of critical 

context, positive Black history, cultural and art education, ongoing support and resources 

to a broader range and class of people. With a basic template for CIP, and criteria for 

operationalization of a modest arts, culture or other educational program, community 
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centers and their neighborhood community members may use existing strengths and 

structure to design their own program. They can utilize existing community elders, local 

organic intellectuals, and/or partner with an educational institution for a teacher and a few 

interns interested in applied critical teaching or project work. The actual subject matter or 

field is less important than the consistent presence of a trusted teacher, elder, or organic 

intellectual, their critical consciousness, and their mentoring relationships, or 

apprenticeships with community “students.”  

 For example, university and community college faculty and students have co-

created durable programs in criminal justice, literature, philosophy, music, dance, 

painting, horticulture, and the culinary arts in prisons, public schools, and other venues 

that have proven to be transformational for both off-site and college participants, when 

the relationships are trusting and consistent. In a 2018 survey of faculty interest in 

community-based research, teaching, or applied projects at a large urban university, 79 for 

example, with a 25% response rate, the majority of faculty said they would be interested 

in teaching a class or doing a project in community, if they had some modest resources to 

do it.  57.3% of faculty said they had already incorporated community or civic 

engagement in their courses without extra support, while 42.7% involved their classes in 

community-based research. With some imagination (or jazz imaginary), a local 

community site with modest capacity to hold a class, a teacher, or community elders, and 

a template for critical improvisational pedagogy, could co-design and create with their 

community members, a program appropriate to their community. Community sites have 

 
79 Alunan, S., et al. (2018, May). The engaged college: CLA faculty survey key findings.  

Presentation to the CLA Dean. Temple University. 
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different capacities, different internal strengths and vulnerabilities, and divergent 

functions. Thus, potential sites would design their own CIP program with their 

community and organic intellectuals or teachers.  

A diffuse system of community sites offering varied levels of support and critical 

education could serve as the fourth leg of Dyson’s stool of intergenerational Black 

support, or West’s intermediate networks of apprenticeships. Community sites add 

another layer of citizens to the democratic mix of people prepared to engage in 

democratic deliberation; they would now include resources for more poor and working-

class African Americans who do not access traditional Black churches or schools, for 

whatever reason. Chapter 5 demonstrates the creation of CIP in a neighborhood public 

housing site, profiling the master teachers as organic intellectuals, and their relationships 

with community residents in long term apprenticeships. The case study demonstrates how 

authentic Black identity, critical consciousness, and new resident agency can expand life 

options, engage some residents politically, and improve material conditions for 

community families, and the neighborhood.  

 
Criticisms of West’s Prophetic Pragmatism’s Potential for Substantive Change 

 
Mark Wood criticizes West’s move away from the Afro-American revolutionary 

Christianity of his younger self, who from the far left denounced neoliberalism for “the 

cause of human freedom,”80 strongly criticizing the role of American capitalism in the 

ongoing racialized suffering of African Americans, in his early works Prophesy 

 
80 West, C. (1982). Prophesy deliverance. p. 11. 
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Deliverance (1982) and Prophetic Fragments (1988).81  Wood identifies and criticizes 

West’s shift to a reformist Deweyan political philosophy after The American Evasion of 

Philosophy (1989), claiming that West’s later project fails to fully denounce neoliberal 

capitalism, but instead attempts to lessen the hurt of it. Wood claims that West’s political 

shift to reformative philosophy supports the American status quo establishment, a 

criticism echoed in Adolph Reed’s critique of public intellectuals such as West, below. A 

just society that nurtures individual potential can “be accomplished only on the basis of 

public ownership of productive property and democratic planning of social 

development.” Wood argues that “Capitalism is structurally incapable of lifting all 

boats.”82 

However, the mature West’s shift away from orthodox Marxism to democratic 

socialism may be a function of his pragmatic view of creative democracy as evolving and 

open-ended, precluding static ideologies, according to Lance Svehla (2002). Svehla 

counters Wood’s critique, stating, “no one theoretical perspective can tell us everything 

we need to know to understand and resist social injustice.”83 Svehla is not persuaded that 

Marxism fully explains the roots of oppression in America. He sees West’s shift and 

indeterminacy as an openness that resists ideological dogmatism and admires West’s 

“ability to maintain contradictory epistemologies” and his “determination to find 

 
81 Wood, M.D. (2000). Cornel West and the politics of prophetic pragmatism. University 

of Illinois Press. 
 
82 Wood, M.D. (2000), pp. 6-7. 
 
83 Svehla, L. (2002), Wood, Mark David. 2002. Cornel West and the politics of prophetic 

pragmatism.  College Literature 29(4), Johns Hopkins University Press, p. 160. 
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common ground with opposing, often hostile philosophies.”84 Svehla’s critique rings true 

with West’s pragmatic contextualization of U.S. political economy. Given the 

entrenchment of neoliberal capitalism, and the prevailing anti-socialist ideology in the 

U.S., a Marxist revolution is highly unlikely. Therefore, the shift away from orthodox 

Marxism may be less a capitulation to status quo establishment, as Wood attests, and 

more a realist’s pragmatic approach to national context. West’s more humanist approach 

points to his belief in other important criteria besides the economic argument, such as the 

emancipatory power of Black spirituality, Black culture, social reform, and individual 

transformation in community. West’s approach points to the pragmatist ideal of 

reiterative, creative discourse in Deweyan democracy that is an objective of critical 

improvisational pedagogy.  

West is critical of the traditional pragmatist project that treats Americans at the 

macro-level, as neutral citizens at play within the democratic polis. As in the public 

deliberative arena, citizens are colorless, genderless units of democracy. Dewey did not 

confront well race or gender, says West. But does West? West does evoke “Ella,” 

“Billie,” “Bessie,” and “Aretha” often as tropes of Black excellence; he mentions the 

challenges of women and LGBTQIA people in more recent interviews, especially after 

feminist critiques of his project. Philosopher Iris Young (2001) found his gender and 

family reflections inconsistent and insufficient to challenge hierarchies of power, though 

his social analysis was sufficient.85 Jane Duran (2010) calls West’s work “superficially 

 
84 Svehla, L. (2002), p. 160. 
 
85 Young, I. (2001). Cornel West on gender and gamily: Some admiring and critical 

comments. (George Yancy, Ed.). Cornel West: A critical reader. Wiley-
Blackwell, pp. 179-92. 
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feminist-friendly,” citing the androcentrism in his work (and that of many twentieth 

century philosophers), characterized by an aggressive male style that subsumes many 

phenomena under one rubric to create One Explanation.86 And, Maurice Hamington 

(2009), faults West for his exclusion of Jane Addams from his male-gendered list of 

important prophetic pragmatists.87  However, in Black Prophetic Fire in 2014, West adds 

Ella Baker and Ida B. Wells to the usual male leaders he deploys.  The praxis of critical 

improvisational pedagogy borrows from West’s prophetic pragmatism; however, as 

critical feminist theory, the project focuses on the role of women as organic intellectuals, 

master teachers, mentors, and students and their multiple inter- and intra-group 

challenges. I expound on this in a discussion of intersectionality below, and in Chapters 4 

and 5. 

Although West uses the word “prophetic,” critics claim that it is difficult to pin 

down exactly what he means; West never defines “prophet.”88 (Cowan, 2003; Dyson, 

2015). In a 2002 update to Prophesy twenty years later, West clarifies what a prophetic 

Afro-American Christian does. West writes, “To be a prophetic Afro-American Christian 

is to negate what is and transform prevailing realities against the backdrop of the present 

historical limits…prophetic Afro-American Christian thought imbues Afro-American 

 
 
86 Duran, J. (Fall 2010). Gender and the thought of Cornel West. Philosophia Africana. 

13(1), p. 24. 
 
87 Hamington, M. (2009). Feminist Prophetic Pragmatism. The Journal of Speculative 

Philosophy, New Series, 23(2). [Essays from the thirty-sixth annual meeting of 
the society for the advancement of American philosophy]. 

 
88 Cowan, R. (2003), p. 5. 
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thinking with the sobriety of tragedy, the struggle for freedom, and the spirit of hope.”89 

In The Ghost of Cornel West (2015),90 Michael Eric Dyson, an ordained minister, 

criticizes West’s use of the word’s “prophet” and “prophecy” and the unsubtle 

intimations that he is a kind of a prophet: 

Despite the profusion of prophecy in his texts and talks, West has never 
bothered to tell us in rich detail what makes a person a prophet. He doesn’t 
offer a theory…so much as to announce their virtues and functions while 
grieving over his lost art and practice.91 
 

West is not an ordained minister, so he should not imply that he is. On the other hand, 

Dyson, as an ordained minister, offers a definition: “Prophets…draw on divine 

inspiration to speak God’s words on earth…They advocate for the poor and vulnerable 

while decrying unrighteousness and battling injustice.”92  Although this may actually 

describe West’s project, Dyson claims the problem is that West as a lay person, who is 

not held accountable to back up his claims or behavior in the way that Black Christian 

ministers such as he, Reverend Sharpton, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., MLK, or Jesse 

Jackson are.  Dyson criticizes much in West’s later works, then the criticisms devolve 

into more explicitly personal attacks that West is a self-serving hypocrite, a liar, 

narcissistic, jealous, and lazy. Paraphrasing Dyson (2015), West makes broad statements 

that are not backed by empirical proof. In 2004 West repackages his “old hit” and title, 

Race Matters as Democracy Matters. West does most of his “writing” in the form of 

 
89 West, C. (2002), pp. 19-20. 
 
90 Dyson, M. E. (2015). The ghost of Cornel West. New Republic, 246(4), pp. 54-67. 
 
91 Dyson, M.E. (2015), p. 61. 
 
92 Dyson, M.E. (2015), p. 61. 
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interviews that others transcribe and edit, so he “talks” his books and articles. Dyson 

names several co-produced books, such as Black Prophetic Fire (2014).93  Dyson also 

quotes a review of Fire in the Daily Beast in which author Mariota calls the book “a 

strange and disappointing culmination of [West’s] metamorphosis from philosopher to 

celebrity.”   

Philosopher James Conlon writes that “…West’s intellectual performance does 

not fit neatly into the usual academic categories.” He goes on to critique West’s 

contradictions, such as his commitment to moving beyond Eurocentrism (West, 1993, p. 

3), yet he references very few non-European sources. (Conlon, J., 2017, Notes)94  Like 

Dyson, Conlon, names other paradoxes and elisions in West’s writing, although Conlon 

does not seem to fault West’s turn away from conventional academic writing of his 

philosophy to a more performative jazz philosophy and politics. West’s metamorphosis 

into performativity of jazz philosophy seems consistent with his creative integration of 

definitions of Christianity and democracy. West can be accused of some conceptual 

stretching in his definitions, as Christianity and democracy are, in fact, not exactly the 

same thing. However, his ambitious early projects were an attempt to delineate an Afro-

American philosophy of thought as a meta-theory, so his definitions of prophetic 

Christianity and democracy were based on his personal African American experiences of 

the commitments of Black Prophetic Christianity and the Black experience of democracy.  

 
93 Explanatory script on the book’s cover. 
 
94 Conlon, J. (2017). Cornel West’s pragmatic understanding of America. Journal of 

Black Studies, 48(1), p.41.   
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Socialist political scientist Adolf Reed (Class Notes, 2021) reserves his most 

searing criticism for West, and other Black public intellectuals such as Dyson, Gates, 

Kelley, and hooks, whom he says strike a pose, rather than take a political stand.95 They 

are portrayed as comfortably ensconced Black Voices, “hand-picked” by white elites, 

who ostensibly speak and mediate for the Negro, translating the mystery of Black life and 

consciousness to their white audiences, while occasionally gesturing to black masses in 

their vernacular—which Reed likens to code switching in a minstrel show, the part of 

their performances Reed finds the most offensive. Reed refers to West who “loaded up on 

Continental philosophy to explain why the music he listened to in his undergraduate 

dorm room is the apotheosis of Black culture and why poor people need rearmament.” 

“When we consider that these performances are directed at white audiences, their 

minstrel quality stands out as especially distasteful…It puts off those affronted by coon 

shows.”96 By contrast, Reed says, Black intellectuals such as Du Bois, Zora Neal 

Hurston, James Weldon, and Ralph J. Bunche, engaged in vigorous debate (with 

transracial intellectuals) converging on “the definition, status, and functions of black 

literature, the foundation of black identity, topical critiques of ideological programs… 

responsibilities of black intellectuals…”97 Reed asserts that Baldwin and Ellison bristled 

at being Black Voices. Black public intellectuals like West are more derived from the 

tradition of Booker T. Washington, who Reed says soothed “white liberals’ retreat from 

 
95 Reed, J.A. (2021). Class notes: Posing as politics and other thoughts on the American 

scene. The New Press, pp. 79-87. 
 
96 Reed, J.A. (2021), p. 87. 
 
97 Reed, J.A. (2021), p. 80. 
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the Reconstruction era’s relatively progressive racial politics.”98 Today’s Black public 

intellectuals, retreat from their progressivism into academic celebrity, avoid vigorous 

debate, and preclude the Black intellectual critical discourse and interrogations that 

challenge the status quo and demand political action. Gates is cited as petit bourgeois and 

centrist, but Reed allows that Gates is also the most consistent and most intellectually 

probing. West, on the other hand, is less coherent, posturing “as a link to black activist 

authenticity, holding an honorary leadership position on Democratic Socialists of 

America and…referring to grassroots leaders and organizations…while having no 

concrete political practice or affiliation and [has shown] no reticence about operating as a 

freelance race relations consultant and Moral Voice for white elites.”99 According to 

Reed, West retreats from his earlier progressivism; the cultural politics and analyses of 

cultural production of Black public intellectuals like West ignore the role of class, while 

avoiding challenging status quo hierarchies, ostensibly the tenure boards and white 

culture that pay them. Reed’s blistering criticisms sound like a rejoinder to West’s 

criticism of Reed in 1993. In Race Matters, West writes that Black scholars such as Reed 

are “race-distancing elitists” who “pontificate about standards of excellence, complexity 

of analysis…yet usually spin out mediocre manuscripts, flat establishmentarian 

analyses… Even so, they prosper…”100 

 
98 Reed, J.A. (2021), p. 79. 
 
99 Reed, J.A. (2021), p. 86. 
 
100 West, C. (2001), pp. 64-65. 
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Reed makes strident points about celebrity and Black public intellectuals, 

especially the performative West; however, I argue that, seen through his own humanist 

pragmatist lens, West can arguably be attempting to consciously celebrate and integrate 

performativity with pragmatism for a reason. The performative evolution of his work 

from written academic text into jazz and spoken word, while criticized by Dyson, 

Rosemary Cowan,101 Conlon, and Adolph Reed, may also serve the purpose of expanding 

his project’s pedagogical audience and his catalyzing role beyond his students in the 

North Atlantic. He appears to be consciously trying to engage African Americans and the 

vulnerable suffering people who resonate to Black performativity, beats, riffing, and the 

blues/jazz idiom who are the suffering masses of his work. But does West engage his 

suffering masses? To what extent is this move effective? 

 
The Jazz Imaginary of Freedom 

 
The jazz imaginary as the source of critical improvisational pedagogy evolves 

from W.E.B. Du Bois’s psychological notion of “second sight.” In the first essay of The 

Souls of Black Folk (1999)  Du Bois describes the suffering and unreconciled spiritual 

striving an outsider who, by virtue of his race, must endure the reality of living in post-

Reconstruction white supremacy.102 Born and imprisoned psychologically within the 

“veil” of his race, he sees himself only through white dominant gaze, which views him 

with “pity” and “contempt,” distorting his measure of himself, segregating him from 

other Americans, and alienating him from his “true,” integral self-consciousness. The 

 
101 Cowan, R. (2003).  
 
102 Du Bois, W.E.B. (1999), pp. 10-11. 
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outsider suffers from “double consciousness,” the cognitive dissonance specific to 

African Americans, who are in and from this country, but whose consciousness and 

loyalties are split between African American racial consciousness that he strives to 

emancipate, and the American country that he loves that spurns him.  

Du Bois describes “second sight” as a kind of meta-perspective that allows him to 

transcend his warring double consciousness. Dually derived from African spirit and 

Christian prophetic faith, it is a font of strength and vision that allows African Americans 

to transcend their strife and their two-ness towards psychic reconciliation, subjective 

integration, and racial uplift. Du Bois describes the gift as prophesizing the merging of 

his double self into “a better and truer self.”  The end of his striving is “to be a co-worker 

in the kingdom of culture, to escape both death and isolation, to husband and use his best 

powers and his latent genius.”103  His gift of second sight prophesizes spiritual freedom 

and democratic equality. The end of Du Bois’s striving, is the end of American racial 

apartheid, and the integration of Black and white America towards a stronger, unified 

nation. Du Bois’s argument is written over a century ago by an African American civil 

rights activist who grew up in the white North and was educated at Fisk and Harvard. Du 

Bois was a product and promoter of Black higher education. His move to Fisk was his 

first introduction to the Jim Crow South. Du Bois saw a broad, liberal arts education for 

African Americans as a means to racial uplift, and he saw the educational elite, the 

“Talented Tenth,” as responsible for leading, educating, and uplifting others towards 

racial integration. Du Bois’s views on racial uplift (that implied Black racial inferiority) 

 
103 Du Bois, W.E.B. (1999), p. 11. 
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evolved with his maturity. West borrows from Du Bois’s notion of second sight in his 

“jazz” African American philosophy, however, West stresses paideia not necessarily to 

uplift the race, but for self-development within a supportive Black community first, 

towards ending oppression by the ideology of white supremacy. West appreciates civil 

rights gains, but laments the loss of supportive, multi-classed Black networks that 

supported Black excellence in cohesive Black communities before legal integration. 

CIP’s approach to radical democratic reform stresses paideia, the development of 

individual critical consciousness and subjective identity, and establishing cohesive 

support networks within intermediate deliberative spaces in accessible neighborhood 

centers. 

 In Prophesy (2002), West sees Du Bois as missing the three-ness of African 

American consciousness. That is, West adds to Du Bois’s  African American-American 

dialectic the complications of being African American, yet yearning for British 

cosmopolitanism, being a bourgeois American without the equal status of being 

American, who is alienated from Europeanness, and dominated by “incomplete 

Europeans.”104 For the purposes of this project of CIP and the jazz imaginary, West 

laments the breakdown of strong Black communities and the struggle, ethics, and mores 

that held them together, as negative consequences of racial integration, the failure of 

Black liberalism, and civil rights advances that created a culture of material consumption 

that compels well-to-do Black parents to send their children to ivy league schools “for 

selfish reasons,” to get good jobs.105 He views this breakdown of community support as 

 
104 West, C. (2002), pp. 30-31. 
 
105 West, C. (2001), pp. 55-56. 
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contributing, in part, to contemporary existential suffering. He extolls the role of the 

Black church, schools, and music, and their “networks of apprenticeships”106 as the 

intermediate structures that ideally “transform individuals in community” in the struggle 

for freedom. He credits his African American church, schools, and jazz for his own Black 

excellence, although West did not attend an HBCU, nor has he taught at one. West was 

educated at Harvard and Princeton. Similarly, Dyson sees these institutions as the three-

legged stool supporting Black excellence, that critically educate and prepare African 

Americans to navigate, compete, and succeed in a white-constructed world. West seems 

to attempt Du Bois’s reconciliation and healing of double consciousness, proposing 

prophetic pragmatism as his theoretical means. However, as Conlon notes, West uses 

very few non-Western sources, except the distinct Black interpretation of Christian 

gospel, in his philosophical texts. He seems to attempt to merge African American 

consciousness and his Anglo-European intellect through his personal performative 

philosophy, in which he uses Black vernacular and cadence as if to balance an intellectual 

life that is informed by continental philosophy and literature. West uses tropes to 

reconcile his two sides—peppering his philosophy with tropes of Black creative 

excellence, mentioning “Ella,” “Bessie,” “Martin,” or “Coltrane,” or “Black love” in the 

same breath as his tropes of Anglo-European literary excellence, whose works also shape 

his philosophical understanding of humanity, such as “Chekhov,” “Shakespeare,” or 

“Joyce.”   

 
 
106 West, C. and Gates, H.L., (1995), p. 175. 
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Reconciling two sides of West’s intellectual consciousness is not the same as Du 

Bois striving to integrate America’s Black and white people while reconciling America’s 

warring soul consciousness.  Du Bois’s early embrace of reconciliation through “racial 

uplift” and assimilation is criticized because it implies the natural inferiority of 

unassimilated African Americans, but Du Bois’s ideas on racial uplift changed with his 

maturity. However, Du Bois’s prophecy of spiritual freedom and democratic equality 

through reconciliation shares the optimism of Dewey’s free and just creative democracy 

that West’s may not. West tries to tackle Dewey’s and pragmatism’s meta-analysis of 

individuals as political units, its “blindness” to individual issues of race and gender but 

seems to stop at making the valid point. What are the viable next steps to freedom and 

equality for these individuals, besides paideia, the Greek notion of knowledge through 

education? And what of those who do not access formal education? For West, white 

supremacy seems too entrenched to release the “wretched.” And, as Reed, Wood and 

others point out, the strong focus on the “Black and Brown wretched of the earth” 

precludes a more complicated story that offers treatments of both race and the roles of 

class and inter- and intra-group hierarchies that differently affect individual access to 

ideals like freedom and equality. West speaks about the importance of capitalist economy 

and neoliberalism in perpetuating suffering, however, in his retreat from Marxism he 

seems to hold on to Old Testament notions of inherent evil in men as a cause of injustice, 

including neoliberal injustice, arguing that as a pragmatist, he must see and accept human 

evil. Human evil is an even harder fix than Marxist revolution. How then can radical 

pragmatism do its job of equipping vulnerable citizens with authentic subjective identity, 
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critical consciousness, and agency to make viable demands for democratic equality and 

spiritual freedom?  

While others are doing the much-needed work of reforming democracy through 

policy and institutional work, critical improvisational pedagogy attempts to increase 

democratic equality by increasing agentic voices in the democratic public sphere through 

personal transformation in the community, first. In addition to the intermediate sites 

discussed by Dyson and West—Black churches, schools, and musics—critical 

improvisational pedagogy practiced in dispersed local community sites may offer, at a 

minimum, a place to begin to build structures of architectonic support for individual 

transformation, critical consciousness, and agency within the community. It aims to 

prepare more individuals within marginalized communities to negotiate and oppose the 

status quo and make viable demands in the public square towards Dewey’s robust, 

creative democracy and the Du Boisean integration of American national consciousness 

and soul. CIP argues that the first step to political transformation for individuals is 

internal transformation. 

Building on Du Bois in their emancipatory theoretical projects, both Cornel West 

and R.D.G. Kelley invoke second sight as a signifier and vessel of authentic African 

American identity, suffering, spirituality, joy, rage, hope, creative imagination, 

transformation, dissent, and political agency. I term this Black critical consciousness the 

jazz imaginary for its critical improvisational power to create agency. In his prophetic 

pragmatist philosophy, West describes Black creative imagination and living as simply 

jazz. Like the music, West’s jazz consciousness is second-sight consciousness that is 

borne of African and Western epistemologies. The jazz imaginary transcends the veil and 
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double consciousness by contextualizing negative ascriptions of Blackness, going to a 

space of authentic African American subjective identity and consciousness, and 

foretelling freedom, equality, and reconciliation de-centering whiteness and going inside, 

within community. As such, African American recovered creative consciousness is 

communal, expressive, improvisational, and performative. Echoing Du Bois’s analysis of 

spirit songs in Souls, West conjures Black jazz artists and other musicians throughout his 

opus as exemplars of Black improvisatory thinking, living, and “genius” borne of 

suffering, striving, faith, joy, and communal Black love.  

In Freedom Dreams, R.D.G. Kelley describes his version of the jazz imaginary as 

a surreality that is central to the Black imagination. (Kelley, 2002) More than a sanctuary 

to which to escape the constant corporeal brutality of Black life in America, “the 

marvelous” at the core of Black consciousness is a transformational space where one 

looks within to see through the rationalistic thought and limitations proscribed by the 

white gaze, to transformative authentic consciousness, and so, to the hope and freedom of 

the mind.  For Kelley, the Black marvelous is surreal in that it fractures the linear 

rationalism imposed by dominant culture, and frees other, perhaps more powerful ways 

of knowing. 

As in West’s opus of emancipation through prophecy and critical imagination, 

historian Kelley calls for a “revolution of the mind” in Freedom Dreams. Kelley writes, 

“By revolution of the mind, I mean not merely a refusal of victim status. I am talking 

about an unleashing of the mind’s most creative capacities, catalyzed by participation in 

struggles for change.” Black liberation is possible only by restructuring the mind through 

a return to African vision, dreams, and love through surreality, and the avant-garde 
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innovation instantiated by poets such as Amiri Baraka and Aimé Césaire.107  Kelley, who 

shares West’s analysis of human enslavement by neoliberal capitalism, quotes surrealist 

writer and blues scholar Paul Garon’s succinct analysis of the connection between 

surrealism and economic liberation, Kelley writes,  

Human freedom depends not only on the destruction and restructuring of 
the economic system, but on the restructuring of the mind. New modes of 
poetic expression all help formulate the nature of the supersession of 
reality, the transformation of everyday life as it encumbers us today, the 
unfolding and eventual triumph of the marvelous.108 

 
For Kelley, transcendent visions, dreams, and surrealism expressed in modern 

jazz exemplified by Thelonius Monk create new meaning, authentic narrative, and the 

articulation of political thought. He sees this “revolution of the mind” as freedom that 

begins in cultural production, particularly in Monk’s jazz, as in turn, facilitating political 

demand, mobilization, and political change. Instantiated in the following chapters, this 

theory of critical improvisational pedagogy in the postmodern era expands Kelley’s 

theory of surrealism and modern black cultural production in early bebop to contextualize 

the historical political and economic origins of modern jazz ideas of freedom and dissent. 

While it illustrates the intergenerational apprenticeships and knowledge transmission 

through CIP in jazz music, Chapter 4 also extends Kelley’s and West’s theories of 

spiritual transcendence and reconciliation of consciousness to include transcendence in 

blues and jazz singers, postmodern jazz ideas in bebop (after Monk), hard bop, and avant-

garde jazz. In CIP, the pedagogical intervention connects theory and praxis with people 

in contemporary context, as illustrated in Chapter 5. 

 
107 Kelley, R. (2002), pp. 191-194. [Emphasis added]. 
 
108 Kelley, R. (2002), p. 192. 
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As a critique of the European Enlightenment intellectual movement that 

prioritized reason and individualism, André Breton, who studied science, medicine, and 

Freudian psychology founded Surrealism as a revolutionary artistic movement. 

Surrealism in art and literature proposed that Enlightenment hegemony suppressed and 

made dormant the superior qualities of the irrational, unconscious mind. For Kelley, 

surrealism is less an “aesthetic doctrine but an international revolutionary movement 

concerned with the emancipation of thought.” 109 In this way, Kelley, and West’s two 

depictions of Black consciousness, “the marvelous,” and the “jazz” imaginary as 

freedom, emancipation, and the critical flipping of Du Bois’s veil to “second sight” are 

closely linked and similarly deployed. 

In Kelley’s marvelous, the individual enters surreality to fracture the imposed 

walls of hegemonic rational thought and historiography, and begin again, forging her own 

understanding of authentic self and the world. Inside the marvelous, she creatively 

improvises a bricolage of her intuition, unconscious cultural memory, creativity, faith, 

love, and positive aspects of rationalistic conscious thought into her authentic subjective 

identity and free space. With this poetic knowledge one can “visualize a more expansive, 

fluid, “cosmos-politan” definition of blackness (a meta-analysis or Du Bois’s second 

sight), to teach us that we are not merely inheritors of a culture but its makers.”110 Poetic 

knowledge in writing and jazz, like the jazz imaginary, means individual agency; it 

enables visions of freedom, communal agency, and political engagement. Kelley writes, 
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“Revolutionary dreams erupt out of political engagement; collective social movements 

are incubators of new knowledge…”  The best progressive social movements…do what 

great poetry always does: transport us to another place, compel us to relive horrors and, 

more importantly, enable us to imagine a new society.”  This knowledge is not just art, 

“but a revolt: a scream in the night, an emancipation of language and old ways of 

thinking.”111  Kelley is describing the critical improvisational power of collective Black 

consciousness and Black aesthetics to disrupt the hegemony of linear thinking, 

revolutionize minds and organize revolutionary collective action.  

Kelley’s marvelous and West’s jazz consciousness are analogous descriptions of 

authentic Black consciousness where creativity occurs, which I have termed the jazz 

imaginary. It is the internal freedom to access ways of knowing, seeing, hearing, 

imagining, and creating that have been suppressed since the Middle Passage. It precedes 

agency and action. The jazz imaginary is the locus of internal Black freedom from which, 

criticality, transformation of consciousness, and hope for emancipation of the body and 

equality are prophesized, envisioned, planned. It is a sanctuary in which to summon 

authentic Black consciousness and identity without the veil, a place to feel true 

emotions—where rage, sorrow, and love may exist unfiltered through the white gaze and 

become transformed.  The jazz imaginary is a transformational inner world in which to 

mix dreams, faith, dissent, and creativity, to improvise and begin to operationalize a new 

vision of freedom and agency, and authentic Black identity. It is the place of music and 

dance. As will be illustrated in Chapter 5, I am proposing the freeing of the mind that 

Kelley invokes here to access ways of knowing, seeing, hearing, imagining, and creating 

 
111 Kelley, R. (2002), pp. 7-9. 
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that have been suppressed by white ideology. I propose that CIP’s jazz imaginary, the de-

centering of hegemonic history and ascriptions of Blackness and the intergenerational 

transmission of authentic Black history, consciousness, identity, and support through 

organic intellectuals in accessible community sites that include and prepare more low-

income people for agency will help to reform the Habermasian deliberative sphere that 

excludes them by their embodied and agentic presence, where policies that affect them 

are made and debated.  

Political transformation begins with inner transformation in the individual 

imaginary. Collaboratively, the jazz imaginary can work within a group or ensemble, to 

use the jazz metaphor, making creative connections, testing new ideas, harmonizing, and 

disagreeing, discursively creating new strategies for struggle and growth out of existent 

opportunities and obstacles. The jazz imaginary was operative in the community 

collaborative profiled in Chapter 5 that created strategies, facilitated personal authentic 

subjectivity through oral histories, critical discourse, and reciprocal learning in a 

community setting. Operating like the Black “intermediate” institutions discussed by 

West and Dyson above, oral histories, Black identity, stories, and critical context were 

transmitted through master teachers or “organic intellectuals” of arts and culture as 

mentors, with resident mothers and their children, first. The multigenerational praxis of 

critical improvisational pedagogy was transformational for some individuals who after 

intensive apprenticeships and responsibility within the community setting, went on to 

lives of agency and opportunity, in school, in community building, jobs, and the public 

sphere. Eventually, the collaborative jazz imaginary shared by resident organizers, 

advocates, organic intellectuals, and other stakeholders transformed the housing, social, 
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and physical life of the immediate African American community. Visions by residents as 

organizers, in turn, facilitated growth and positive change for diverse groups in the 

extended neighborhood.  

As in West’s and Kelley’s projects, the metaphor of jazz improvisation is used 

throughout this project of critical improvisational pedagogy as a means to de-center 

Anglo-European ideals of critical thought, pedagogy, and political agency. Jazz as 

metaphor represents modes of critical consciousness, community organizing, and action 

through cultural modes that elucidate the experiences of nondominant American groups 

not fully represented in the democratic public sphere, especially African Americans. Jazz 

is understood as a hybrid outgrowth of the lineage of Black American musical forms 

from slave songs, work songs, worship songs, the blues, and gospel, in reciprocal 

relationships with European, Asian, Latin, African influences, and modern ideas.  In 

Chapter 4, I discuss Ralph Ellison’s analysis of how American culture is “jazz-shaped,” 

and how others have described America’s impulse to innovation as jazz. African 

American musics (not excluding later forms of R & B, hip-hop and rap) have been central 

to American popular culture and consciousness. Likewise, we witnessed Black struggle 

for civil and human rights centrally driving democratic progress. The evolution of ideas 

of freedom in forms of Black music such as blues, gospel, and jazz may be seen as 

synchronistic with struggle and movement towards democratic progress for African 

Americans.  

The architectonic support structure of jazz also served as a site of 

intergenerational critical improvisational pedagogy, a space for personal transformation 

and agency in community, from which to ideally leverage cultural power into progress to 
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building economic, political access, and growth. In this project, jazz is not portrayed 

literally as a political lever, although there are examples of jazz as instantiations of 

political dissent, resistance, and transcendence. Rather, I use the central metaphor of jazz 

in American culture to show how critical improvisational pedagogy (CIP), though not 

always explicitly political, has been foundational in the political and social progress made 

by Black and Brown Americans whose struggles for emancipation, civil and human 

rights have defined American democratic progress.  Of course, improvisation takes many 

forms and can drive many kinds of action.  Improvisation can simply mean fashioning 

something new out of materials at hand. An easy example would be having a recipe for a 

dish, but not all the ingredients. You can substitute ingredients to make another version of 

the dish. Critical improvisation in African American performance and life, by contrast, is 

a carefully honed skill, used performatively to suppress feelings and actions to avoid 

violence. Improvisation created a cuisine out of the scraps from the owner’s table. 

However, when family members were sold and torn away; new family structures were 

critically improvised. New uses for spiritual music were used by Harriet Tubman to 

telegraph information in a critically improvised communication system for the 

underground railroad. In this way critical improvisation can subvert the meaning of 

speech, music, or gesture in order to disrupt and strike Ellison’s “destructive creative 

blow” to hegemony and oppression. Practiced and honed over hundreds of years, the 

practiced agility of African American critical improvisation required subjective identity, 

critical consciousness, agency, and goals. Critical improvisation required an analysis and 

tactical information during freedom struggles; these critical teachings were passed first 

intergenerationally through oral histories. The teaching evolved into mentor-apprentice 
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relationships as the African American community developed its own architectonic 

structures of critical pedagogy and support for subjective development in Black churches, 

schools, and nongovernmental political organizations, which I propose to extend to 

diffuse local neighborhood community sites in Chapter 5. As existential threat, political 

circumstances, and opportunities changed, an individual or a group could pivot quickly to 

another strategy. 

 
 
Multiple Oppressions:  Intersectionality and Critical Race Feminism 

 
Beyond the overlapping dilemmas of race and neoliberal economics in American 

democracy’s acute crisis, gender bias and misogyny severely limit the representation of 

women and women of color at the highest levels of government and industry, with 

deleterious policy effects on women and families (e.g., the glass ceiling, the rollback of 

reproductive rights, continuing disparities in pay and medical benefits, health disparities, 

inadequate childcare, and insufficient family care leave for women, etc.).  However, the 

institutional sexism experienced by women exacts multiple cumulative injuries on 

women of color and non-normative people as a group and within minority groups. The 

racialization and multiple oppressions of the ideology of white supremacy are 

compounded especially for Black and Brown women and nonbinary people, who endure 

the cumulative effects of multiple degrees of oppression and violence from the overlap of 

race, gender, and class marginalization, intra-group non-normativity, patriarchy, and 

colorism.  

The elision of women of color as a group, is clear in the elided or diminished 

histories of women who have mobilized for rights and have done the invisible work of 
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family and community (as in Chapter 5), and women in jazz (Chapter 4), while 

conventional literature and media portray problems of race and gender in America as they 

are embodied by black males and often, white, middle-class women, respectively.  The 

diminished role of women is evident in official histories of civil rights leadership and the 

Black Power movement (e.g., the diminished roles of leaders Rosa Parks, Ella Baker, 

Angela Davis, Carol Mosely Braun), while Black leadership and public voice is almost 

always gendered as male (e.g., MLK, Jr., Malcolm X, Huey Newton, Louis Farrakhan, 

Jessie Jackson, Barack Obama).   

The layered intra-sectional (within group) harms of Black women in blues and 

jazz are highlighted in my discussion of Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday in 

Chapter 4. Abby Lincoln, Sarah Vaughan, and Mary Lou Williams in bebop endured the 

enormous intersectional challenge of being Black women musicians in the jazz period 

with the least engagement by women in bands and as bandleaders. This is exacerbated by 

the fetishism and lionizing of the bebop trope of the solitary black genius personified by 

Coltrane, Monk, or the machismo of Mingus. So, too, it was clear in my case study, that 

women who led the central organizing and community development work tended to be 

less visible in broader political spaces (e.g., at City Hall public testimony, HUD panel 

discussions, meetings with the Board of Supervisors, and congressional representatives), 

while men who did the same work were seen as inspiring leaders. Women performed the 

community organizing, jobs, educating (as teachers, mentors, mothers, leaders), 

negotiating, and nurturing of families, leadership of nonprofits and civic roles, and care 

of the entire community, quite apart from the “traditional women’s work” of raising and 

educating their own extended families. While intersectional privileging exists within the 
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subgroup of Black and brown women, the elision of women’s actual roles in community 

and women’s political organizing work has also been a product of their intersectionality. 

Women’s’ intersectional vulnerabilities included patriarchal domestic and workplace 

culture, sexual assault and violence, environmental racism, housing segregation, low-

paying jobs, longer working days, followed by “second-shift” nights, and ultimate blame 

for their children’s school performance, behavior, and sometimes, their death. The inter- 

and intrasectional harms to Black women with ascribed racialized, classed, and gendered 

identities, and their multiple, interlocking oppressions are addressed and theorized in the 

literature of Kimberlé Crenshaw, Shatema Threadcraft, Iris Marion Young, Heath Davis, 

and Gloria Anzaldúa. 

Kimberlé Crenshaw coined the term “intersectionality” in her groundbreaking 

1989 essay,112 to expand legal understandings of the multiple, overlapping ways in which 

Black women face sexism and racism in legal settings, and in feminist and antiracist 

theory and politics. According to Crenshaw, sexism was conventionally defined in a way 

that framed it as oppression of all women. The privileging of the experience of white 

women meant the elision of the experiences of oppression by women of color. Racism in 

law and in political theory referred to racism against all people of color; societal 

hegemony of males and misogyny elide or diminish a women’s experiences in antiracial 

discussions, translating into there being no specific legal recourse for Black women who 

were obviously not white or male in discrimination cases. Crenshaw extended her 

 
112 Crenshaw, K. (1989). Demarginalizing the intersection of race and sex: A Black 

feminist critique of antidiscrimination doctrine, feminist theory and antiracist 
politics. In Maschke, K. (Ed.). (1997). Feminist legal theories, pp. 23-51. 
Routledge. 
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argument to introduce a new framework in 1991 to highlight how feminism and 

antiracism as movements could themselves reproduce and legitimize the marginalization 

of Black women by eliding the extra vulnerabilities of immigrants and women of color 

disadvantaged by class.113   

Since Crenshaw, academic theorists, law, and social justice practitioners have 

greatly expanded the definitions and uses of broader conceptualizations of 

intersectionality for interrogations of multiple, subjective interlocking oppressions across 

multiple structures of power, and across disciplinary theoretical and geographical 

domains.114 Carbado and Gulati discuss legal decisions involving intra-sectional 

discrimination which may occur toward one woman and not others of the same 

marginalized group because of “performative dynamics” within the group. In hiring 

decisions, for example, one woman may be singled out for discrimination because of  the 

firm’s perceptions about her name, demeanor, and characteristics such as hair, accent, 

social and marital status, political, or religious identification that signal negative 

racialized gender perceptions—her "Black racial signification.”115 In Chapter 5, I show 

how inter- and intra-sectionality played out in the community CIP center designed 

specifically for the individual transformation and agency of African Americans, and how 

it played out in the broader deliberative political arena.  Intersectionality then moves 

 
113 Crenshaw, K. (1991) Mapping the margins: Intersectionality, identity politics, and 

violence against women of color. Stanford Law Review, 43(6), pp. 1241-1299. 
 
114 Carbado, D.W., & Gulati, M. (2013). THE INTERSECTIONAL FIFTH BLACK 

WOMAN. Du Bois Review, 10(2), pp. 527-540. 
 
115 Carbado, D.W. and Gulati, M. (2013), p. 536. 
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beyond the bounds of theory and juridical interpretation to become a movement, a tool of 

social transformation, and a social movement approach.116 

Crenshaw’s “provisional” project117 is increasingly more flexible as an 

intervention for theorists and practitioners in a range of fields. In the last 20 years, 

intersectionality has been transformed as an explicitly interdisciplinary approach that 

“considers the interaction” of race, class, and gender “as organizing structures of society, 

recognizing that these key components influence political access, equality, and the 

potential for any form of justice.”118 In the wake of mounting protests and public 

discourse on state-sponsored violence against unarmed black men, Shatema Threadcraft 

deploys intersectionality in an interrogation of Black embodiment in both the failure of 

state power in the lives of Black people and the overwhelmingly successful use of power 

in Mbembe’s conception of sovereign “necropolitics,” in which the sovereign state 

decides who dies.119  In a much-needed intervention on behalf of women whose 

experiences and lives are once again elided, Threadcraft explains how necropower creates 

Black death (as in lynching) as an element of control for subjugated Black bodies.  

Threadcraft and Crenshaw’s #SayHerName campaign calls attention to the focus on 

injury to the male body. Adding to her own work on the range of practices that shape the 

 
116 See Hancock, A. (2015). Intersectionality’s will toward social transformation. New 

Political Science, 37(4), pp. 620-627 
 
117 Crenshaw, K. (1989). 
 
118 Hancock, A. (2007). When multiplication doesn’t equal quick addition: Examining 

intersectionality as a research paradigm. Perspectives on Politics, 5(1), p. 64. 
    
119 Threadcraft, S. (2016). The Black female body at the intersection of state failure and 

necropower,” Contemporary Political Theory, 15(1), pp. 105-109. 
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control of Black women such as sexual assault, targeted population control, and illness,120 

Threadcraft decenters the Black male injured body, highlighting the added risks of Black 

female embodiment in state failure and necropower.121 

Heath Davis extends the expanded utility of Crenshaw’s provisional project, 

reconsidering the rightful decision of Critical Race Feminist Theory (CFRT) to discard 

attempts at liberal legal reforms to race and gender injustice because antidiscrimination 

law reproduced some of the occlusion and injury of the deep structural injustices 

entrenched in the liberal system and the social contract, that are well elucidated in Mills’ 

racial contract theory (that also informs West’s theory).122 Davis identifies the additional 

intra-group elisions and harm of sexism and sex-role stereotyping within intersectional 

anti-sexism (i.e., exposing the further vulnerability of trans people having their chosen 

sexual identity called into question). The problem, Davis writes, is that “[L]iberal trans 

civil rights advocacy recognizes the mutability of sex, but it has largely fought for the 

right of trans people to assimilate into the existing sex binary instead of pushing for the 

eradication of institutionalized sex segregation.”123 Davis’s theoretical move is to 

intervene with a combination of Iris Marion Young’s pragmatic theory124, and a qualified 

 
120 See Threadcraft, S. (2014). Intimate justice, political obligation, and the dark ghetto. 

Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society. 39(3). pp. 735-760. 
 
121 Threadcraft, S. (2016), pp. 105-106. 
 
122  Davis, H.F. (2016). An argument for reviving the pragmatism of early critical race 

feminist theory. Contemporary Political Theory, 15(1), pp. 98-105. 
 
123 Davis, H.F. (2016), pp. 101-103. 
 
124 Davis, H.F. (2016), p. 101. Davis describes Young’s (2015) pragmatic theory as “[a] 

mode of analysis that must always be geared toward solving political problems…. 
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return to liberal legalism, which “can aid us in this diagnostic work because it prompts us 

to ask whether a given policy is necessary, and whether it is harmful.”125 

Davis carefully exhumes the merits of liberal legal reform from the graveyard of 

CRF to “revive the pragmatic reformist dimensions of intersectionality” toward 

meaningful institutional reform. Davis concludes with an invocation of Kant’s 

“categorical imperative,” invoking us to heed our better angels and those “extra-legal 

moral whispers of personal and interpersonal accountability,” to temper the potential 

harms of liberal legal reform.126 Davis’s intervention is nuanced, admirably urging a 

return to the moral pillar of critical theory. Davis’s intersectional approach that melds 

pragmatic theory with concrete prescriptions for radical liberal reform holds promise as a 

model I had envisioned for a prescription of the teaching, modeling, and mentoring of 

critical improvisation pedagogy operationalized in the new neighborhood community 

sites through a Black arts curriculum (music and jazz education, Katherine Dunham 

Dance, spoken word, and Latin Jazz) for children that includes critical context, taught by 

organic intellectuals that I propose in this project in Chapter 5.  The new community sites 

increase access to critical education, African American history, and subjective self-

development of Black and Brown people with limited access to more traditional sites of 

Black support, such as the separation from their church or HBCUs. People who have 

 
drawing upon a range of empirical and philosophical work…[and] personal 
memoir and the arts.”  

 
125 Davis, H.F. (2016), p. 102. 
 
126 Davis, H.F. (2006), p. 104. 
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been multiply displaced by urban renewal may not have access to their traditional church 

or may not have the means to access higher education. 

My normative goal is to deploy an intersectional critical improvisational 

pedagogy organizing approach to prepare a new layer of critically conscious citizens, and 

to eventually link and organize multiple groups into a more cohesive presence in the 

democratic public square to deliberate, debate, and make viable demands. Given the 

plurality of views and interests of marginalized groups and their allies, the unifying 

principles for this cohort are confronting sources of racial, gender, and economic injustice 

and state violence on all marginalized peoples, and to organize and demand meaningful 

counter public participation in the “ideal rational” spaces that are the only locations of 

democratic deliberation that are recognized by elite, neoliberal state, and corporate 

power.  The DAPL elision of most native voices in the path of the pipeline at 

Congressional hearings considering eminent domain illustrates the need for the 

intermediate alternative public commons to prepare marginalized people to make viable 

demands in those “ideal rational” spaces before issues and crises arise. Groups can use 

their own jazz imaginary to intervene in these exclusionary spaces by creating culturally 

appropriate supportive infrastructures, their own “intermediate” “spaces of appearance” 

in which to transmit critical education and agency through CIP, based on their own 

cultural and community strengths and critical consciousness, and through their 

indigenous elders and organic intellectuals. In these intermediate spaces, they can better 

prepare disenfranchised and marginalized people, even those with limited conventional 

education, to engage, question, deliberate and help solve problems. These activities 
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enhance critical ability and help people hone their deliberative voices to engage and be 

counted in the public square. 

Intra-group elisions were apparent in the case study when women organizers and leaders 

were not recognized to speak on their project in formal deliberative venues by differently 

educated and classed white and Black feminist organizers. The liberal organizers of the 

event thought they were being inclusive by inviting Black men for testimony, precluding 

testimony by women who did the work. The event speaks to Davis’s call to reinvigorate 

Crenshaw’s intersectionality for the purpose of reforming deliberative institutions and 

shaping new community sites. By looking at existing organizational practices, and 

thoughtfully considering inclusivity over diversity, and inter- and intra-group 

exclusionary dynamics in the new community sites of CIP that I propose, a template for 

rules of engagement through an intersectional lens may guide allies toward more 

inclusive and equitable participation. In the case of the community sites where CIP is 

being introduced through a class or program, careful sensitivity to intra-group differences 

should be considered in how the site is constituted and how programs are organized. Who 

do the organic intellectuals represent? The template for CIP praxis and curricula should 

include language to guide the structuring of the new CIP program, to bring awareness of 

inter- and intragroup dynamics to the center of the critical education; it should provide 

some guidance and criteria for reassessing and adjusting practices of inclusion in the 

current organizational atmosphere. In CIP, the critical curriculum matters. 

Intergenerational apprenticeships matter. Who constitutes the organic intellectuals and 

teachers and how they transmit critical consciousness and authentic Black identity 

through the praxis of critical improvisational pedagogy, matter most. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRANGE FRUIT  
CRITICAL IMPROVISATIONAL PEDAGOGY IN JAZZ  

 
I use the term “jazz” here not so much as a term of a musical art form, as 
for a mode of being in the world, an improvisational mode of protean, 
fluid, and flexible dispositions toward reality suspicious of “either/or” 
viewpoints, dogmatic pronouncements, or supremacist ideologies. To be a 
jazz freedom fighter is to attempt to galvanize and energize world-weary 
people into forms of organization with accountable leadership that 
promote critical exchange and broad reflection. The interplay of 
individuality and unity is not one of uniformity and unanimity imposed 
from above but rather of conflict among diverse groupings that reach a 
dynamic consensus subject to questioning and criticism. As with a soloist 
in a jazz quartet, quintet or band, individuality is promoted in order to 
sustain and increase the creative tension with the group—a tension that 
yields higher levels of performance to achieve the aim of the collective 
project. This kind of critical and democratic sensibility flies in the face of 
any policing of borders and boundaries of “blackness,” “maleness,” 
“femaleness,” or “whiteness.”   

Cornel West, Race Matters127 

For true jazz is an art of individual assertion within and against the 
group. Each true jazz movement springs from a context in which each 
artist challenges all the rest; each solo or flight, or improvisation, 
represents a definition of his identity: as individual, as member of the 
collectivity and as a link in the chain of tradition. 

     Ralph Ellison128  

This chapter explores the meaning and democratic basis for the dialectical 

conversation of the jazz imaginary that West and Ellison refer to above. It fleshes out 

critical improvisational pedagogy through West’s and Dyson’s structure of community 

support in twentieth century jazz and Black musics. It illustrates the Black performative 

 
127 West, C. (2001), pp. 150-151. 
 
128 Ellison, R. (1972). Invisible man. Vintage Books, p. 234. 
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power that grew out of generations of practicing improvisational survival techniques 

against existential threat, violence, and systemic institutional obstructions to African 

American democratic freedom and inclusion in the economy. I illustrate how that 

performative improvisational power became musical excellence that exerted integrative 

and social power. Jazz became an agile critical counterpoint and a material way out of 

status quo conditions of white supremacy over the longue durée (in Braudel’s social-

historical sense of time and cycles of movement) for many African Americans involved 

in the jazz music culture. It inspired hope in the imaginations of millions of people as 

Black music and Black progress were disseminated widely through new technologies, 

occurring, as it did, in iterative dialogue with the new freedoms and complexities of 

emancipation, the outmigration of African Americans from the Jim Crow South, 

continuing violence and exclusion, and the national civil rights struggle and victories.  

The Chapter shows how with the supportive music infrastructure, the networks of 

connections, apprenticeships, and community (CIP) built into it as the structure and 

culture of jazz grew, providing social and financial opportunities for African Americans 

just a generation or two out of slavery, to escape poverty and thrive in new ways. Jazz, 

with its critical improvisational response to problems and opportunities, dialogic 

approach, and integrating impulse became analogous to the iterativeness, innovation, and 

experimentation of pragmatism’s creative democracy, according to public intellectuals 

like Cornel West, while arts and culture critics such as Ellison refer to the “jazz shape”129 

of American culture and politics. Because excellence in jazz, as in most sectors of 

 
129 Callahan, J.F. (Ed.). (1995). The collected essays of Ralph Ellison. Random House,  
 pp. 797-798. 
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American progress and leadership in the twentieth century, is male gendered, I begin with 

instantiating examples of the jazz imaginary and critical improvisational pedagogy in this 

section by privileging exemplary intersectional women singers first, those who represent 

the many who couldn’t get hired, and those whose work is elided or diminished by 

“official histories.”  Significantly, blues and jazz and their architectonic support structure 

serve as critical counterpoints to traditional modes of music, social and economic 

progress, and community-building that, with the Black church and HBCUs created 

substantial opportunities for African Americans in the twentieth century. Jazz evolved as 

an open, integrating force, as one of the few sites where white and Black Americans 

could increasingly interact, engage socially, share ideas and their humanity freely, 

together.  

Singing as Meaning:  Against Essentialist Descriptions of African Culture 

Du Bois, Baraka, and R.F. Thompson theorize that improvisation is an outgrowth 

of African expressive forms of communication that are described as rhythmical, tonal, 

visceral, and meaning-making. Culturally, meaning is understood and expressed in and 

through the body, through sound in speech, singing, drumming, dialectical call-and-

response, participation, through movement and dance, and via visual symbols and 

patterns in textiles, sculpture, and architecture. African communication can be layered, 

and circular (as opposed to logocentric and linear), and subjective narrative can be 

performative, communal, participatory, more integrated with the natural world, and the 

spiritual or metaphysical human environment.130  Therefore, as in the case of Billie 

 
130 This communication style has implications for the Habermasian public square, 

supporting Iris Young and Jane Mansbridge’s critique of exclusion of difference 
in democratic deliberation, discussed throughout this project. 
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Holiday, subjective truth, authentic identity, and agency may be more powerfully sung, 

then spoken. It may be danced. Haitian Vodun is described as both a syncretic religion 

and a dance form by dancer/anthropologist Katherine Dunham.131 It is an African-derived 

“danced religion,” indicating a fluidity in the culture between music, movement, and 

syncretic religious worship. Participant observations by Zora Neale Hurston132 and 

studies by other anthropologists bear out Dunham’s findings.  

Criticisms of the veracity of anthropological descriptions of Africa as a culture 

and Africans as a race as generalizable categories, having a unique and universal African 

message for the world are disputed by recent scholars in musicology and the critical 

literature, for example. Alluding to Nietzsche’s “will to power,” musicologist David 

Garcia (2013)133 argues that flawed anthropological theories on African peoples derived 

from findings by William Bascom and Richard Waterman’s fieldwork of Yoruba people 

in Cuba (1948) are used diffusely as foundational accounts that grounded and constructed 

future study of culture and music of the African diaspora; they form the basis for the 

fields of anthropology and ethnomusicology, producing significant case studies that were 

flawed by the asymmetrical power relationships between the anthropologists and their 

 
 
131 Risner, V.J. Katherine Dunham: A Life in Dance. [Web.] Retrieved from the Library 

of Congress, http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/html/dunham/dunham-
timeline.html. Katherine Dunham was an influential African American modern 
dancer, choreographer and master teacher who was also a University of Chicago-
trained anthropologist.  She is discussed in the Jazz Dance section in Chapter 5.  

 
132 See Hurston, Z.N. (1990). Tell my horse: Voodoo and life in Haiti and Jamaica. 

Harper Collins, pp. 139-177. (Original work published 1938). 
 
133 See Garcia, D. F. (2013). Contesting anthropology's and ethnomusicology's will to 

power in the field: William R. Bascom's and Richard A. Waterman's fieldwork in 
Cuba, 1948. MUSICultures, 40(2), pp. 5-6, 18, 25-26. 
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informants in Cuba. Garcia asserts that his recent analysis of their unpublished field notes 

weakens their arguments: Garcia finds evidence that interpretations are based on 

information that could be made up or distorted by informants to trick the researchers and 

decenter the relationships of power. They also paid the small sample of Cuban informants 

very well, incentivizing them to show up and embellish their reporting to please their 

benefactors. Garcia’s findings have broad implications for what we think we know about 

Yoruba culture, from which sociological, literary, art history, and political theories, and 

even public policy derive conceptions of African music and culture and social tendencies. 

Garcia’s findings on the use of trickery to decenter power, however, are consistent 

with findings from political scientist James C. Scott’s seminal ethnographies of subaltern 

people in Asia who use tactics such as trickery, gossip, and foot shuffling to decenter 

asymmetrical class and power relationships between servants and employers. 134 Hurston 

and Dunham have similar findings from their work in the Caribbean. Their findings 

combine to explain and forgive Louis Armstrong and Dizzy Gillespie’s vaudevillian use 

of clowning and trickery as a survival strategy for navigating white audiences—

entertaining according to white expectations of inferiority while communicating dissent 

and musical superiority—in the Jim Crow South (and segregated North). But they dispel 

characterizations of African American musics as primitive music from a common African 

culture of rhythm (that merges with European harmonies).  

In In My Father’s House (1992), Kwame Appiah examined notions of race in 

Western philosophy by analyzing the speeches of W.E.B. Du Bois and Alexander 

 
134 Scott, J. (2008). Domination and the arts of resistance: Hidden transcripts. Yale 

University Press. 
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Crummell. 136Appiah found that their notions of race in Africa were consistent with 

romantic European myths that categorized and racialized African peoples into a unified, 

primitive race with a common culture so that ‘whites’ could dominate Africans. Appiah 

asserts that Africans do not have a common traditional culture, language, religion, or 

message for civilization as described by Du Bois, who needed a basis for Black unity in 

1903.137 Linguistically, as with some other tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, 

the West African languages shared by many Africans who were enslaved in the Americas 

are structured more like singing. In representative languages such as Ibibio and Yoruba, 

the meaning of words is ambiguous and changeable, depending on tone, inflection, and 

syllabic accenting. Compounding these variations to meaning are dynamic 

morphophonological processes, such as segment deletion, segment assimilation, vowel 

harmony, nasalization, and word contraction. 138 The same word can have two or six 

different meanings depending on inflection, timbre, register, and tone, depending on how 

it is “sung.”  

By this logic, sung or played meaning in spirituals, blues, and jazz is transmitted 

as much or more by the pitch, tone and bending of phrases, than the literal meaning of 

words, and words can have multiple meanings that are changeable for the purpose of 

veiling forbidden meaning, or adapting to new conditions given conditions, as in 

examples of Ma Rainey’s and Billie Holiday’s singing below. By contrast, the meaning 

 
136 Appiah, A. (1992). In my father’s house: Africa in the philosophy of culture. Oxford 

University Press. 
 
137 Du Bois, W.E.B. (1989).  
 
138 Yip, M. (2002). Tone. Cambridge University Press. pp. 37-41. 
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of words in spoken English may be amplified by tone and pitch, however, meaning in 

logocentric spoken culture is largely determined by how and which words are strung 

together, in what order, and the speaker’s inflection.  

In “Singing and the History of Jazz” (2008), Laura Pellegrinelli discusses the 

elision or diminution of women singers in scholarly work on the gendered jazz form. She 

writes, 

Despite the popularity of a handful of singers with mainstream audiences, 
singers as a group have been neglected as subjects of scholarly work 
within jazz studies, including those that focus on issues related to jazz and 
gender. The primary domain of women’s singing has been consigned to an 
inferior space, contained by and at the origins of jazz in a long tradition of 
representation…To present jazz as “art music,” many authors attempted to 
divorce it from low culture and entertainment contexts with which singing 
was associated, thereby containing sexuality and the female body.139 
 

Pellegrinelli cites critics and jazz writers who distance jazz from the singing of earlier 

forms which is associated with the accounts of the primitive nature of early American 

Black musics discussed above. By divorcing jazz from its roots, and infusing the music 

with more sophisticated instrumentation, European musical inflection, and male gendered 

notions of the cerebral ideas in jazz, authors and the jazz establishment can elevate the 

form to more Western conceptions of “art.”  Gendered historiographies of jazz diminish 

the linguistic and literary importance of composition, singing and songwriting as the 

critical improvisational transmission of cultural knowledge, history, and meaning in jazz.  

Women blues singers became financially successful after Mamie Smith’s historic 

1920 hit, “Crazy Blues,” signing recording contracts and touring before many men were 

 
139 Pellegrinelli, L. (2008). Separated at “birth”: Singing and the history of jazz. In N. T., 

& Tucker, S. (Eds). Big ears: Listening for gender in jazz studies. Duke 
University Press, pp. 43-44. 
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signed. Further, some of the first women writers of Black feminist experience and 

political consciousness emerge as blues singers. According to Angela Davis, Bessie 

Smith, Ma Rainey, and Billie Holiday were among the most political writers and thinkers 

of their day.140 The songs they wrote and performed transmitted African American 

culture through stories of resilience, communal action, sex positivity, individual joy and 

pain, cultural rage, and letters of sympathy and inspiration that were telegraphed to other 

women. Davis writes about nostalgia for the South in Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey, and 

the loss of community ties created by the migration North. “This song affirms African-

American culture, rooted in the southern experience, as the source of Black people’s—

and women’s—creative energy and their ability to defy the hardships visited upon 

them.”141 Although the song is about the pain of abandonment by a lover, Davis points 

out that the songs are also “metaphorical allusions” caused by the broader intersectional 

obstacles of sexism and racism. They are recreating community in sisterhood and 

transmitting to women a new communal consciousness that is honest about new sexual 

freedoms including their lesbianism, and independence from men.  

Discussing Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey’s songs about migration, travel, and 

abandonment, Davis suggests that migration and travel created new identities and 

freedoms for Black women migrating North. Ma Rainey changes the lyrics to a song 

about impoverishment, symbolized by a matchbox for luggage, to hold everything the 

traveler owns. Rainey shifts the meaning of the song and the symbol by singing, “I got a 

trunk too big to be bothering with the road.” The matchbox of poverty for the song’s 

 
140 Davis, A. (1998), pp. 91-119. 
 
141 Davis, A. (1998), p. 89. 
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writer Blind Lemon Jefferson is transformed into a metaphor for Rainey’s “conscious 

decision to strip herself down to the bare essentials, leaving behind everything that may 

have defined her place under former conditions.”142 Being a woman without a place, 

without things, and without a man is emancipating, even if she feels sadness.  Using the 

linguistic ambiguity and double entendre of the blues, Ma Rainey has no “baggage.” The 

travel trope and movement for the blues woman signals emancipation from dependence 

on unreliable men, and her station as a Black woman who is multiply marginalized by her 

skin color, her gender, her class, her sexuality. For African American women with 

intersectional challenges, these are songs of agency and emancipation. 

The language and culture transmitted by Rainey and Smith disrupt early 

anthropological accounts of universalized African language and culture above, given 

gender differences, regional differences, and class differences. African American cultural 

communication style was interpreted to be different from that of Anglo-European modes, 

and therefore “primitive.”  Western thought and language are logocentric in Derrida’s 

critical sense;143 thought represents an “objective” external reality, and knowledge and 

perfection are human telos achieved through rationality and enlightenment. In Anglo-

European dominated cultures, the privileging of this communication style as “civilized” 

and others as “primitive” indicates to me a misunderstanding of the difference between 

varied psycholinguistic styles and intellectual capacity, particularly the intellectual and 

rational deliberative capacity of other cultures. Psycholinguistics can explain language 
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acquisition, not the ability to use any cultural language style to tell stories, deliberate 

rationally, to contest, protest, and to negotiate discourses or circumstances. What sounds 

like irrational or “primitive” culture in an individual’s language, communications, and 

gestures may be considered rational modes of communication and deliberation in non-

Western cultural settings.  

Consciousness, intelligence, and agency for Rainey and Smith are not linear as in 

Anglo-American or European culture. I would argue that the layered-ness of African 

American perception of Du Bois’s double consciousness and “second sight,” the layered 

African style of verbal expression (i.e., the variance of the meaning of words based on 

note bending, segment deletions, prolongation in West African languages referenced 

above) and meaning-making occurs more vertically. Rainey, Smith, and Holiday are 

clearly well equipped to navigate their external realities, but their knowledge and agency 

is based on authentic subjective knowledge and ideas that “come from inside,” and their 

agility and fluidity with language and meaning is their critical improvisational power to 

select, adapt and transform the given “that is received” with their “being,” using tone, 

rhythm, the bending of notes, and the prolongation of pauses.  They are not constrained to 

literal, linear, logocentric meaning. Rainey’s rewriting of Blind Lemon Jefferson’s travel 

blues song imbues the symbols of loneliness and impoverishment with new meaning; her 

song is a critical improvisation of her own performative agency that transforms the song 

and her condition and social positioning as a woman. However, a Black woman’s 

intersectional agency and knowledge production does not help her politically if she 

cannot get through the door of the democratic sphere legally. The location of the blues 

woman’s true power and agency is her voice, the performative meaning she sends to the 
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community of women in her audience which she constructs and organizes through blues 

and jazz. Again, jazz improvisation is subjectively personal while being collaborative, 

participatory, dialogic, and iterative. Rainey’s audience participates in her improvisation 

of Blind Lemon Jefferson’s song by their presence; the presence of her audience changes 

the meaning of Rainey’s words and tone, as she telegraphs to them expressions of her 

new-found sexual freedom and independence from unreliable men. Rainey is traveling 

physically and in her station in life, as many of the women in her audience are, during the 

Great Migration. 

Billie Holiday 

“I hate straight singing. I have to change a tune to my own way of  
doing it.” 

      Billie Holiday 
 

As the reigning organic intellectuals of blues composition, interpretation and 

singing, Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey’s blues legacy of agency and support are passed 

down to singers such as Billie Holiday, who spanned blues, jazz, and popular music. Jazz 

historiographies often characterize Billie Holiday as a beautiful, tragic figure, a victim of 

early trauma and abusive men, who grew up in brothels, a singer of sad songs of longing 

for bad men, who died of her drug addiction. Recall Hawkins’s words, that, “[J]azz does 

not submit to victimization. Using survival techniques and strategies, it creates ways in 

which to see social constructs as opportunities.”144 (In Chapter 1, Martin Luther King, 

Jr., used his jazz imaginary similarly to see and portray the social, political, and economic 

status of African Americans as an opportunity in the delivery of his speech at the March 
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on Washington. King used the opportunity to critically improvise, with skillful agility, to 

include African Americans as American citizens deserving of the benefits of full 

citizenship, while expanding his call to action to speak to and for all Americans against 

the injustice of U.S. involvement in proxy wars on innocent people overseas.) The 

popular tragic, sexualized descriptions of Holiday as a victim miss her most important 

contributions as a jazz artist—the critical improvisation, brilliant vocal phrasing, 

interpretive elasticity, and emotionality that her audiences loved. Holiday’s biggest early 

musical idols were Bessie Smith and Louis Armstrong. She said her goal was, “Bessie’s 

big sound and Pop’s (Louis Armstrong’s) feeling.”145 Holiday contended that the brothels 

where she worked as a young girl were the only places where she could see her idols (and 

later, her mentor, “Pop’s”) when they came to town. She did not have Smith’s big sound. 

Holiday’s voice was more varied and nuanced. She was edgy, sometimes raspy, low, 

lilting, and sonorous.  

Holiday says, “I don’t feel like I’m singing. I feel like I’m playing a horn.”146  

Some jazz scholars and critics tend to value musical instrumentation over singing as a 

way to distance jazz from its earlier “primitive” forms in their effort to frame jazz as 

“America’s classical music.” Further, they devalue singing because jazz singers were 

mostly women who were viewed as jazz’s “canaries,” according to Pellegrinelli.147 

However, when Holiday says, “I feel like I’m playing a horn,” she may not be distancing 

 
145 Jones, H. (1974). Big star, fallin’ mama: Five women in Black music. Viking Press,  
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herself from singing, or devaluing its importance. She is describing it. Two of her closest 

collaborators and influences were horn players, trumpeter Louis Armstrong and tenor 

saxophone player, Lester Young, with whom she would riff. (During the time that 

Holiday and Young worked closely together she nicknamed him “Prez,” and Young 

nicknamed Holiday, “Lady Day.” The names stuck.) Holiday’s hornlike vocal phrasings 

were brilliant interpretations of the new jazz phrasings invented by her mentor, Louis 

Armstrong, and her low, slow sonorous saxophone-like interpretations sounded like 

Lester Young’s saxophone solos.    

Hardly the attractive “girl singer” appended to male bands in a sexist industry, 

Holiday was a force who used her voice in the front line of her own ensembles. Holiday 

sang everything from blues and jazz to clichéd popular tunes from Tin Pan Alley. And 

she was popular in big bands, New York supper clubs, and the after-hours “cutting 

sessions,” jamming, working out new ideas, and competing in new jazz circles.  She 

signed an early contract with the white record label Columbia Records to perform with 

Benny Goodman. Columbia’s John Hammond writes about Holiday’s well-developed 

“musicianly inventiveness” in his autobiography. From the start, “She had an uncanny 

ear, an excellent memory for lyrics, and she sang with an exquisite sense of phrasing.”148  

A true critical improviser, it is said that Holiday never sang the same song twice. This 

might be a slight exaggeration; however, “her need to improvise cost her jobs…since 

club owners tended to frown on any deviation from straight singing.149  According to 

 
148 Hammond, J., & Townsend, I. (1977). John Hammond on Record. Summit Books,  
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Angela Davis, Holiday never sang “Strange Fruit” the same way twice.150 Again, 

reciprocity with the audience in jazz improvisation is important, and Holiday was a 

master at communicating with her audiences, reading and improvising according to 

audience responses, expressing her own intense emotionality, and the feeling of the 

times. Like her idol Bessie Smith, she sang according to how she felt and was able to 

change the meaning of a word with the slightest inflection or disrupt the feeling and 

meaning of a clichéd song using her own subtle techniques of bending notes, changing 

timbre, rhythm, shading, and tone.  

Holiday revolutionized American vocal phrasing in her interpretations, which 

would heavily influence the way future jazz singers would interpret songs, such as 

mentees Carmen McCrae and Frank Sinatra, Sarah Vaughan, Abby Lincoln, and Betty 

Carter. According to Angela Davis, Holiday’s project was that of a jazz musician 

“working predominantly with the idiom of white popular song…transforming already 

existing material into her own form of modern jazz…using the formative power of her 

jazz style to refigure the songs she performed and recorded.” 151 She transformed 

sentimental love songs into new jazz standards. Holiday was also a composer. Her ideas 

for “God Bless the Child” with lyrics by Arthur Herzog, came to her as a teen, when her 

mother failed to give her the money, she had earned to fund her mother’s café her. She 

said to herself, “God bless the child who’s got her own.”152 Later, the ballad became one 
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of Holiday’s most famous musical statements about the “haves” and “have-nots,” 

according to Linda Dahl.153 “Don’t Explain” is another iconic Holiday composition that 

is filled with her intensely honest emotionality. Davis says Holiday “penetrates” the 

music, not so much with vocal power as her aesthetic agency, which nurtures and is 

nurtured by her political agency.154 

 
Intersectional Critical Improvisational Pedagogy and Agency in Blues and Jazz 

 
As Black women singers (the opposite of sexually threatening men for white 

people), women could use jazz performance to disseminate messages that were more 

explicitly critical of hegemonic power and violence to Black and white audiences. Billie 

Holiday and later, singers such as Abby Lincoln and Nina Simone, used their aesthetic 

agency to make explicitly political statements in protest. In 1939, at the age of twenty-

six, Billie Holiday performed “Strange Fruit” to an integrated audience at Café Society. 

The poem about lynching was written by Jewish poet and high school teacher Abel 

Meeorpol, who said he was haunted by the inhumanity of lynching in the country that he 

saw portrayed on a postcard. (It was common practice to advertise lynchings on 

postcards.) The song was set to music and for performance at teachers’ unions, a risky 

move on Meeropol’s part.155  

 
153 Dahl, L. (1984), p. 139. 
 
154 Davis, A. (1998), p. 164. 
 
155 After Holiday’s “Strange Fruit” was heard by millions, Meeropol was called to testify 

before a select committee investigating communism in public schools. The 
committee asked whether Meeropol had been paid by the Communist Party to 
write the poem. Meeropol denied the allegation, quit his job at the high school, 
and terminated his membership in the CP. However, in 1953 he and his wife 
adopted the orphaned children of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg after their execution 
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When Holiday heard “Strange Fruit,” she knew it was her song. The tragedy in 

the song reminded her of her sadness and trauma at the loss of her father, who suffered 

from a lung infection, was refused timely medical care because of his race, and died in 

the Jim Crow ward of a veteran’s hospital. She and collaborator Arthur Herzog 

immediately adapted an arrangement for her set. Holiday and those around her feared 

public reprisals, however, she was compelled to sing “her” song.  

Strange Fruit 

Southern trees bear a strange fruit, 
Blood on the leaves and blood at the root, 

Black body swinging in the Southern breeze, 
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees. 

 
Pastoral scene of the gallant South, 

The bulging eyes and the twisted mouth, 
Scent of magnolia sweet and fresh, 

And the sudden smell of burning flesh! 
 

Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck, 
For the rain to gather, for the wind to suck, 

For the sun to rot, for a tree to drop, 
Here is a strange and bitter crop.156 

 

Again, the jazz audience participates in the improvisational performance by their 

response to the artist. Through call-and-response, head nodding, dancing, or through their 

facial expressions, the way a performance is received by the audience can determine how 

the artist performs it. The Café Society audience was so moved by Holiday’s 

 
for nuclear espionage. Meeropol met the Rosenberg children after the execution, 
at a Christmas party at the home of W.E.B. Du Bois. 
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performance of “Strange Fruit” that they were silent at first. But they embraced the 

performance, propelling Holiday to stardom, and the song became the center of her set. 

She recorded the song on several labels and twenty years later performed it on television. 

The act of singing this organizing poem to an integrated audience was revolutionary, 

subversive, risky; it was an open act of protest both cloaked and enhanced by Holiday’s 

sincere sadness and performative emotionality. Aesthetically the performance speaks to 

Holiday’s interpretation—her revolutionary turning of phrase, lilting, extending, and 

truncating of notes—that powerfully transmits suffering. Listeners as participants bore 

palpable witness to the brutal inhumanity of lynching in their country, as much by the 

tonality and timbre of her interpretation, as the lyrics of the song. Her performance that 

evening also spoke to the early power of jazz music as integrating sites, where American 

consciousness could be penetrated by African American consciousness and concerns, as 

white audiences ventured into integrated musical spaces for entertainment long before 

most other institutions. Black music and Black musical performance (also, whites 

appropriating the music in blackface, performing as African Americans because of the 

music’s appeal) had been central to American entertainment since the popular minstrel 

shows of the nineteenth century, followed by vaudeville, blues records, and blues and 

jazz on radio, as those industries evolved. By 1939, jazz clubs in New York, many owned 

by Jewish men, began to attract white and integrated audiences for Black or integrated 

acts.  

Holiday’s glamour belied her emerging politics. Unbeknownst to her producers 

and audiences, Holiday called herself a “race woman,”157 evolving into an integrating, 
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and consciousness-raising force as an artist. “The late jazz writer Leonard Feather once 

called “Strange Fruit” the first significant protest in words and music, the first unmuted 

cry against racism.”158 (Margolick, D., 2000). Margolick cites “Ahmet Ertegun, the 

legendary record producer” …as calling “Strange Fruit,” which Holiday first sang sixteen 

years before Rosa Parks refused to yield her seat on a Montgomery, Alabama bus, “a 

declaration of War…the beginning of the civil rights movement.”159 By adapting this 

organizing poem and making it her own, Holiday embraced her role as a human rights 

activist and agitator.160   

The fact that Holiday received fame for risking the performance of “Strange 

Fruit” and awakening her audiences to the realities of racial violence and prejudice, also 

speaks to the gendered ways in which Black men and women were perceived and 

received differently in white spaces. The intersectional challenges of woman singers 

proffered a kind of safety in white spaces, among white music audiences. Ironically, 

Black women were less visible, so could express more explicit truth and sadness or rage 

while entertaining white audiences. Holiday was light-skinned and very attractive, so she 

was palatable in integrated spaces. Sexually objectified “race women” like Holiday and 

Lincoln, were welcomed as performers in integrated spaces, whereas men were perceived 

as being sexually threatening. By contrast, men in jazz protected themselves by 

suppressing signs of threatening sexuality, masculinity, and expressions of dissent or 
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rage, by necessity. Musicians such as Louis Armstrong or Dizzy Gillespie played to the 

inferior comic roles from earlier minstrel shows ascribed to them by the white gaze, 

while artists such as Nat King Cole, played it straight, using Ellison’s non-threatening 

cloaking while delivering “creative destructive blows”; the white Freudian projection of 

rage, anger and sexual menace on African American men made it too dangerous for 

explicit language or behavior in white public spaces in the early twentieth century. 

Performers and intellectuals like Paul Robeson or the mature Du Bois, who neither 

clowned, nor cloaked, and were explicitly vocal about civil rights and colonialism 

domestically and internationally, were subjected to harassment and surveillance by 3-

letter agencies for their left politics, were exiled, or they exiled themselves. While 

audiences loved Holiday’s signature song, authorities began to see her as fanning fires 

already ignited by the hardships and injustices of the Depression felt by working class 

people, both Black and white. Labor unions were strong, membership in the socialist and 

communist parties was high; Billie Holiday’s insistence on singing “Strange Fruit” in 

every set, in every venue was seen as incendiary.  

Unlike Robeson or Du Bois, and perhaps because of her broad popular appeal, the 

Federal Bureau of Narcotics led by Harry Anslinger at first cloaked their surveillance and 

harassment of Holiday and other jazz artists in the first “war on drugs.” But Anslinger’s 

crusade against the artist became unrelenting, not unlike the surveillance and organized 

campaigns against civil rights leaders. In an effort to prop up his new agency, Anslinger 

actively pursued Holiday to the end, handcuffing her in the hospital bed where she was ill 

with liver and heart disease, and possibly contributing to her death. At the same time, 
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Anslinger nursed his own daily morphine habit, while he paid for and secretly provided 

morphine to another drug addict until his death: Joseph McCarthy.161       

Jazz could critically transform the intersectional invisibility, diminishment, or 

exoticization of women like Holiday into powerful political agency and their audience’s 

awakening and action. Angela Davis writes, “She was among the host of artists who 

moved into the stream of political radicalization by following paths carved out by their 

art, rather than by explicit political commitments.”162 Holiday’s jazz was unparalleled; in 

jazz, she became her authentic self, while transforming American singing and 

consciousness. Carmen McCrae, who was heavily influenced by her mentor said, “The 

only time she’s at ease and at rest with herself is when she sings.”163  In terms of the CIP 

that educated and inspired her, Holiday was heavily influenced by the big voice of Bessie 

Smith and the horns of Lester Young, and her mentor Louis Armstrong. Holiday with her 

unique phrasing and bending of notes, and her emotionality that went all the way 

(Dyson’s “spark”), revolutionized jazz and pop singing, for women and men. She, in turn 

supported and perpetuated the jazz infrastructure that had supported her:  she mentored, 

taught, or heavily influenced Carmen McCrae, Sarah Vaughan, Frank Sinatra, Abby 

Lincoln, Betty Carter, Nina Simone, and scores of jazz vocalists. Angela Davis, McCrae, 

Dahl add that though she was not successful at living a happy or healthy life herself in 

spite of her fame, Holiday taught women through the messages about life, love, and 
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politics, awakening broad American interest in anti-lynching legislation through her 

music, through the critical improvisation she applied to both her voice and the lyrics, and 

changing meaning according to how she felt, how her audiences responded to her, and the 

message she wanted to transmit.   

 
Musical Roots of Jazz Consciousness and Agency in Holiday’s “Pops” 

 
This familiar music demanded action! 

    -Invisible Man (listening to Armstrong’s “Black and Blue”) 

Who the hell dreamed up Louie?? 

Ralph Ellison to Albert Murray 

During the Harlem Renaissance, when figures such as Du Bois, Hurston, and 

Hughes created and debated African American cultural consciousness, jazz was little 

known. The middle-class Black literati distanced themselves from blues and early jazz 

because of its associations with brothels, sexual freedom, drugs, and other deviant 

behavior that contradicted the image of racial uplift of African Americans they were 

trying to portray. Most critics argue that although Louis Armstrong had already made his 

greatest music by 1925, most of America, including most African Americans, had not yet 

heard of him.  

Again, it is important to point out that jazz, along with rhythm and blues, funk, 

hip hop, and rap, comprise a long continuum of critical improvisation in African 

American musical structure, emerging in spirituals, gospel music, and the blues and 

grafting or hybridizing itself with aspects of European music such as Baroque (e.g., Bach, 

who also improvised), opera, and European atonal music.  The syncretic nature of 

American cultural forms reflects the hybridity of American national culture, while it 
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connotes integration between the two sides of Du Bois’s racial “veil,” and the 

reconciliation of American consciousness that West describes, as illuminated in Chapter 

3. However, jazz distinguishes itself from the forms that precede and follow it; jazz is 

used synonymously with American democracy by critics of culture because of its 

historicity during the civil rights movement, its pragmatism, and its optimism. Again, 

jazz acknowledges the tragedy and despair expressed in the blues, and the explicit 

rebellion and rage of urban youth that are so well expressed in hip hop and rap lyric and 

beats. But jazz’s optimism, its progressive ideas, improvisational disruptions, the built-in 

infrastructure for multigenerational mentoring, learning, and support point to a telos of 

freedom and hope that the form shares with prophetic pragmatism and the optimism of 

Dewey’s creative, evolving democracy through paideia and critical education. To 

paraphrase Ellison, the blues is the shadow, and jazz is the political act. In Invisible Man 

for example, the unnamed protagonist gains pragmatic perspective from the blues, 

particularly after hearing Louis Armstrong’s “Black and Blue.”  He says of Armstrong’s 

jazz rendition of the blues standard, “This familiar music had demanded action.”164  There 

is movement forward, the ambiguity of despair with new humor or hope, and 

transformation in Armstrong’s transfigured interpretation of the blues song. In the 

continuum of critical improvisational Black musics that sustained and supported African 

American survival and agency, jazz music and ideas derive from slave songs, work 

songs, spirituals, gospel, ambiguous, tragicomic blues, and are organically hybridized, 

evolved, and embodied in the person and music of Louis Armstrong. 
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The Father of Jazz – The Great Integrator and his Influences 

Louis Armstrong is known widely as the great early jazz innovator. Jazz is 

“Louis’s music.” Ralph Ellison writes, “Invisibility, let me explain, gives one a slightly 

different sense of time, you’re never quite on the beat. Sometimes you’re ahead, and 

sometimes behind. Instead of the swift and imperceptible flow of time, you are aware of 

its modes, those points where time stands still, or from which it leaps ahead.  And you 

slip into the breaks and look around. That’s what you hear vaguely in Louis’s music.”165 

Beyond his performance stardom, Armstrong’s brilliance as an innovator and an 

improviser was in combining African American musical heritage and his diverse 

influences, transforming them into a new dynamic form that reinvented musical phrasing 

and vocalizing, revolutionizing American music. Armstrong’s early musical influences 

were quite broad. He used his jazz imaginary of freedom, this time to disrupt African 

American music with the critical counterpoint of his European influences. 

In an interview about his early influences, Armstrong speaks affectionately of the 

Russian Jewish family he worked for at the age of seven that exposed him to Russian 

lullabies and folk songs. They encouraged his singing “from the heart,” and provided him 

the money to buy his first cornet as a child.166  Among his greatest influences during his 

teens were the first records Armstrong bought in 1917. Joshua Berrett (1992) details 

Armstrong’s early musical preferences and idols. They were “leading pop and opera 
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singers as well as the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.”167  “Big event for me then was 

buying a wind-up Victrola. Most of my records were the Original Dixieland Jazz Band—

Larry Shields and his bunch. They were the first to record the music I played. I had 

Caruso records too, and Henry Burr, Galli-Curci, Tetrazzini—they were all my favorites. 

Then there was the Irish tenor, McCormack—beautiful phrasing.”168   

Further, in a television interview in which Armstrong talks about his days playing 

in Peter Davis’s band at the Colored Waif’s Home, he states that they played 

arrangements of Liszt, Bach, Rachmaninoff, Mahler, and Haydn.169 Armstrong’s musical 

tastes trouble simplistic descriptions of Armstrong as a musical primitive, an African 

improviser, a minstrel-like clown, or “Tomming” simpleton, who was so eager to please 

white patrons. Growing up in Black music’s architectonic structure of support in New 

Orleans, playing with his music idols such as Oliver, his distinct vocal, cornet, and 

trumpet phrasings and tonality are also strongly influenced by classical music, especially 

the tenors he loved. If one listens to an Armstrong recording for the layers of sound and 

meaning as he builds to his blaring high-C, one may hear an operatic crescendo. 

According to Armstrong, the Italian opera and Irish tenors taught the young Armstrong as 

much about vocalizing and musical phrasing as his New Orleans idol and mentor King 

Oliver taught his apprentice about African American rhythm, tonality, technique, 

repertoire, and musical collaboration. King Oliver’s Creole Band and the strong 
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community and musical roots in New Orleans served as Armstrong’s early architectonic 

structure of training, history, information, and support. They comprised the critical 

improvisational pedagogy that created twentieth century jazz’s creator. Armstrong 

mastered both the African-derived layered, tonally and rhythmically elastic meaning 

making in speech, singing, and music and the European-derived tonal sounds he listened 

to, and invented American musical phrasing. Armstrong, in turn, has many 

improvisational apprentices and mentees spanning decades that include Billy Holiday, 

Lester Young, Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, and many of the horn players in swing. 

Frank Sinatra sought out Holiday as a mentor, to learn her phrasing and bending 

of notes to nuance and revolutionize white jazz and popular music, further expanding 

Ellison’s “jazz shape” of American culture.170 They become good friends, and he 

supported and protected Holiday when she was vulnerable. The continuing reciprocity of 

African American and Anglo-European music and culture is not unusual in the history of 

Black and white musics. Though the origin of the syncopated rhythm, tone, and 

improvisational impulse in early blues and jazz are African, by the advent of Armstrong 

and then Holiday’s reinventions of the form, American jazz musicians have hybridized 

American music, mastering, and adapting influences and instruments, and changing the 

form through time. This tradition of reciprocity between musical influences and melding 

of new open-ended, improvisational forms over the years presaged not only the 

integration of American music audiences, but also Du Bois’s social integration and 

bettering of a nation (though Du Bois did not like jazz), and West’s reconciliation of 

American cultural consciousness in a system of Afro-American thought. 

 
170 Callahan, J.F. (Ed.). (1995), pp. 797-798. 
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Robin D.G. Kelley characterized the new consciousness, identity and musical 

explorations as “revolutions in the mind” during the early bebop period of the 1940s and 

early 1950s with figures such as Thelonius Monk and Charlie Parker, creating the 

“transcendence through surrealism and love” discussed at length in Chapter 3.171 The turn 

inward, to consciousness, surrealism, and intellectual exploration of new ideas and 

influences, spirituality, and more explicit expressions of dissent and protest in the late 

bop and avant-garde jazz periods are more consonant with postmodern thought, Sartre 

and philosophical existentialism. 172 174 John Coltrane’s progression from the bebop years 

in which he rebels from “moldy fig” New Orleans jazz and swing with his teacher, 

Gillespie, and Davis, to modal jazz collaborations with Duke Ellington, to avant-garde 

jazz with McCoy Tyner, Elvin Jones, and Jimmy Garrison, in his opus magnus A Love 

Supreme, illuminate the evolution in jazz and the cycles of reciprocity between African, 

African American, European, Middle Eastern, and Asian musical forms and rhythms.  

 
171 See Kelley, R.D.G. (2002), pp. 152-167. 
 
172DeVeaux, S. (1998) Constructing the jazz tradition. In O’Meally, R.G. (Ed.), The jazz 

cadence of American culture, pp. 483-512. Columbia University Press. 
Musicologist Scott DeVeaux eschews discrete chronological and other 
categorizations of periods and subgenres in blues and jazz used to fix artists in a 
period or genre, or distinguish” authentic” blues from jazz, or jazz from fusion, 
for example.  Official versions of the jazz tradition proliferate; they are 
constructed by critics and writers to elevate and characterize “America’s classical 
music” in European classical terms, or by scholars to produce new scholarship 
and grist for jazz appreciation courses. The categories overlap. Many artists span 
many categories, styles, and periods.  

 
174 See Rustin, N., & Tucker, S.; Monson, I.; Pellegrini, L. In Rustin, N. T., & Tucker, S. 

(Eds.). (2008). Big ears: Listening for gender in jazz studies. Durham: Duke 
University Press. Well-meaning “official histories” of the “jazz tradition” also 
marginalize and elide the work of women in jazz.  
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Dizzy Gillespie imbues strong Afro-Cuban, African, and Caribbean rhythms, 

sounds and ideas to jazz in bop, while Coltrane explores Asian and Middle Eastern 

musical ideas and spirituality in A Love Supreme, which many critics think manifests the 

ultimate jazz imaginary. Coltrane’s evolution to “sheets of sound,”175 ideas, and emotion 

signpost the progression in consciousness from Kelley’s internal “revolution of the 

mind”176 of individuals to the communal consciousness around the political revolution for 

civil rights. Coltrane’s critical evolution to integration of his individual and a global 

communal consciousness co-occurs with the evolution of civil rights consciousness. For 

example, while the stated objectives of the movement were to political equality through 

the vote, guarantees to civil rights, housing, and jobs, MLK, Jr.’s strategies and visions 

for human rights and dignity, like Coltrane’s, were syncretic and global. Nonviolent 

protest and ideas of human rights and dignity were ideas and strategies borrowed directly 

from Satyagraha, Gandhi’s religious and political ideas, and communal strategies that 

were woven from influences as diverse as Indian Jainism and Tolstoy.  

Critical improvisational pedagogy as practiced in jazz, African American musics, 

and Black politics, fractures false consciousness and cognitive dissonance inside the veil, 

encouraging authentic, rather than ascriptive, subjective identity. The jazz imaginary 

helps reconcile African American identity and consciousness to enable the free 

expression of authentic emotionality and soul that imbue Holiday’s unparalleled 

creations, and the rage, witness, joy, and worship reconciled in Coltrane’s explorations. 

Some activists choose a political path of Black separation as a response to American 

 
175 Gitler, I. (1958). [Liner notes]. Coltrane, J. Soultrane. Prestige Records. 
 
176 Kelley, R.D.G. (2002), pp. 191-194. 
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white supremacy, as in Black nationalist groups such as the Black Panthers, or the Nation 

of Islam; jazz artists Holiday and Coltrane, by contrast, move toward reconciliation, 

prophesizing, and conjuring an integrated American communal consciousness and 

political identity through jazz that matched their own, that they did not live to see.  

 
CIP in the Jazz Infrastructure 

It’s taken me all my life to learn what not to play. 
-Dizzy Gillespie 

I tell people, “I was a high school dropout, but I graduated from Art 
Blakey College, the Miles Davis Conservatory of Music, and Charlie 
Parker University. 
     -Walter Bishop, Jr. 
 
Persistent white supremacy and pressures of the post-depression era market 

during the swing and big band jazz era dictated that as jazz bands played to whiter 

audiences, the music became more formulaic and “standard,” to fill large halls and night 

clubs that appealed to broader, mixed-raced and -classed dance and dinner audiences. In 

these settings pristine and palatable big bands led by exceptional African American 

bandleaders, like that of Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Billy Eckstine, and Count Basie 

were necessarily protected, promoted, and sometimes fully subsidized by white 

institutions and protected by organized crime, by necessity. The younger Turks of the 

early bebop of the 1940s celebrated the music of their big band mentors and educators by 

building on it but rebelled because of what they thought were formulaic compositional 

and performance structures that capitulated to the market and middle-class white 

entertainment preferences when bib band swing retreated from the African aesthetic 

sensibilities of contrapuntal beat, improvisation, polytonality, and complicated 

harmonies. Bebop also rebelled against the “moldy figs,” the elder New Orleans 
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Dixieland players. Kenny Clarke describes the progression to bebop by younger players, 

“Everybody had a chance to make a contribution to the music. The squabble between the 

boppers and the “moldy figs” who played or listened exclusively to Dixieland jazz, arose 

because the older musicians insisted on attaching our music and putting it down. Oooh, 

they were very much against our music.”177  

Musicologist Paul F. Berliner (1994) fleshes out West’s “apprenticeship 

networks” in what I term the jazz infrastructure. Berliner writes about the jazz 

community as an extensive educational system.  

Regionally, aspiring players form relationships through a complex 
network of interrelated music centers that form the institutional 
infrastructure of the jazz community. Record shops, music stores, 
musicians’ union halls, social clubs for the promotion of jazz, musicians’ 
homes, booking agencies, practice studios, recording studios, and 
nightclubs all provide places where musicians interrelate with one another 
and, to some extent, with fans…Throughout the country, participants in 
local networks of this sort—players and fans—are linked as members of 
major jazz institutes, subscribers to trade periodicals, audiences to national 
radio and television jazz programs, and participants in the nightclub, 
concert, and festival scene. Cities comprise the interstices of the jazz 
community’s larger network. At its center is Manhattan, regarded as both 
a “finishing school” and a national stage where jazz artists can interact 
with the field’s greatest talents.178  
 

 On the micro-level, Berliner stresses the importance of informal study 

sessions and apprenticeships to the development of young jazz musicians.  

Practice and study sessions are pulled together by musicians to learn together, ask 

questions, work out new ideas, and exchange information. These sessions among 

peers are often brought together by “exceptionally talented educators…[who] 

 
177 Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009), p. 295-295. 
 
178 Berliner, P.F. (1994). Thinking in jazz: The infinite art of improvisation. The 

University of Chicago Press, pp. 36-37. 
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emerge at a young age.”179  In addition, Berliner writes, “many young artists also 

develop apprenticeships with jazz veterans outside their hometowns, occasionally 

at the latter’s initiation.”180 Veteran jazz musicians meet and identify promising 

musicians at gigs, educational sessions in high schools and colleges, in clubs and 

ask them to “drop by,” “hang out,” “run by” the hotel, or “sit in” and have a “little 

session” together.181 Sessions may lead to life-long mentoring, relationships, and 

collaborations in music and the business of jazz. The jazz apprenticeship networks 

in the twentieth century were national, deep, and long term, proffering significant 

opportunities for intergenerational knowledge and culture transmission between 

self-taught and formally trained musicians to sit-in at formal gigs, informal 

practices sessions, hangouts, and jam sessions. 

Musicologist Scott DeVeaux (1997) asserts that for the young players the “real” 

jazz and real critical improvisational pedagogy was happening late at night in the 

“jazzman’s true academy,”182 in non-commercial, after-gig jam sessions where elders, as 

organic intellectuals transmitted jazz instruction, oral history, technique, collaborative 

style, and wisdom to younger players with whom they jammed and practiced.183 

(Although Gillespie and others would have appreciated more commercial success early in 

 
179 Berliner, P.F. (1994), p. 38. 
 
180 Berliner, P.F. (1994), pp. 39-41. 
 
181 Berliner, P.F. (1994), pp. 39-40. 
 
182 DeVeaux, S. (1997). The birth of bebop: A social and musical history. University of 

California Press. pp. 201-204. 
 
183 DeVeaux, S. (1997), pp. 201-235. 
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bebop, the ideas, musical virtuosity, and critical contrapuntal beats in bebop 

improvisations were what motivated them.)184 Bop was created by jazz’s younger 

improvisational avant-garde in musicians like Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Thelonius 

Monk, Ornette Coleman, Charlie Mingus, and later, Davis, and Coltrane.   

The modern hybridized form was complex and sophisticated, rebelling against 

and critically disrupting Armstrong’s traditional Dixieland and standard big band/swing 

forms, blending the genre’s early spiritual or transcendent impulse with jazz standards, 

and a postmodern intellectual, psychological turn that reflected the psychological fracture 

of the times. They created a new music that expressed a new political consciousness in 

modern, refracted language. Jazz ideation spread to beat and language poetry, abstract 

postmodern prose, and abstract expressionist painting. Jazz of the mid-century bop and 

avant-garde periods exemplifies an intellectual and aesthetic height of improvisational 

African American culture, epitomizing the character and greater freedom of African 

American political discourse and resistance in the 1950s and 1960s.  

So, while it is difficult to find evidence of a causal relationship between jazz 

music and early cultural and political organizing that led to greater freedoms and civil 

rights legislation, I argue that the jazz imaginary and messaging, critical improvisational 

pedagogy, and the architectonic structural institution of Black musics, aesthetics, and 

performativity decentered and disrupted white hegemony in culture, fueling and centering 

authentic African American identity, consciousness, and agency. Jazz improvisation then 

 
184 See Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009). 
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is aesthetic agency, a vehicle and signpost of political agency,185 thinking, and impulse, 

and less the origin of direct political action. The networks of apprenticeships that West 

describes within the architectonic structure of jazz fleshed out by DeVeaux and Berliner 

comprises Dyson’s cultural third leg of the stool that supports Black excellence, along 

with the Black church and education. My fourth leg proposes new broadly accessible 

centers of Black agency in Black nonprofit community organizations, a model which is 

discussed in the next chapter. Innovations and improvisation in jazz art, culture, and 

consciousness inform African American strategic innovations in Black social movements 

that Ellison and cultural thinkers assert comprise the “jazz shape”186 of American culture 

and consciousness. I argue that free movement forward in jazz, is the shape of much of 

American democratic progress.  

One exemplar of critical improvisational pedagogy and the architectonic structure 

of jazz is bebop innovator Dizzy Gillespie, who with others, rebelled against swing, but 

only after idolizing and apprenticing with those same “moldy figs,” the biggest names in 

jazz. Somewhat of a prodigy, John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie first performed in public on 

cornet at the age of thirteen in South Carolina.  On trumpet, he was heavily influenced by 

his early idol trumpeter Roy Eldridge, and of course Louis Armstrong. Gillespie escaped 

the Jim Crow South after high school and hitchhiked to Philadelphia, where he joined the 

musician’s union and the Frankie Fairfax Band and wrote his first big band arrangement 

 
185 Davis, A. (1998). Blues Legacies and Black Feminism. Random House Vintage 

Books, p. 164. 
 
186 Callahan, J.F. (Ed.). (1995), pp. 797-798. 
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at 18.187 Gillespie relates that his real journey begins at 20 when he moves to New York, 

where his real jazz education begins in the early bands of Cab Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald, 

Duke Ellington, and Billy Eckstine as jazz apprenticeships. They served as the 

architectonic structure of support and critical improvisational pedagogy, where he learned 

from the masters the standards, the techniques, discipline, communal norms, mores and 

responsibilities, Black excellence, and the business of jazz. Later, rebelling against the 

standard music that he saw as static and capitulating to white producers who co-opted 

Black music for the entertainment and dancing of white audiences, Gillespie went on to 

become a seminal bebop innovator with Parker, disrupting and building on the standards 

in popular jazz music, infusing his bebop with new Afro-Latin rhythms and technical 

innovations after his explorations into Afro-diasporic music in Cuba, the Caribbean, 

Africa, and Asia. Integrating these elements, Gillespie reinvented American jazz, just as 

his great influence, Armstrong, and Billie Holiday reinvented American singing in jazz. 

Joyful, ebullient, and generous as a bandleader and master teacher himself, Dizzy was 

affectionately named “The Professor” and bebop was his curriculum. Miles Davis said he 

quit Julliard to work with The Professor, but he was exaggerating. Davis was skipping 

classes before he took off to join Dizzy. Gillespie’s “prized pupil” was Milt Jackson, later 

of the Modern Jazz Quartet. On teaching and bandleading, Gillespie writes,  

That little band was very skillfully assembled. Charlie Parker I hired, 
because he was undeniably a genius, musically, the other side of my 
heartbeat. Milt Jackson, on vibes, was someone new and coming up fast in 
our music, very rhythmic, soulfully deep, and definitely my most prized 
pupil…People noticed I had two white guys in the group…I guess because 

 
187 Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009), p. xi 
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it seemed strange during times of segregation…I didn’t hire them because 
of their color but because they could play our music.188 
 

Dizzy also worked and invited to his bands John Lewis, other future members of MJQ, 

John Coltrane and dozens of other jazz greats. For a young jazz musician, sitting in with 

Gillespie was like going to jazz university and church at the same time.     

The reciprocity and iterative dialogue between jazz and politics creates 

revolutionary ground for organizing, and an architectonic structure of institutional 

support more powerful than Black political organizations of the period alone. I note that 

jazz’s dialectical critical improvisation and harmonic counterpoint, so central to what we 

understand of African communicative styles, are like the principles of African American 

political organization and resistance, and West’s “creative tension” of democratic 

plurality; I am careful to state that this project is a theory of aesthetic agency and of 

Black political and social consciousness and agency that presages and accompanies 

political action.  Jazz music itself is sometimes, but not always an active or transparent 

source of African American political operation, but its effects as an integrationist civil 

rights subculture are tangible and politically concrete.189 For many white and Black 

Americans, jazz that explicitly expressed rage and mirrored the dissent and disruption 

occurring in the civil rights movement served as soundtracks of burgeoning African 

 
188 Gillespie, J.B., & Fraser, A. (2009), pp. 242-243. 
 
189 McMichael, R. K. (1998). “We Insist-Freedom Now!”: Black Moral Authority, Jazz, 

and the Changeable Shape of Whiteness. American Music, 16(4), 375–416.  
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American and Pan-African freedom movements (see Max Roach, Ray Brown, and Abbey 

Lincoln’s Freedom Now! Suite).190   

Some Black jazz artists of the 1950s and 60s distanced themselves from political 

activity, unwilling to risk the repercussions of associating with more activist or 

nationalist acts. Notably, Thelonius Monk, who R.D.G. Kelley described as “The Greta 

Garbo of Jazz” was indifferent to politics, focused as he was on developing his ideas as 

an artist.191  But most jazz musicians, including Monk, boarded the freedom bus after 

serious pressure from activist artists like Dizzy Gillespie or Miles Davis, and when a 

critical mass of high-profile white jazz musicians, Hollywood celebrities, and others 

showed up to support the movement. White musicians Dave Brubeck, Bill Evans and 

Tony Bennett, the Hollywood Rat Pack (e.g., Sinatra, Davis, Lawford, Bishop, Martin), 

actors Marlon Brando, Harry Belafonte, the great Paul Robeson, and Bill Cosby, leaders 

Martin Luther King, Jr. a reluctant Malcom X, and others, led by most of the avant-garde 

bebop musicians such as Gillespie, Davis, Mingus, Roach, Lincoln, and Coltrane, and 

older jazz royalty like Armstrong, Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington, and 

Sarah Vaughan all convened to play large NAACP, SNCC, and CORE-sponsored 

fundraising and organizing concerts for Freedom Rides, freedom marches, and voting 

rights campaigns as the Civil Rights Movement heated up, especially after the 

Birmingham church bombing.192   

 
190 Monson, I. (2020, June 1). Revisited! The Freedom Now Suite. Jazztimes. 

https://jazztimes.com/features/columns/revisited-the-freedom-now-suite/ 
 
191 Kelley, R.D.G. (2009). Thelonious Monk: The life and times of an American original.  

Free Press. pp. 187-194. 
 
192 Monson, I. (2007), pp. 152-157. 
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These major events in large cities around the country both signaled and enhanced 

the power status of the institution of jazz and the mass popular appeal of social 

integration and civil rights through jazz improvisational performativity and jazz text. The 

events were organized remarkably quickly and in agile critical improvisational fashion, 

calling together the biggest cross-genre music, film and television celebrities and 

politicians, that vastly increased awareness of the marches and violence occurring in the 

South and elsewhere. Some were extremely successful, raising substantial money and 

awareness to underwrite mass responses in the South and in Washington.  

The net effect of these highly publicized fundraisers, in addition to the State 

Department’s earlier Jazz Ambassadors tours to Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and 

Europe, reified jazz and Black music as “America’s music.”193 The jazz infrastructure’s 

leadership in convening major support for civil rights created in jazz a central and very 

public arena for democratic deliberation and mass consensus for all Americans, not the 

“alternative location of free, undetected subversion of the dominant narrative” necessary 

for protection against violence and oppression before. Though many white record labels 

still “owned” these public intellectuals through their recording contracts, the balance of 

power and remuneration in the culture industry was definitely shifting. The jazz 

community had become a major architectonic support and organizing structure for 

African Americans involved in it. The jazz culture flipped the relations of power in 

popular culture, with African Americans clearly holding the power and cultural capital, 

 
 
193 See Von Eschen, P. (2004). Satchmo Blows Up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the 

Cold War. Harvard University Press.; Monson, I. (2007), p. 331n6. 
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leading, teaching, creating innovation, and organizing Black and white musicians. These 

moves in economic, social, and political status were occasioned by gains they had made 

through critical improvisation of new ideas, of mastery, study of diverse forms, technical 

virtuosity, intellectual rigor, and the dynamic exploration and teaching of new ways of 

being American citizens.   

Revolutionary art and ideas have presaged social thought and signaled political 

action, with positive and negative outcomes. For example, Shakespeare’s 1611 depiction 

of Caliban, the dark and savage half-human inhabitant of a distant island was directly 

borne out in descriptions and prescriptions for native peoples in the social contract 

literature later that century who “needed to be educated and civilized” in the interests of 

empire. Shakespeare introduced new imagery and descriptions of non-Western people in 

The Tempest based on a story he heard about a 1610 shipwreck in the Caribbean. 

Descriptions of the wily, dark, half-human creature connected to nature who is enslaved 

by Prospero is both a threat and a pupil to Prospero’s daughter Miranda; Caliban became 

the popularized image of non-Western natives that pervaded Anglo-European 

consciousness and culture. Shakespeare’s creation influenced the political thinking, 

writing and actions of social contract theorist John Locke, who was himself an active 

investor in the transatlantic slave trade; Locke drafted of the state constitution of 

Carolina, which, ironically, gave absolute power over African slaves to their planter 

owners. In the post-Reconstruction twentieth century, more threatening and negative, 

sexualized images of African Americans were sensationalized and caricatured in the 

period’s yellow journalism and, famously, in D.W. Griffith’s 1915 Birth of a Nation, the 

technically innovative silent film that vilified former slaves as uncivilized heathens who 
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were “primarily concerned with passing laws so that they could marry white women and 

prey on them.”194 The film lionized the Ku Klux Klan as white saviors who restored order 

and safety to white women, and saved the South from Black rule. Hugely popular at the 

time, it was the first film to be shown at the White House by Woodrow Wilson. (See 

Woodrow Wilson’s anti-Black federal policy interventions in the military and the federal 

civil service in Appendix B.) The storyline was presented and received as historical truth, 

and the powerfully bigoted depiction of African Americans was imprinted on American 

culture, causing an immediate resurgence in Klan membership,195 and justifying white 

supremacist violence. The film is still used to recruit for the Ku Klux Klan.   

Jazz artists of the early and mid-twentieth century created an alternative paradigm 

in African critical improvisational and postmodern thought that led dynamism in other 

postmodern art forms, such as Baraka and Ginsberg’s poetry, and Pollock’s post-

expressionist painting. Kelley’s “revolution of the mind”196 in the 1940s and early 1950s 

became that jazz generation’s political revolution; the bebop/avant-garde generation’s 

consciousness was already organically integrated and emancipated by its own 

intellectual, philosophical, and aesthetic dialectical explorations in sound and organizing 

structure. Du Bois’s color-line was still apparent in American society, particularly in the 

South, but the dialectical veil was giving way to an evolved version of second sight that, 

as illustrated in Chapter 2, meant a new integrated Black consciousness and 

 
194 Rath, A. (2015, February 8). 100 years later, what’s the legacy of birth of a nation? All 

Things Considered. [Radio Interview with Dick Lehr]. NPR. 
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performativity that could still entertain dominant culture in ways expected of Black 

entertainers by playing standards, while controlling more of the discourse and 

performative spaces with a new supportive infrastructure for Black musicians and 

entrepreneurs through mentoring and apprenticeships—and especially in the iconic jam 

sessions that proffered oral histories, technical methods, the dissemination of 

information. Bebop challenged the complete cooptation of new African American music 

by improvising new strategies. By changing the rhythms, subversively fracturing the 

structures of western harmony in the standards, taking poetic license with language, and 

turning from melody-based arrangements to “sheets of sound,” 197 as Coltrane later did, 

jazz musicians could express their rage, dissent, despair, joy, love, and spiritual striving 

at the same time that they frustrated attempts by others to easily co-opt and profit by their 

original music.   

Jazz is a democratic, African American communal project, but its complexity, 

ideas, and level of difficulty, and existential explorations in thought in the avant-garde 

age counter essentialized accounts and distorted characterizations that are based on 

primitive cultural understanding of African-ness by cultural outsiders. The artistic form is 

open, not closed; it is participatory, while it is also individually performative. The 

 
197 Gitler, I. (1958). [Liner notes]. Coltrane, J. Soultrane. Prestige Records. 
Critic Ira Gitler coined the term “sheets of sound” to describe John Coltrane’s new style 

in the liner notes to the album Soultrane (1958). In Coltrane’s sheets of sound 
technique, he emphasizes the whole chord and its possible variations, improvising 
vertically, quickly playing and filling in improvised notes anywhere in the range 
of a given chord. The aural effect is vertical “sheets of sound,” as if he is playing 
many notes at once, as opposed to a modal jazz style, in which the musician 
thinks and plays horizontally, in terms of notes in a key, melody, or scale, leaving 
room to improvise with rhythm, tone, or emotional timbre, as Davis, Coltrane, 
Evans, Adderly, Chambers, and Cobb did on Kind of Blue. 
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structure of jazz is discursively improvisational. Musicians and listeners shape the tone 

and timbre of the next movement by being present and participating. The section above 

examined how this critical improvisational impulse, agency, and dialectical performative 

style also informed and facilitated organizing, deliberation, education, and political 

moves in the largely African American community in bebop, civil rights organizing, and 

in my community case study. In the case study in Chapter 5, I employ other models to 

justify improvisation, jazz music and extended jazz culture as expressive communicative 

forms that shape American social and political development, while they constitute actual 

alternative “spaces of appearance” for radical democratic movement. In an epoch of 

dangerous populist-reactionary, white nationalist politics clothed in a hollow rhetoric of 

“change” in America, how can critical improvisational pedagogy in jazz—and skillful 

listening, agile intellectual frames, strategic collaborations, and performative dissent—

fruitfully inform current demands for subgroup safety, civil equity, and justice in political 

movements in the United States?  

   In this project, African American-derived postmodern ideas, idiom, critique, and 

protest, are instantiated and transmitted by artists such as Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie 

Mingus, John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Sarah Vaughan, and Abbey Lincoln in the late 

1950s and 1960s. I see the new critical jazz imaginary as it is refracted through a broader 

prism of American critical culture writ large into abstract expressionism in the visual 

arts, beat and language poetry, and hip hop and rap. 

As a new political counter-public, these avant-garde artists comprise a new and 

substantively different phenomenon in American jazz culture. Mingus, Coltrane, Davis, 

Lincoln and Roach represent a postmodern political culture of opposition and social 
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critique that counters the dominant post-war American democratic narrative of the period 

explicitly and vociferously, even while more traditional and mainstream forms by African 

American jazz greats such as Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington were still being 

deployed by the state to promote American democracy, the new empire’s geopolitical and 

economic dominance abroad, and to broadcast abroad the “improved status and treatment 

of Black citizens.”199 

Although a few of this generation’s jazz musicians (e.g., Mingus and Gillespie) 

had previously been involved in the state department’s jazz diplomacy program, 

postmodern jazz artists in the avant-garde period no longer needed the access nor the 

social promotion and protection that involvement in the jazz ambassadors program 

provided. More substantively, increasing discontent and disillusionment about disparate 

treatment of African Americans and others at home, as well as the impact of U.S. policies 

abroad discussed below made representing the state’s interests abroad increasingly 

untenable for younger, more politically attuned African American jazz musicians.  

 Finally, the political and social contexts for jazz musicians and artists were changing; 

ironically, the improved conditions for African American musicians and the architectonic 

structures of support in jazz emancipated them from having to entertain large crowds in 

large venues, largely white crowds that demanded dance music and popular tunes that 

they could hum along to. Bebop revolutionized the nature, structure, and purpose of the 

music itself; late bebop musicians were less dependent on the white clubs and labels that 

dictated danceable and hummable music for mixed crowds, freely creating innovative 

sounds that critically pushed musical, social, and political barriers. Abbey Lincoln and 

 
199 See Von Eschen, P. (2004), p. 148-149. 
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Max Roach created their own labels and sang protest jazz in critique of the status quo. 

Artists such as Coltrane and Mingus insisted on the freedom to break critical new ground, 

playing, and improvising not for other producers, but as personal expressions of 

themselves, their struggles, their sorrow, their sometimes, screeching anger. Perpetuating 

the architectonic structure of jazz, or the “apprenticeship networks” that West describes 

as central to Black hope, survival, and Black music, they taught younger players new 

ways to listen and new ways to deliberate and improvise while riffing. They passed on 

the jazz imaginary of freedom. Drummer Art Blakey launched a new generation of new 

jazz greats in his Jazz Messengers collaborations.  

African-derived jazz music and other American art forms of this post-war period 

converse dialectically with one another as they together resist a progressively obsolete 

modern consciousness and create a new, postmodern American consciousness. The 

generation of Americans that returned from two world wars and attempted to heal those 

wounds physically and psychically, while the country became further and fatally 

entrenched in new, unwinnable proxy wars, shared a collective cognitive dissonance in 

the gap between subjective and scripted consciousness. There existed an awareness of a 

“double-consciousness” on the part of many Americans, Black, white and “other,” 

suggesting an intersecting of race, class, ideology, gender —and politics, which called for 

action.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CRITICAL IMPROVISATIONAL PEDAGOGY IN  
CHILDREN’S ART AND CULTURE PROGRAMMING 

 

This chapter instantiates how critical improvisational pedagogy (CIP) and the jazz 

imaginary worked in the creation and operation of children’s arts education programing 

and a community economic development campaign in a low-income African American 

project housing site—the Geneva Towers in the Visitacion Valley neighborhood in San 

Francisco—which had been scheduled for remediation (repair or bulldozing and 

replacement) by HUD because of its unsafe, dilapidated state. The residents were to 

decide whether the buildings should be repaired or destroyed. I became deeply embedded 

in this community during the campaign, therefore, this case study illustration of CIP 

involves ethnographic description of events, processes, people, and their behaviors, from 

the perspective of a participant observer. Following elements of Clifford Geer’s “thick 

description” (1973), this case study is interpretive of the flow of events and processes 

within a specific complex context that are seen microscopically, revealing obscured 

information about low-income residents in public housing that troubles stereotypes about 

both the intellectual and organizing capacity of this African American low-income 

community, and the emergence of strong, subjective self-identity and agency of 

individuals, particularly women, through apprenticeship with organic intellectuals. Ideas 

regarding African American performative agility and critical improvisation (the jazz 

imaginary) as strategic skills, and a theory of radical reform through critical 

improvisational pedagogy in community settings are informed by my observations and 
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reflections on the context, processes, and people in this study. These ideas are also 

affirmed and explicated by radical theories of Black thought and culture, and racial and 

feminist intersectional struggle in American democracy in the theorists cited in Chapter 3 

and throughout this project.  

The collaborative in this case study elucidates how West’s Black “intermediate 

institutions”200 or Arendt’s “architectonic structures”201 can operate in new community-

based sites, as culturally appropriate alternate institutional sites for the support and 

education of African American children, mothers, and families toward the development 

of critical consciousness, authentic African American identity, and agency in children 

and residents who participated. The case illustrates how a small community program can 

potentially serve some of the functions of more traditional African American institutions, 

such as the church and HBCUs.  

The program in this chapter de-centered dominant ideologies and disrupted 

negative ascriptions of the “culture of poverty,” degradation, and despair that was 

absorbed by some of the residents who were multiply displaced by urban renewal and slid 

further into poverty by mass unemployment as jobs disappeared amidst crack and gun 

violence, and neoliberal government policies. Critical analysis of context and teachings in 

the program mediated residents’ justified mistrust of “white” entities (e.g., HUD, the city, 

legislators, foundations, the university) that would become their collaborative partners. 

On the resident council’s insistence, the program consciously engaged residents in 

 
200 West, C., & Gates, H.L. (1995). Affirmative Reaction. Transition, 68, p. 175.  
 
201 Arendt, H. (1959), p. 45. 
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ownership of the project and participation in every aspect of envisioning, designing, and 

executing their new housing, programs, and services.  

Home-grown organic intellectuals as advocates used oral history and stories from 

their own pasts, critical education about the institutions and obstacles they faced, positive 

role models, teaching, training, trust, support, and what West describes as Black Christian 

love for and with their community. With no blueprint, and no prior experience in 

community development at this scale, the collaborative of resident council leaders and 

their chosen advocates experimented, worked intuitively, and improvised well together. 

The most significant aspect to the holistic success of this community program was that its 

residents and organic intellectuals were careful to ensure that each program served as a 

critical counterpoint to traditional modes of education and community organizing that 

had been failing to mobilize African Americans in San Francisco and these neighborhood 

residents for two generations. This was the collaborative jazz imaginary at work.  

This chapter details the creation and operationalization of the children’s arts 

program, which was designed to be the vehicle of access for the transmission of critical 

Black education programing I term critical improvisational pedagogy to the Geneva 

Towers resident children and families in the Village Community Center. In this section, I 

discuss initial challenges to operationalization. I then introduce each program, the 

instructors as master teachers or organic intellectuals, their apprentices, and, to illustrate 

the jazz imaginary and critical improvisation in action, how the collaborative process for 

creating them worked—how the collaborative used existing resources at hand, responded 

to challenges, and pivoted when needed. The Epilogue that follows this chapter discusses 
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outcomes, reflections, failures, and uncontrollable circumstances that interrupted the 

work of the new center—as well as a story of resilience.  

 

Initial Challenges 

Creating even small experimental programs in the Valley was challenging at first. 

Resources were extremely limited; the program started with no funding since the 

collaborative was making up the program as we went along, with what and who was at 

hand. Second, the children the CIP program would serve were enrolled in the GT after 

school program, which ran separate girl’s and boy’s clubs that offered competing 

recreational activities. The children and parents did not know what to expect. Since the 

first program was to be a “literacy program” the children expected the worst, based on 

their school experiences. Children and some family members rebelled initially with our 

first instructor. When they saw a white, gay man and his students walk in, they assumed 

the “poetry class” would replicate negative school experiences. So, there were behavioral 

issues (disruption) and absenteeism in the beginning of the program that resolved with 

time, when input from the children and parents was listened to, and trust when Instructor 

Mark202 and his students came back each week, anyway. 

Third, working with my own institution in the collaborative’s process of creating 

the Village children’s programs and other initiatives could be fraught, given racial, 

gender, educational, and class hierarchies. For example, recalling past experiences, GT 

partners insisted that faculty persons and students brought into the neighborhood for 

 
202 I use first names and/or change the names of participants to protect their privacy. 
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programs needed to be vetted for “appropriateness,” to “avoid past mistakes.”  That was 

fair, however, it made for awkwardness as the university representative in the 

collaborative, when university grant-seekers who were used to leveraging access with 

multi-million-dollar proposals in hand, were deemed “not acceptable” by the 

collaborative. I faced the ire of would-be principal investigators (P.I.’s) who were 

offended at being rejected by this community and was reprimanded by the VP for 

research more than once for not pressuring our partners to sign onto huge grants when the 

projects did not uphold the values of transparency and reciprocity in the partnership, or if 

they weren’t consistent with the goals of the collaborative.  Fortunately, I had earned the 

support for my intuitions and commitments where it mattered, although I faced backlash 

on campus from others.  

Fourth, once vetted, newcomers had to be oriented by Shelly B., the resident 

council president, who created safety policy and performed mandatory practical trainings 

on neighborhood safety for newcomers (i.e., staying away from windows, and techniques 

for dropping and rolling at the sound of gunfire to avoid getting shot by drive-by 

shooters). Shelly’s matter-of-fact safety trainings frightened away some potential faculty 

partners and students. However, I knew by this time that outsiders to the neighborhood 

were never the intended targets of intra-neighborhood violence, but there were risks of 

collateral damage, so Shelly’s trainings were useful. 

The neighborhood was eye-opening for faculty and deans driven around the area 

to contextualize and justify the work their faculty were interested in doing in the 

community, underscoring the racial, class, and gender chasms between neighborhood 

residents and institutional workers, and between racialized groups. Many students and 
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university staff were shocked and intimidated by conditions of a neighborhood that was 

so geographically close to the university, yet they hardly knew existed. Some cowered in 

their seats from the gaze of 12-year-old boys and ducked when they saw young Black 

men standing on their designated corners in front of the Korean grocery store. Of course, 

everything was done to prevent harm to university people, and in the many years of the 

program, not one of them was ever subjected to violence or intimidation. The litmus test 

was which of the academics were willing to dispel their assumptions and fears to 

collaborate with this community in new reciprocal ways, and stay, for the purposes of 

consistency and trust.  In the jazz metaphor, the success of this collaborative democratic 

creation is conditioned on the active and consistent participation of these individuals as 

players and audience. Creation of the program and the participation of mentors and 

apprentices occur through iterative dialogue. Commitment and consistency are important 

to establishing the trust required for these relationships.  

 
Critical Improvisational Pedagogy—The Players: 
Organic Intellectuals, Teachers, Staff, Organizers 

 
The process of creating the collaborative structure for critical improvisational 

pedagogy employed in the collaborative work is the focus in this section. It is important 

to introduce the advocates who comprised the initial “ensemble” of trusted organic 

intellectuals appointed by the resident council. While they did not all represent the exact 

socio-economic backgrounds of the residents of Geneva Towers, they shared some of 

their challenges, and they were all deeply embedded and committed to the wellbeing of 

Geneva Towers resident families over many years. As organic intellectuals with critical 

understandings of class and race politics, they initially helped to translate and transmit 
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resident concerns and mediate between the residents and others to make connections, 

garner resources, and help organize a plan. They shared project goals, while their 

objective was to grow and mentor those indigenous leaders during the campaign that 

would take over the work of building and maintaining community.  

  The advocates were two African American men, and a middle-aged White woman 

who ran the last three skeletal programs comprising the Geneva Towers “Village” of 

services available to its four hundred resident families. Judith S.,  a white community 

organizer, and law-trained activist was a veteran of the Freedom Schools program in 

Selma and other civil rights actions in the 1960s. Judith ran a small satellite after-school 

girls’ club in the Towers for a city-wide nonprofit provider, so had access to the children 

and their families. Her law skills became useful when she transitioned to executive 

director of the community development corporation (GVCDC), which was developed to 

serve as the fiscal and organizing agent for the tear-down of Geneva Towers and the 

design and buildout of three replacement housing complexes, and the new community 

center. In the latter role she was responsible for managing relationships with the four 

hundred families who had to relocate during the tear-down and development to ensure 

they had “first right of refusal” to units in the new housing being built, according to the 

MOU signed by residents, the city, and HUD. Judith picked up a camera late in life and 

became the official photographer of Visitacion Valley, recording the faces of the 

neighborhood, the children’s music and poetry performances, iconic photos of Village 

Dancers recitals on professional stages, neighborhood celebrations, and the process of 

neighborhood revitalization for the history project. Her work has shown at the gallery at 
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SF’s City Hall and other venues, and now is in the permanent collection of the SF Public 

Library archives for public use.  

Vernon L., a former college football player, ran the after-school Pop Warner 

youth football program for boys. Vernon’s grandmother was a long-time Geneva Towers 

resident, so he and his children grew up with the parents of the youth in his football 

program and most of the families of the Towers. Vernon’s role with residents was to look 

after the boys, sponsor and cook for community celebrations; he served as a father figure 

for many of the families. Vernon went on to organize with residents, agencies, and 

partners. 

Larry F. was an advocate/organizer, a Louisiana creole military veteran, and the 

lone contractor hired when HUD took over in 1991 to manage “maintenance and 

security” for GT, with a great amount of humor.  Larry started a small job training 

program for young residents out of the maintenance shop to keep older youth off the 

streets and away from the violence, and to help him with the impossible job of 

maintaining the buildings. Using connections to organized labor through prior work, 

Larry went on to found the VVJET Jobs Education and Training program located in the 

Village that trained residents for HAZMAT removal during the tear-down phase. Larry 

negotiated a 33% resident hiring quota for construction of the new housing and 

community center, as well as other new construction in the Valley. He set up GED 

classes at the Village for those without high school diplomas, who graduated through 

VVJET. Residents who could not read or understand the safety manuals for HAZMAT 

removal and new construction jobs were required to take remedial reading and 

comprehension classes at the Village until they could work safely, or they were out. Larry 
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F. turned his small project into a bridge to construction training and union 

apprenticeships, negotiating coveted apprentice positions in the white labor trades for GT 

residents.  

The three who worked inside the Towers were joined by a neighborhood advocate 

and early childhood specialist, Brenda L. An organic intellectual who was beloved by 

all, she was a homeowner who had raised her children in the neighborhood. Having been 

an SF Black Panther in her youth, Brenda extended Panther community-building 

technologies, such as hot food distribution and culturally appropriate early childhood 

education to the broader Valley. Brenda worked on her advanced degree in Early 

Childhood Education while serving as director of children’s programs at a neighboring 

community center. The resident’s council chose Brenda to incorporate the new CDC, 

then voted her in to serve as its first president. She would go on to bring major foundation 

funding, connections, and innovative early childhood and family programs to the 

neighborhood, including an innovative grandparenting program between the mostly 

African American and white preschoolers in the childcare programs and Mandarin 

speaking elders who moved into the new senior complex of the replacement housing. She 

was later appointed by the mayor to oversee the City’s $26m children’s budget as the 

Executive Director of the Mayor’s Office of Children Youth and Their Families for the 

City and County. She would eventually fund several of the children’s and violence 

prevention programs in the New Village.  

These original advocates and their resident collaborative embody the critical 

improvisation and jazz imaginary discussed throughout this project. The new resident 

council, with a signed MOU with HUD and the City in hand, wanted better living 
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conditions and better outcomes for their families. After researching other developments, 

the resident’s council partnered with a large California housing nonprofit to incorporate a 

new local community development corporation (GVCDC) for the project. The residents 

appointed these four individuals to work with the four hundred remaining families of 

Geneva Towers as trusted elders, providers, and mentors, to organize a revitalization plan 

that explicitly would not resemble urban renewal. They handpicked the four for the new 

CDC, insisting on a representative board (1/3 appointed by the Geneva Towers resident’s 

council, 1/3 must be low-income residents at all times, and 1/3 of the seats were to be 

voted in as strategic partners or people with technical expertise) to oversee the whole 

replacement process, from the temporary relocation and tracking of residents, to the 

implosion of the Towers, to the design and construction of three low- to mixed market 

replacement complexes.  The MOU gave GT leaseholders the legal first right of refusal to 

the new homes, therefore, one-third of the units would be set aside and subsidized for 

returning GT leaseholders, and the rest would be affordable to mid-market units. Enough 

units would be built to explicitly avoid the racial and economic concentrations in the 

complexes that resulted from earlier cycles of urban renewal.  

With a critical understanding of individual challenges and political power 

dynamics residents faced externally, these organic intellectuals worked creatively 

together to envision possibilities, research best practices, and improvise needed 

programming with what they had and what they could find, in an example of the jazz 

imaginary doing its work of critical improvisation. I became involved with these four 

individuals at the inception of the planning process after being observed at a city meeting 

advocating on behalf of another community, in my capacity as program director of a 
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university “think tank/action tank” for applied research and action projects. They were 

looking for strategic partners. Besides managing the institute, and research and project 

relationships with faculty, my portfolio included external relationships with city agencies, 

nonprofits, foundations, and communities for engagement and curriculum purposes. I 

committed to spending some time with the collaborative, to think through their visions 

and possible connections with them. Having no university agenda except to be helpful 

and make connections, and no money to bring to the table, helped build the trust and 

good faith that later characterized our close working relationships. Since I wielded no 

money or power to control an agenda, I appeared open to being an improvisational player 

in the collaborative ensemble, willing to commit the time to “sit-in,” listen, share ideas 

and resources, and experiment along with them.  

No stranger to navigating cultural, ethnic, class boundaries, and continents in my 

own early life,204 and working in academic/nonacademic settings equally, I was 

accustomed to employing my own jazz imaginary and critical improvisation while 

navigating institutions, neighborhoods, and cultures, negotiating competing interests, and 

obtaining resources for the growing institute I also had to manage.205 Like the advocates, 

navigation and critical improvisation had been useful strategies for me; we all would 

come to work together well as a collaborative team, or as an ensemble to extend the 

metaphor, and as we negotiated externally together. (Some people use the term code 

 
204 My family moved overseas for several years during my formative years; we do not fit 

neatly into one cultural, ethnic, or class category.  
 
205 On racial navigation, see Davis, H. (2001). Navigating race in the market for human 

gametes. Hastings Center Report 31(5), p. 14. 
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switching, which has negative and positive connotations. However, like other multi-

generational, assimilated Americans of mixed cultural heritage, constructed boundaries 

blur; I am not switching to or away from my identities as much as moving within and 

around them. I navigate.)   

Those who navigate naturally find themselves at borders, on coasts, in the 

margins; they are told in various places that they do not belong and can become confused 

because they somehow feel they belong everywhere, listening, absorbing, translating for 

others instinctively, assimilating, and trying not to assimilate, (carefully) contributing 

critical perspectives where others perceive no reason to question. Navigating involves 

more comfort with ambiguity, more fluid ideas on race, culture, gender, class, and other 

arbitrary or constructed distinctions between people, and a personal identity that is self-

determined and dependent on many aspects of a person. Nonconformity may be more 

comfortable than conformity. The concept evokes intersectional, bilingual, biracial, 

bicultural, lesbian poet Gloria Anzaldúa’s notion of the new “cosmic mestiza 

consciousness” 206 of people of two or more cultures who think, dream, and speak with 

two or more minds, or in different languages, and who “call across rivers, oceans,” and 

chasms for themselves. For these people, as it is for African Americans traditionally (and 

others who are from and of a place, but are often told they are not), critical improvisation 

and the jazz imaginary are not foreign concepts.  

A century ago, Du Bois identified “second sight.”  West developed a “system of 

Afro-American thought” and humanistic prophetic pragmatism, calling Black creative 

 
206Anzaldúa, G., Cantú, N. E., and Hurtado, A. (2012). Borderlands: La frontera: The 

new mestiza. Aunt Lute Books, pp. 99-117. 
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improvisational responses to white supremacy “jazz.” Kelley finds “the Black 

marvelous” and freedom in surreality. As in critical improvisational pedagogy, learning, 

communicating, and being in unfamiliar spaces involve mimicry, but also creative 

imagination (the jazz imaginary) and critical improvisation to reconcile multiple realities, 

to pivot to opportunities, and, instinctively, away from threats. As such, navigators, as 

critical meaning makers, can help reconcile Hegel’s Manichean dialectic between 

warring sides in the developing American consciousness. In other words, navigation—in 

the city, community, and on campus—was my job. That is why I was in this community, 

and all of the other communities. The advocates (organic intellectuals) were navigators, 

too. This greatly facilitated the collaborative’s work. We knew how to jam. 

Judith S. and Vernon L. in the Towers after-school program had access to the 

children who were attending “poorly performing” primary and middle schools nearby. As 

such, parents were polled; the first concern was to boost literacy and school performance 

through tutoring that could easily be provided by the university. I recruited a part-time 

instructor, Mark M. from the university’s English Department, who was interested in 

community literacy and agreed to teach a small literacy program for interested children in 

the existing after-school program for free one day a week, while we tracked the Federal 

Register and other sources for the broader project of complementing HUD’s $24M for 

the replacement housing with funding to capitalize the rest of the state of the art New 

Village Community Center, equipment, resident programming and trainings associated 

with the new CDC and neighborhood revitalization. As an alum of Mark’s department, 

where I had worked as an undergraduate, and later, for the chair, one of my mentors, it 

made sense to make that connection first. I invited the former chair and her literacy 
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specialist for a tour of the area and to meet with the collaborative at the Village about 

what we were doing, critical pedagogy, communication styles, and the like. Shelly B. 

explained safety protocols and the trainings she was prepared to do for the instructor and 

his students. The department had never been involved in this kind of work; while they 

found it unusual, they were impressed with the collaborative and excited to participate in 

what could be a generative experimental literacy program. However, they offered no 

money to pay Instructor Mark. 

 
The Village Words Project 

 
An old industrial shell across the street from the housing, leased by the city to the 

Geneva Towers residents and planning group for $1 annually came to house the Village 

Community Center, in time for it to be available when part-time English Composition 

instructor Mark volunteered to put together a poetry project designed to boost literacy 

skills, which was the collaborative’s modest first intent.  Mark was eager to work with his 

service learning volunteers in this community because of great community need and his 

own values. However, there were logistical issues. It was initially difficult to get Mark’s 

university students to volunteer consistently in Visitacion Valley. Some white and other 

university students were not used to being in Black spaces and felt threatened by media 

accounts of robbery, attacks, and gun violence that were ubiquitous during the crack and 

three strikes epoch.  

Moreover, transportation was difficult for those without cars. Another outcome of 

zoning commissions described in Appendix A, was that transportation planning patterns 

cut off Visitacion Valley and other southeast neighborhoods of color from the rest of the 

city. It could take as long as 2½ hours to commute by bus, and several transfers to get to 
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The Village from the university at the beach, or from public transit downtown, trips that 

normally take 15 minutes by car. The functionally segregated pattern also isolated 

residents of the southeast from jobs and opportunities elsewhere in the city, while 

diverting other residents of the city from encountering the neighborhood. However, 

students worked out a carpooling plan. These details gave students an appreciation of the 

lifeworlds of the children and parents. Taking a child to childcare and getting to work 

downtown using public transportation was untenable. (Please see Appendix B for the 

liberal and neoliberal policies that created the conditions for Geneva Towers, nicknamed 

“the high-rise from hell” on the national news.)   

Detailing the creation of the first children’s program is instructive, as the flat, 

dialogical process in creating it informed all future programs and grant development for 

the Visitacion Valley coalition, from other small education and service projects to 

working with contractors and architects for the massive neighborhood initiative. It is 

significant to the discussion of critical improvisational pedagogy, and subject agency that 

mothers like Lily J., Shelly B., and La Tanya B., and others who were already on the 

resident’s council, and a part of Geneva Tower’s informal support network, were hired 

and trained to staff and co-teach the Village children’s programs. They, in turn, brought 

in resident mothers who were interested in volunteering in the program. 

With Mark’s best intentions, the poetry project started with some obstacles, 

however, once there was credible evidence of commitment from the university (a letter), 

the city proceeded to rent the building across the street from the Towers, leasing it to the 

collaborative for $1/annually (for safe and easy access by the children) The city also 

provided modest funding to staff up the existent limited children’s after-school program.  
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The former paper processing plant and warehouse was not set up for classes or children’s 

programming, but it had a large central area surrounded by office spaces for the CDC and 

the other programs that would be developed.  Several programs for residents and children 

were then initiated by the GT resident community and developed by the collaborative. 

Three of the children’s programs serve as instantiations of “critical improvisational 

pedagogy.”   

The poetry program started with a few bumps; the children were not relating to 

the traditional poetry and style of instruction, so they were not inspired to listen and read 

or write their own. There was a lack of enthusiasm and enough class disruption to prompt 

Instructor Mark and his interns to meet with the center’s newly hired after-school 

programming staff, the children, and their parents. The dialogue revealed that, according 

to the kids, the only exciting session was the one in which the center provided a 

microphone and stage and invited parents and the community for a little spoken word jam 

where they performed their poetry. “That was fun!”  They wanted to perform! They 

wanted to rap! They wanted to move! Of course, they did.  

Clearly, Mark had to provide culturally relevant material and updated forms that 

the children resonated with, so he brought in more appropriate poetry, and examples of 

spoken word that his college students performed that piqued the children’s interest. The 

children were allowed to use some sessions to get up and perform, as well as write. 

Second, Mark had to provide incentives to do the readings; tangible rewards were needed 

to tie the reading, writing, and their performativity together, or he would lose the children 

back to their recreation activities. The poetry slam was the reward. By mid-semester, 

spoken word slams were scheduled for extended family and community to attend by 
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popular demand, and a festive “graduation” slam at the end of the term, with food and 

festivities provided by Vernon and Village “elders,” music and awards for attendance, 

best poem, and best spoken word performance.  

Once they had regular access to the microphone and the stage, the children read 

and kept writing. They looked forward to performing their work. The program created the 

“Village Words” paper anthology that each child brought home at the end of the term. 

Parents and grandparents, teachers, and the school principal (out of curiosity) started to 

show up for the slams, which broadened the reach of Mark’s program and thickened the 

human connective tissue that was keeping this community together. The improvised 

experiment created out of thin air, created a buzz in the neighborhood and at school that 

increased enrollment in the after-school program. Older kids wanted to join the class and 

did, more family members participated in celebrations and added to the sense of 

community support. Most importantly, the children received a lot of support and 

accolades for their work, while being exposed to different kinds of reading and writing 

and working closely with different kinds of role models.   

The Village community center was becoming a hang out, at least on the day of the 

week that Mark and his class were scheduled to work with the kids. Significantly, the fact 

that Mark and most of his students from English were white became a non-issue after 

early suspicions of him. Descriptive representation became less important to the children, 

families, and staff, than a having a teacher that listened to your ideas and could adjust 

curriculum according to group preferences. To use the jazz metaphor, Mark and his 

student interns performed like a responsive jazz audience in the reciprocal dialogue with 

children and staff. He listened well; they discussed other ideas together, and the program 
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was changed iteratively according to their exchanges. The children were delighted to 

have the individual attention of college-aged interns that were different from people they 

had met before; they were friendly, fun, and cool.  

The instructor’s new apprentice Lily J. developed genuine affection for Mark, 

who was younger. She took him under her wing in the community, and to his credit, he 

often took her lead, because she knew so much about the kids, parents, her poetry, and 

the context there, so the teaching and learning between this evolving organic intellectual 

and this master teacher were reciprocal and democratic. This relationship also contributed 

to her new agency. Therefore, when we talk about cultural appropriateness of new people 

coming into minority communities, we are not necessarily talking about descriptive 

representation. We are talking about the cultural appropriateness of seeing and treating 

other people like human beings, like we are, deserving of respect. The fact that Mark did 

not ever brow-beat children for “behavior problems,” but together with Lily diverted 

them, that he could pivot according to the collaborative and student group preferences, 

made all the difference in how Mark and his students—and the literacy project—were 

received.  

According to informal conversations with the school principal and parents, 

reading levels improved drastically within months for a handful of children enrolled in 

that program. For example, within a six-month period, the standardized reading scores of 

one fourth grade boy, whose scores had chronically lagged two years behind his grade 

level, increased dramatically, bringing him from a second grade to the fourth grade 
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reading level by the end of that school year.207 Importantly, the child was also Lily’s son, 

the mother hired and trained to help create and teach that class and lead children’s 

activities at the Village.  The child’s teachers and principal suggested that the intensive 

one-on-one attention by young, relatable college students delivered in the form of after-

school fun and performance, and the presence of his mother in a teaching and leadership 

position did for this fourth grader (and his brother) what traditional tutoring in the 

school’s classroom had long failed to do—engage him, encourage him, and make him 

feel good about himself and his family in his effort. This student’s circumstances were 

special, so these outcomes were not generalizable to the class. However, two other 

unrelated children had similar outcomes in their reading scores. The collaborative 

considered this a win. 

Significantly, the children and parents were also surprised that instructor Mark did 

something unheard of after their dialogue; he experimented with pivoting to their 

preferences. The young, white, gay instructor honored the children’s requests, changing, 

within reason, his syllabus to fit their interests and suggestions. He was another 

navigator. Unlike in the traditional school setting, they were seeing a white man in a 

position of authority listening and communicating reciprocally with the children and 

adults. He took them seriously. I argue the children were beginning to see themselves as 

effective agents and advocates for their preferences in an institutional setting that was 

more concerned with nurturing their growth and wellbeing than controlling them. We—

Village staff, parents, university people, the local schoolteachers, the principal—were 

 
207 Anecdotal primary evidence from informal conversations with school principal, W. 

Chin, n.d.  
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happy to observe that behavioral problems were reduced for children engaged in the 

program as they found new and “acceptable” ways to be seen, heard, and respected. 

Enrollment by other Towers children increased in the 5-day after school program.  

These were modest improvements in one discreet area of the children’s lives that 

began to affect their general behavior and performance in other subjects and venues. 

Moreover, the marginal reading, writing, and behavioral improvements and community 

building that began with this improvised program pointed to the possibility of leveraging 

potential larger gains for more children. Significantly, the gains signaled successful 

collaborative thinking and creation of what in retrospect is termed critical 

improvisational pedagogy and strategic action on the part of the nonprofit staff, the 

teacher and interns, and parents leading this initiative. And it was our collective jazz 

imaginary that improvised the first program out of thin air.  

Whatever we were doing, Principal Chin was happy and fascinated by modest 

early outcomes. He wanted to have more children from his school attend the Geneva 

Towers after school program, which was a big stretch. Because of stigma, Geneva 

Towers kids did not easily mix with the multi-racial neighborhood kids who sometimes 

snubbed them, and no parents were in the habit of telling their children to go spend time 

over at Geneva Towers. It did not happen right away, but things were changing. More 

Chinese immigrants were moving into the neighborhood, and their children attended 

Principal Chin’s school. Larry thought it would be a good idea to bring a Mandarin 

instructor in for the staff, and anyone else in the collaborative and resident’s council was 

interested in learning some Mandarin. It is not clear how much Mandarin language 

anyone at the center actually learned, however, the gesture of goodwill became very 
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useful later, when the residents’ council became involved in organizing with the rest of 

the diverse broader neighborhood to revitalize the small business corridor and the green 

spaces in the Valley. There had been a lot of fear and hostility on the part Chinese 

residents in the neighborhood towards Geneva Tower residents because of distorted 

perceptions about them that were amplified and sensationalized in the news. Having it be 

known that people in the Village were taking a Mandarin class ameliorated some of that 

fear. Principal Chin’s increasing presence there also did.  

After the first semester, community enthusiasm for education programs and the 

children’s demands for more opportunities to express themselves in performance led to 

formal requests for music instruction from parents, Village nonprofit partners, and, given 

the state and local disinvestment in school arts programming, the school principal was 

enthusiastic. Further, encouraged and impressed by their first foray into community-

based work with “underserved” children, the English Department did something 

unprecedented. It agreed to pay the adjunct Mark M. to be formally released from one of 

his five composition courses (the teaching load was high at this state school, for non- 

NTT instructors) to teach the Village Words Program with interns, who would now 

receive a grade and an extra unit of course credit for “service,” and a special designation 

on their transcripts, which was becoming increasingly meaningful for our university’s 

students.  The Institute provided small petty cash for supplies, printing for curriculum 

materials and the paper anthology, and a contribution for the food and awards Vernon 

provided for the slams. The Village parents and staff contributed the after-school 

refreshments, audio equipment, performance space and chairs for the end of term event. 

For his part, school principal Chin became more present, encouraged, and curious at how 
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this was working. Chin encouraged his teachers to drop by and attend occasionally, be 

seen, and monitor the scores and behavior of the children involved over the course of the 

program. Further, Principal C. with Village staff, and parents, advocated for more 

involvement on the part of the university and the city, citing behavioral and reading score 

improvements. Chin even marched down to city hall to request community development 

funding for a more robust neighborhood partnership with the university. 

Meanwhile, I encouraged the participation of more faculty who were curious 

about “the buzz” in Visitacion Valley and welcomed those interested in teaching 

experimental service courses for their students in community-located classrooms. (The 

university newsletter, as they do, also used the opportunity to publicize the new 

partnership and highlight the work of Mark and his students, and faculty responded.)  

Between this small program, and the simultaneous political organizing and teaching 

around political and funding support for the major campaign for development and 

services for the neighborhood, a collective critical improvisational political strategy was 

born. A communal support structure and “space of appearance” was being constructed. 

To gauge interest, I invited the support, participation, and ideas for partnership 

from all eight academic deans and colleges at the university. Two of the eight deans 

overcame their initial skepticism to approve the participation of one or two faculty 

members, especially since the institute was now being rewarded by the president for our 

efforts, with modest funding to pay departments to replace faculty in the classroom for 

one course. The colleges of Humanities and Creative Arts were natural partners in the 

afterschool programs since literacy was a stated goal, and arts programming in schools 
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had been so drastically cut over the years. The arts were also natural access points to the 

children and families in a Black performative culture.208   

 
Jazz Music Education 

 
Concurrent with the community’s development planning around replacing Geneva 

Towers, the cultural programming evolved organically on the model of West’s 

apprenticeship networks, as well as Freire’s notion of critical conscientization (attaining 

subjective critical consciousness of one’s social circumstances in order to transcend 

them) through reciprocal problem-based learning and critical pedagogy.209 Culturally 

appropriate content, mentoring, modeling behavior, and co-teaching proved to be central 

to individual conceptions of personhood and subjective agency in the broader 

revitalization project. Shortly after the poetry/spoken word program’s first small 

successes, the children asked if they could do music, too. The residents’ council asked if 

we could set up a music program on the model of Mark’s spoken word program. This 

could be more complicated. Where would the money for instruments for every child 

come from? Where would they be stored? (They were already playing with the karaoke 

machine the Village used for the slams, but that was not music instruction, or identity 

affirming Black culture.) Who would teach it? What would they teach that would engage 

them? Where in the Village could music be taught?  

The spoken word class was held in a large empty office that had been provided 

with plastic foldable chairs and a large table. It used the central common space for the 

 
208 See Dyson, M.E. (2021) on Black performativity. 
 
209See Freire, P. (1993). 
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poetry slams. The only space feasible for music instruction in the old warehouse that was 

now The Village was that common space in the middle of the second floor, but the space 

was surrounded by the individual office spaces where Judith, Cissy, and Brenda now ran 

the CDC, Vernon had his office, and Larry was establishing his jobs and education 

program. When asked about space at one of our collaborative meetings, Larry F. said in 

true improvisational form, “We’ll work it out. They want music.”   

I went back and spoke with the music chairperson and told her about what English 

was doing, thinking that would encourage her. She was quite traditionally classical. She 

listened politely without blinking, then she told me no one had time. There seemed to be 

little hope to stumble on someone like Mark, who would be willing to listen and 

collaborate with the community, to co-create and co-teach a small experimental music 

class for Geneva Towers children, in which things could change at any time. I wandered 

around the music department, even sneaking around the practice rooms on the chance of 

finding an interesting graduate student. Then I remembered that I had met a young 

faculty member recently, who was being introduced at an event on campus. Dr. Del S. 

was a Berklee-trained African American feminist pianist who was recruited to teach 

classical piano, but she had told me that she really wanted to work developing the jazz 

program in the Music Department. Dr. Del was young, had gold and brown braids; she 

taught classical piano majors and gigged at night. At our first meeting, she appeared to be 

someone who could navigate anywhere; she was intersectional, enthusiastic, open, and 

hip, with expertise teaching jazz to youth, and experience taking high school jazz bands 

to perform at the Grammy Awards. Not that the Village kids were going to go to the 
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Grammy’s anytime soon. But would Del not be a cool model for the kids, the moms, and 

residents, whatever she decided to teach?  

Without thinking about her tenure status, I called Dr. Del immediately to engage 

her to think about how to appropriately answer the Village’s request for music instruction 

with a critical curriculum in the after-school program, and I offered to take her down to 

meet the folks. The Village welcomed her enthusiastically; the jazz artist and classical 

teacher knew intuitively how to listen and respond, and of course, to critically improvise 

accordingly. “Oh, we’ll figure it out.”  She offered she could teach something with hand 

clapping, kazoos, or flutes, talk about Black music, and bring in her jazz graduate 

students occasionally to play. Perfect answer. The whole Village could not wait for her to 

start. Then, she went back to her department. I was immediately called by the Creative 

Arts Dean’s office for a meeting. Apparently, the music department called him. When he 

agreed to allow a young faculty member to do an experimental service course in the 

community, he thought that meant a music foundations person and some students. He did 

not mean THAT faculty member; not this musician. Besides, he asked, who in Visitacion 

Valley even knows what jazz is? Good question. Did it really matter, since we did not yet 

know what form this class for children would take? The dean/artist also wanted to know 

philosophically just how it helps artists to go out into communities to do service projects. 

Another good question I said I would get back to him with. 

Knowing nothing about music education, I negotiated on the grounds that 

precisely because no one had ever met anyone like Dr. S. at the Village, and not even the 

adults knew anything about jazz, or even the blues and their great legacy in America, 

someone like Dr. S. should be out there to connect folks with history and ideas about 
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such an important aspect of their culture, of our culture. And it would benefit the jazz 

students to experience some semblance of the lived reality of some of their heroes that 

originated the form. He actually thought about it. Out of respect, I stated that I also 

understood her importance to her department, his college, and the university, and out of 

respect, would not expect her to be released to teach in the community if they are not 

comfortable with it. I was disappointed, but it was left at that, and I prepared to 

disappoint the collaborative at the next meeting and start over. However, we were 

surprised days later to hear from Dr. Del that she had received approval for the following 

semester. Just one semester. 

What came together was another critical improvisation, and here I employ jazz 

performativity again as a metaphor for Freirean critical pedagogy and conscientization. A 

jazz improvisation begins with the mastery of the standard melody and traditional 

musical technique. Just as Mark’s Village Words project was framed as a traditional 

literacy project to justify initial university support, so too, Village Jazz was framed as a 

basic music program with cultural education. At the university, Dr. Del’s department and 

the more traditional faculty of the College of Creative Arts could understand and support 

the basic model of a traditional music project for poor children in the projects who were 

starved for music and arts instruction. It would complement the “basic literacy” work in 

the spoken word program. If one conceives of that basic instruction model as the standard 

note or melody in music—the “known,” then the critical improvisation consists of the 

layers of new meaning, authentic subjective experience and strategy built in the “the 

break” between the standard lines—the “unknown.”  And, like the jazz performer in the 

improvising ensemble, the critical improvisational pedagogue/practitioner listens openly 
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and attentively to the group, incorporates input, then adds meaning and new notes or 

narrative that improve the collaboration and move it forward to some unknown, shared 

end. As Kelley, West, and Dyson elucidate, that shared end can mean transcendence from 

systems of oppression through a connection to old and new subjective knowledge that has 

been forgotten or suppressed. It can mean new personal and group agency.  

Music majors and Village staff would co-teach the course with Dr. Del. (Council 

president Shelly B. made sure she would get hired for this staff position.) The Village 

requested an “appropriate” music program but did not yet know what that meant or how 

it would be constituted. Experience from the Village Words program pointed to rap and 

hip hop, however, as with the other programming, content would be decided dialogically 

and with experimentation. Meanwhile, Del’s home department chair still questioned 

deploying the new classical star, and not a music education or foundations person (who 

were easier to replace in university courses in the classroom), even if the dean was 

putting up the funding for her course release. However, by then, a more experimental 

project was consistent with the university’s renewed community service and social justice 

missions, and the project had full support from leadership, though it did not make life 

easier for some of the younger faculty engaged in the work. Responses from colleagues 

in the home departments of younger assistant professors and adjuncts engaged in service-

learning and civic engagement projects like Del and Mark were not always positive; 

some home departments could in fact be punitive, denying NTT instructors contract 

renewal, or denying tenure and promotion to those on the tenure track, although system-

wide attempts at curricular reform were underway at the macro level. 
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Full disclosure: we were not alone. Remember that jazz imagination and critical 

improvisation involves assessing threats and opportunities, identifying resources, and 

adjusting accordingly. To the project’s advantage, CSU and Carnegie distinguished 

scholar Tom Ehrlich was embedded with the Institute to engage faculty at the 23-campus 

CSU system in the Cornerstones service-learning and civic engagement liberal education 

project, which interrogated and attempted to reinvigorate the holistic and ethical purpose 

of Deweyan liberal education in a democratic society. Elements of Ehrlich’s Deweyan 

higher ed liberal reform would become AAC&U’s national American Democracy 

Project. Training and engagement of faculty already interested in liberal curricular reform 

and civic engagement (and who were attracted to our university because of its urban 

mission) were well underway, but systemic change was glacial, even at Tom’s home 

base. Until a community-engaged curriculum could be incentivized in hiring, retention, 

and tenure (HRT) considerations, along with more conventional research, department 

service, and teaching, departments would be slow to support it, or would actively resist it. 

Understandably so, that is not what traditional faculty signed up for, and many resented 

it.  

As such, negotiating carefully with chairs and deans in support of younger faculty 

like Del and Mark was a necessary part of the process. More often than not, faculty 

interested and willing to sit with and listen long enough in any community setting to be 

trusted and welcomed into it were mostly younger, people of multiple marginalities.  

They were non-tenured adjuncts, or assistant professors, who already had intersectional 

vulnerabilities in their departments. Having Tom as a mentor in my office aided me in my 

external work; he helped with ideas about the importance of a strong liberal democracy 
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and liberal compassion in an increasingly neoliberal world, of the role of higher 

education and paideia in preparing students and community for Deweyan liberal 

democracy, or with ideas about pedagogy; however, in negotiations with more traditional 

faculty and chairs, and on campus, I needed to distance myself from him and his project, 

because the proximity did not help the vulnerable faculty who wanted to get involved 

with city or community programs, in Visitacion Valley, or any community. And I had my 

own intersectional vulnerabilities in the work I had to do on campus. So, I navigated 

those relationships carefully. 

  Managing her department challenges, Dr. Del greatly enhanced the quality and 

the pedagogical coherence of incorporating exposure to jazz with basic music. Her 

success underscored the role of intersectional teachers and facilitators in modeling 

leadership and promoting agency in adults and children involved. Del and her combos 

arrived weekly with their own instruments to play blues and jazz and other genres, or to 

tell interesting jazz stories as oral history, and instruct the Village children in basic music 

structure and technique, using kazoos, clapping, vocalizing, using percussion shakers, for 

lack of a real budget for instruments.210 No one knew jazz, however, the children, staff, 

and community who were increasingly present when Dr. Del and her students engaged, 

seemed to genuinely appreciate and benefit from the program.  The most significant 

 
210 In a departure from the usual state purchasing fare, Institute purchasing requisitions, 

such as the one for “50 kazoos for Geneva Towers,” became the subject of gossip, 
jokes, and hostility in some administrative offices. This is to illustrate the Millsian 
notion of the difficulty of disrupting institutional practices related to social 
change. Transforming educational ideology or broadly held conventional 
conceptions regarding the ability or worth of “communities” outside major public 
institutions, even liberal and progressive ones, is even more difficult when 
“community” is as racialized, classed, gendered, and stigmatized, as the Geneva 
Towers community was.    
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aspect to the holistic success of the Village program was that it served as a critical 

counterpoint to traditional modes of education and community organizing that had been 

failing to mobilize valley residents for two generations. Community members welcomed 

this new mode enthusiastically. Using cultural and performative modes, in this 

community was the key. Introducing music in this community was especially powerful. 

John Dewey writes of the impact of sound and music, an impact which is amplified in a 

performative culture: 

Music, having sound as its medium…expresses in a concentrated way the 
shocks and instabilities, the conflicts and resolutions, that are the dramatic 
changes enacted upon the more enduring background of nature and human 
life… The connections of cerebral tissues with the ear constitute a larger 
part of the brain than those of any other sense… Sounds come from 
outside the body, but sound itself is near, intimate; it is an excitation of the 
organism; we feel the clash of vibrations throughout our body. 211   
 
As with the spoken word program, children and the parents became intellectually 

and socially engaged, as evidenced by upticks in enrollments, regular attendance, and 

social events around the programs. It was important and unusual for that generation of 

neighborhood parents to also learn about the history of jazz and its important place in 

Black history, culture, and development, and, importantly, to be exposed to the music and 

ideas of American cultural legends in the continuum of Black musics.  In addition, most 

of the children who enrolled in the music program participated in the poetry/spoken word 

program, so the jazz project introduced the element of stabilizing consistency at least two 

afternoons a week.  It was important that “they came back,” which signaled a 

collaborative “audience” who listened and serious investment on the part of adult models 

who cared—and greater trust in joint pursuits with the Visitacion Valley community. 

 
211 Dewey, J. (2005). Art as experience. Penguin Books, pp. 245-246. 
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Shelly B. brought in more volunteers from across the street. Through word of mouth (and 

the efforts of Principal C), Geneva Towers children were eventually joined by a few more 

multi-ethnic children from the same school, but who lived in the neighborhood beyond 

the Towers, so the programs, and then the Village slowly started to become a 

neighborhood program. This was important in the integration and revitalization of the 

neighborhood when the same resident’s council leaders ventured out to do that civic work 

later. The enhanced relationships around these programs were a boon for joint grant 

writing for the federal, state, and local community development funding that trickled in 

early on, while positive credibility on the ground exposed the collaborative to 

philanthropic foundation attention, funding for other community-based projects and 

research from the city, as well as critical access to the local, state, and national housing 

and community development policy arenas, which helped Brenda and Judith in their 

evolving CDC work. 

That success engendered more program requests from the Village, while it 

attracted other teaching artists interested in the venue. Like Del’s program, the Latin jazz 

program that came in under Afro-Cuban jazz artist and educator Joe C. became very 

popular. The Village children progressed from listening to new music and history, 

playing basic music on kazoos, and clapping or shaking out rhythms on Mondays with 

Del and combos, to playing real drums, congas, percussion, and the little flutes that Joe 

and his student combo shared on Wednesdays. Meanwhile, Village parents, teachers, and 

the school principal were proffering more anecdotal reports of positive changes to 

learning and behavior on the part of students involved in the poetry and music programs, 
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so far. And more adult residents were crossing the street to sit in for the music and 

history. Most of the children began to enroll in all three programs. 

As a counterpoint, other music experiments were less successful. The university’s 

international String Quartet was interested in exposing the Village to classical music. 

Children were interested during the first two sessions, when they were allowed to touch 

and sound the strings on the rare, old—and very expensive—cello, viola, and violins for 

the first time.  I personally liked the Quartet and their music and worked well with them  

on an international cultural and trade mission in which they performed, and we set up a 

graduate musical exchange program to recruit talented classical musicians to train with 

them at our university. That worked out very well. However, in the Village setting, the 

Quartet’s teaching and content turned out to be less compelling to the children and 

parents. Apparently, Bartok and Bach were much less accessible or interesting than jazz 

artists playing in the blues idiom and Joe’s exciting rhythms, which were already obscure 

enough for the kids, parents, and center staff, but whose sounds and beats were more 

relatable, and more danceable. Delivery via praxis by critical practitioners, some 

descriptive representation, and a level of comfort in the environment, as with the jazz 

pedagogy, mattered. Cultural relatability mattered. The Quartet attempted to make the 

lessons interesting in other ways. Members used jokes and even moved up and down 

comically like pistons, while playing a rhythmic Bartok piece, for instance, and the 

children thought they were funny and warmed to them. Kids enjoyed learning about the 

history of the cello, violin, and viola, as well as how the specific instruments in hand 

were crafted and cared for. But the children had to sit still and listen. The classical 

instruction, which was more traditional, more hierarchical, and less participatory by 
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design, failed to garner sufficient interest and attention from the children and adults 

involved, and when a trial period was over, neither the Village nor the Quartet were 

interested in continuing the relationship.  

Afro-Cuban jazz artist and educator Joe C. explains why he appreciated the 

unusual venue.  

Jazz is a true, genuine American art form and ironically, we're not 
teaching it the way it should be taught in schools. As kids get into middle 
and high school, it seems that only the ones who can afford private lessons 
are most likely to develop a significant jazz skill set. Everything I do is 
related to music education in some form, making it accessible to children 
of all ages and socioeconomic levels.212 
 

To the unexposed, jazz forms can be just as foreign as classical music. Arguably, young 

people are likely to hear more classical music than jazz in movies, ads, elevators, or at the 

dentist’s office, though the rhythms and phrasings of jazz and blues are far more 

accessible and recognizable as foundations for rock, country, R&B, pop, hip hop, and 

African American church music.   

At the Village, the difference in children’s engagement between the 

poetry/spoken word and jazz programs on the one hand, and the classical program on the 

other, was pedagogic style more than their descriptive representation. In Freirean critical 

problem-posing pedagogic form, Mark adjusted his repertoire to the children’s tastes and 

preferences after asking them to name the problem and what they thought would make 

poetry more interesting. Dr. Joe and Dr. Del and their combos invited the kids to help 

shape what and how they learned about jazz and music, whereas the Quartet approached 

teaching in this setting as they themselves had been taught—in the normative, western 

 
212 Paraphrased notes from a personal conversation and Joe’s faculty website. 
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top-down, education-banking mode. It did not gel with the African American Geneva 

Towers community for whom the Quartet mirrored, instead of disrupting, familiar 

sometimes oppressive, institutional modes of authority. 

   In contrast to the western classical music instructors, jazz employs 

improvisational communication styles and critical pedagogy. In the hands of skilled 

practitioners, they are inclusive and participatory for even the youngest audiences. 

Though there is improvisation involved in classical music, technical and artistic virtuosity 

are measured on standards of adherence to western technique and aesthetics. The 

classical Quartet communicated in a different style than the children they were teaching. 

In terms of teaching effectiveness in this setting, descriptive racial, cultural, and gendered 

representation by practitioners and interns mattered but seemed to matter less in this 

feminized environment than affect, communication style, pedagogy, critical vision, ways 

of contextualizing and solving problems dialogically. Demographically, the Quartet 

consisted of three white men—one with a British accent—in their mid-forties and one 

younger Filipino violinist; Mark was a young, white gay man, and his English 

Department interns were mostly white women; Del is Black, and her regular grad jazz 

combo was comfortably Bay Area multi-racial (white, Japanese American, Filipino 

American, and Native American), and Joe appears white but registers Black and Latino, 

and his band was also multi-racial. As in the structure of jazz performance and listening, 

the pedagogy was Freirean. Students and teachers listened and learned reciprocally in a 

learning community, while they created shared meaning together in a respectful and 

participatory atmosphere. 
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Adapted Liberation Theology 

Apprenticeship, Hope, Love and Authentic Identity through Dance and Design 

Finally, two additional teaching artists appeared providentially, seeking us out for 

the opportunity to teach, practice and learn at the Village, both also from the Creative 

Arts college, which had become a partner in many of my projects. Their examples 

illustrate nicely the transmission of individual and group agency through CIP. Dr. Rick  

G. was a young professor in Design and Industry and the son of immigrants from Cote 

d’Ivoire who was interested in issues of accessibility and inclusivity in his work in 

universal design, so he started to “hang out and see what happens” at the Village.213  

Though he didn’t technically work with the children, over many months interested 

 
213 Perhaps their involvement was not providence but synergy, the result of linked 

networks. After some success of the Village jazz and poetry programs, the college 
dean and chairs who had initially questioned the academic and artistic merits of 
putting artists and art student interns in the field were beginning to identify other  
faculty in Creative Arts, who were competing to get “out there.” The institute now 
offered funding to buy out more time for community programming and 
curriculum development. Separately, Creative Arts leadership, faculty talent, 
cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural collaborations between artist/practitioners, 
and others signaled a renaissance of the school’s jazz program and more visible 
engagement in the City of all the arts. Bop alto saxophone legend and SF State 
alum John Handy (Handy apprenticed with Charlie Mingus, Coltrane, and other 
bebop greats as a teen, becoming a national figure at the 1968 Monterey Jazz 
Festival.) Having taught jazz at the college decades before, Handy returned as a 
teaching artist in residence, and the university launched its annual jazz festival in 
his name. Branford Marsalis accepted a teaching artist in residence position; 
interdisciplinary collaborations with Marsalis, the Quartet, and others attracted 
jazz and classical students worldwide. Broader multisectoral alliances began 
conversations regarding the co-development of a high-tech hip hop recording 
training program for community teens at the closed Bayview/Hunters Point Naval 
Shipyard (discussed earlier) with the Herbie Hancock Foundation, and national 
organizing began around the creation of the Museum of the African Diaspora 
(MOAD) in San Francisco, supporting my arguments regarding the arts as access, 
organizing, and educating vehicles, especially African American performative 
arts. 
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residents and the Village community “hung out” with Professor G., using his expertise to 

try to understand a remarkable range of processes and language employed in the design 

of the replacement housing and the community center. He brought in equipment and 

showed how computer modeling works in preparation for the “visioning” sessions 

residents were having to discuss design of the buildings with architects. Residents 

became fluent in the language of environmental impact reports (EIRs) and basic design to 

the extent that they eventually helped vet architecture firms, negotiated, and advocated in 

processes with architects, engineers, and contractors. To the surprise, and sometimes the 

annoyance of the City, architects, and contractors, residents fully participated in design 

charrettes on the GT replacement housing and community buildings, hosting meetings, 

offering insights and suggestions, and asking many, many questions. This prepared them 

for broader conversations and organizing with other non-GT residents for the 

revitalization of the broader multi-ethnic neighborhood. Further, residents worked with 

Dr. G’s graduate students on symbolic representations of the area’s revitalization, co-

designing signage and banners that signified hope and renaissance for the neighborhood.  

  
An Exemplar of Critical Improvisational Pedagogy 

The most natural exemplar of critical improvisational pedagogy was Dr. Bird, 

who created the Village Dancers Program, a complement to the spoken word, music/jazz, 

and Latin jazz sessions the rest of the week, so the children had a full range of arts and 

culture programming that kept the Village buzzing after school almost every day. (By this 

time, Judith and Cissy, Brenda, Larry, and Vernon had grown accustomed to the noise in 

the middle of the building outside their offices. They enjoyed the activity and excitement 

of the after-school programs, and they loved the changes they were seeing in the children, 
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staff, volunteers, and residents, but they had to make sure to schedule any important 

meetings before 3:00 to avoid being drowned out by amplified music, or a room full of 

drummers in the open area, where those classes were held. They could close their doors, 

but often did not. Sometimes they would sit in and participate.)   

Bird, a professor of dance and dance education for nearly 40 years, was a Dunham 

Technique master teacher who had worked with Katherine Dunham organizationally. As 

a Dunham Technique master teacher, Bird embodied Dunham’s pedagogical values and 

strategies. Dr. Bird heard about the Village programs and actively sought us out, to do a 

children’s dance program in a lower-income African American community setting, where 

she would have more impact than in the white, upper middle-class setting she used as a 

training ground for her dance education students. And she was very eager to teach 

Katherine Dunham Technique in this community.  

As background, the iconic Katherine Dunham was a classically trained African 

American ballet and modern jazz dancer, choreographer, dance educator, writer, and 

creator of the Dunham Technique. Dunham was also a University of Chicago-trained 

anthropologist, and political activist. Dunham trained generations of modern and avant-

garde dancers, choreographers, master teachers. She trained actors such as Gregory Peck, 

Eartha Kitt, James Dean, Chita Rivera and José Ferrer in movement and dance at her 

New York studio. Marlon Brando enjoyed drumming for those classes. She 

choreographed ballet at the Met. Dunham is credited with internationalizing American 

modern dance with her work abroad, and with creating African American Dance.  

Unlike her male colleagues, women like Dunham and pianist Mary Lou Williams, 

were rejected multiple times from the State Department’s Jazz Ambassador Cold War 
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world tours mentioned in Chapter 4. A critic on the State Department’s selection 

committee deemed Dunham’s art, “theatrical in the cheapest sense.”214 Dunham, 

however, thought the staging of her ballet Southland, about a lynching in the Jim Crow 

south contradicted the message the State Department was trying to make about the status 

and treatment of African Americans in the U.S. Dunham became more politically 

militant, like Holiday and Lincoln, another “race woman.”  In addition to teaching 

African diasporic and classical Western dance/movement techniques, Dunham’s critical 

pedagogy (for Black and white students) included a focus on the African origins of 

African diasporic cultures in the Americas, particularly in the U.S., Haiti, Brazil, and 

Jamaica, which combined her anthropological research interests and dance. Dunham’s 

anthropology fieldwork in the Caribbean led her to recognize her own affinity with place 

and culture in the diaspora, and a fascination with the danced Vodun religion.215  

Formally trained in classical, ballet, modern dance and trained in the Dunham 

Technique by Katherine Dunham, Dr. Bird worked closely with Dunham, assisting in her 

research on music, dance and culture in Haiti and Brazil. Designated by Dunham as a 

Dunham Master Teacher, Bird was also an accomplished vocalist, and important to her 

own critical pedagogy, an ordained minister who consciously adapted aspects of 

liberation theology into her pedagogy and praxis. The early mentor-apprentice 

relationship between Bird and her mentor illuminates the traditional African American 

 
214 Von Eschen, P. (2004), pp. 21-22. 
 
215 Risner, V.J. Katherine Dunham: A Life in Dance. [Web.] Retrieved from the Library 

of Congress, http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/html/dunham/dunham-
timeline.html. 
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performative transmission of oral history, ideas, techniques, strategies, and styles of 

cultural expression from one generation of master artists to the next that is essential to the 

architectonic structure and apprenticeship networks in Black music and arts, as discussed 

by Cornel West, Eric Hobsbawm, and others in Chapter 4.216   

With Dunham as her model, Dr. Bird, her dance education students, and the 

community created a dance and Black culture program at the Village that engaged 

neighborhood children from kindergarten to middle school (as well as high school-age 

students and adults who were interested and within earshot) in Katherine Dunham 

Technique, a pedagogy of African American agency, a pedagogy that seemed tailor- 

made for the Village.  For several years, including after her retirement from the 

university, Bird and her graduate students were present at the Village weekly. Her 

program instilled in the children a physical and mental discipline, a kinesthetic education 

in Black culture and cultural forms, respect for authority with advocacy for the self, 

appreciation for learning, and most importantly for the children, the joy in movement and 

music. 

Like the other master teachers, Dr. Bird improvised and easily pivoted to adjust to 

changing situations. On the first day she taught at the Village, with a whole class of dance 

credential students in tow who had prepped for this first class together, Bird realized the 

lessons in basic movement that she used for children at the last upper middle-class white 

setting she taught in, was far too basic for Village kids. She had somehow forgotten that 

 
216 See West, C. (1994). Race Matters, pp. 56-57. 
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“these kids dance before they can walk.”  She stopped the class, reconnoitered with her 

assistant teachers, and they went straight into dance.  

But, to the children, parents, and staff who were drawn to the center in the 

afternoons, Bird also taught Haitian, Brazilian, African, and American music, and 

culture. Dr. Bird would teach, for example, the basic technique and meaning of capoeira 

with live drumming and performance by graduate students and guests, then follow it with 

the introduction of the meaning and narratives in African-derived Brazilian and Haitian 

patterns in cloth and costumes she would bring to show students. The interns that worked 

with her from the university would be assigned to bring in visual aids to accompany the 

dance content of each class.  The next week, they could do ballet, African, or East Asian 

dance and culture.  

For children whose physical education and art programs in schools in the under-

resourced neighborhood ranged from severely cut to nonexistent, the program provided a 

healthy physical alternative to after-school junk food, video games, or hanging out in the 

street. Dr. Bird provided exposure to positive modeling from the dance interns who 

organized and were deployed to work individually with students, as well as exposure to 

and appreciation for forms of music, costumes, and cultural lessons to which the children 

(and adults) would never have otherwise been exposed. If the jazz programs introduced 

Village kids to African American and Afro-Cuban jazz rhythm (which they were familiar 

with through Dr. Joe’s Latin Jazz program), jazz harmonics and modes, the dance 

program exposed them to African, Indian, Chinese, and other Asian, Middle Eastern, and 

classical European music, dance, anthropology, and ideology. Together, the programs 
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opened minds and facilitated agency, by vastly broadening the scope of knowledge 

available to residents and their children.  

Dr. Bird’s program also provided the opportunity for the Village Dancers to 

perform at the large, professional theater at the university at the end of each semester. 

The performance on a professional stage, with professional staff, theater lights, and sound 

served as an incentive to participate, but the event also served to cement trust and 

solidarity for the families, the university, and their respective communities. It created a 

remarkable reciprocal learning opportunity for the Visitacion Valley community, the 

campus community, and the surrounding neighborhood residents who would assemble 

for the breadth of creative university performances each term. The performance was a fun 

and non-threatening introduction to the university as a safe, dynamic, and accessible 

space for many children and their families, some of whom had never been to a college, or 

had never ventured to this part of the city near Ocean Beach (some who had never even 

seen the beach, though the Valley was 15 minutes away by car).   

La Tanya B. of the resident’s council was hired to work with Dr. Bird and her 

students at the Village. As her apprentice, La Tanya organized and supervised the other 

residents who volunteered to work with the Village Dancers. La Tanya also learned 

fundraising, helping families fundraise for the program’s costumes for recitals and public 

appearances. Bird mentored La Tanya for the many years she offered the Village Dancers 

program, on everything from teaching the critical curriculum, to fundraising, and the 

discipline of community praxis through African American and Afro-diasporic culture. 

Still in touch, Bird reports that La Tanya is doing well. She is a recent homeowner and is 

raising a daughter. 
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Drs. Del and Joe introduced African American-ness and jazz musical cultures 

from Boston, San Francisco, Cuba, and the wider Caribbean. Many of the families had 

parents or grandparents that were Caribbean immigrants, so the cultural dissemination 

newly enlightened residents about their own families. The Village likewise benefitted 

immensely from the cultural capital and anthropological depth that Dr. Bird brought from 

her roots and training in Oakland, her apprenticeship with Dr. Dunham, as well as her 

international exposure and performance experience.  

  An ordained minister with a specific politics, Dr. Bird was to these young people 

an altogether different kind of Black woman (even though she seemed so familiar). Her 

own pedagogy was consciously threaded through with her own meaning (like her stories, 

costumes, music, and visual aids above):  her conscious strategy and pedagogy as a 

teacher, mentor, and minister exemplified her adaptation of liberation theology and 

critical improvisational pedagogy. Bird reports that she went into dance and teaching 

because it expressed her African American spirituality through movement and music. Dr. 

Bird originally wanted to be a minister but was discouraged from doing so as a young 

person in her family and community because of her gender, while male friends “went 

ahead and did what spoke to them.” She went to divinity school and was ordained later in 

life. However, reflections on the sexism that stopped her as a young girl are central to 

how and what she teaches. She focuses on gender, intersectionality, and personal agency 

for girls (and the boys) in dance and life, as part of her critical pedagogy. She has devoted 

herself to mentoring, teaching, and encouraging girls and young women throughout her 

career.  
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Dr. Bird’s commitment to the children and her influence extended beyond her 

makeshift studio at the Village (for which she insisted on buying appropriate flooring on 

which the children could properly dance). Consistent with her commitment to girls and 

women, her ethic of care, and West’s “Black Christian love” in traditional African 

American communities, in addition to La Tanya, Bird personally mentored and assisted a 

few of the girls who were in particularly challenging home situations or foster homes. 

Serving as an aunt, or mother, she would make sure her mentees were properly cared for. 

For example, Dr. Bird took six of the star Village Dancers to St. Louis for a Dunham 

Institute gathering to perform and did not find out until a girl collapsed on stage, that the 

child was epileptic and not receiving medical care. Nayla was in foster care. Dr. Bird 

made sure she was treated and followed her until she graduated, helping her enroll in the 

Guardian Scholars program when she aged out of the system. Nayla finished the program 

and went to college.  

She helped another foster child in the dance program navigate the system when 

she needed a heart transplant, driving the twenty-seven miles to and from Stanford to be 

present with her during her hospitalizations. Her diverse university students could count 

on her in the same way. Many years later, she is still central in the lives of these women. 

In this way, Dr. Bird and her praxis with mentees and students exemplifies West’s 

network of apprenticeships and relationships that serve as human connective tissue to the 

love, guidance, and support in that alternative architectonic space of appearing. For her 

part, Bird vastly expanded her range of students and participants through the Village 

Dancers, enriching her experiences as a practitioner and theologian. She involved her 

school-age son (an elite-trained dancer) in the weekly sessions and recitals as just one of 
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the kids; Josh, in turn, learned so much from the Village children. Village Dancers 

became an extended family that expanded to other schools and other neighborhoods 

around the city. Bird signaled to the children and community that the architecture of 

support, learning, and love was authentic, welcoming, and a stepping-stone to many 

future joyful experiences. Bird inspired hope. So, did all the organic intellectuals who 

practiced critical improvisational pedagogy with the children and parents of Geneva 

Towers, while mentoring and grooming new leaders and organic intellectuals. 

 

The Epilogue in the next chapter discusses outcomes, failures, and learnings, and 

the uncontrollable circumstances that interrupted the work of the new center and its new 

leadership—and a story of resilience. It ends with possible prescriptions for future 

collaborative work in CIP towards individual and community development and 

transformation, and future political organizing towards democratic justice and equality. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

EPILOGUE 
 

 In addition to content and pedagogical instruction from the professors who came 

to teach, the newly hired program leaders from the residents’ council—low-income, 

women with intersectional challenges—received support in the form of paid 

programmatic jobs at the center, mentoring, regular meetings with directors and other 

leaders, educational counseling, and access to resources and information for their 

families, including the Mandarin classes. These resident leaders would later use their 

agency as vocal advocates and community leaders in negotiations with the city, funders, 

and builders around the broader community development campaign. These mothers 

would become the resident organic intellectuals. A few would eventually speak in 

national venues on resident participation in nonprofit affordable housing development, or 

lobby locally and in congress for personal causes such as home insecurity, public 

residents’ rights, and violence prevention. One resident mother would go on to launch a 

national organization on homelessness after receiving training at the Panetta 

Congressional Internship training center in D.C., while working on her degree, and later 

serving as staff in Representative Barbara Lee’s congressional office. A single mother, 

Malinda T. took her three young girls with her during her internship, an unprecedented 

move that required some creative improvisation. Malinda was by far the most promising 

candidate among the applicants; there was no reason for her not to be able to take 

advantage of this opportunity if she wanted to go. However, her case required special 
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negotiations with Mrs. Panetta, who personally approved and arranged dormitories for 

the interns in Washington and was understandably nervous about having children there. 

“It is not done.”  Critical improvisation, among other things, means finding new ways, 

when necessary, around seemingly insurmountable obstacles . Sometimes it means 

creating new precedents. Alternative housing in Washington that was close to the dorms 

and the internship was arranged for Malinda and her three girls, and it turned out fine. 

After her internship with Rep. Lee, Malinda finished her Master’s in Public Policy at the 

University of Maryland, College Park. Malinda and her young women are doing very 

well. 

The children’s programming that we cobbled together for Geneva Towers—“from 

things at hand and things we could find,”—to paraphrase jazz harpist Dorothy Ashby’s 

reflections on critical improvisation, exceeded expectations of the collaborative and 

residents. The praxis of critical improvisational pedagogy by the four neighborhood 

organic intellectuals and the master teachers from the university were effective in 

providing a loving environment in which to transmit African American histories, culture, 

arts, and positive mores to the children and adult participants in the programming. The 

school principal reported that in general, behavior and standardized scores were improved 

for the children, many of whom seemed to exhibit more self-esteem and well-being, 

amidst the disruption to their lives by temporary relocation during the long construction 

process, and the chaos that continued on the streets between the two rival youth gangs in 

the Valley.  

The faculty from the university were gratified to be part of a generative learning 

community that they were helping to shape. Dr. Del managed to extend her one course 
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release to the Village, far beyond the one semester her department and college had 

committed. She also managed to ramp up the jazz program at the university, even though 

she had been hired specifically to teach classical piano and composition, and eventually 

became the jazz program’s director. Mark, Del, Joe, Rick, and Bird continued their 

teaching and mentoring relationships with the community center after Geneva Towers 

was imploded, after the New Village Community Center was built in 2002, and after 

residents began moving into the replacement townhomes in 2004.  

Cissy R., Lily J., Shelly B., La Tanya B., other staff, and volunteers continued 

their work with the resident’s council and the New Village Center. Many participated in 

organizing with the broader neighborhood to revitalize the neighborhood, with communal 

gardens, green spaces, and new facades for the business corridor. Some went on to enroll 

in our special matriculating course at the university, in college courses elsewhere, or 

worked at jobs outside the valley. All programs of the Village in the old factory 

warehouse across the street moved into the New Village Center, along with a public 

health clinic, a community mental health program, a new Boys and Girls club, a new 

computer lab, violence prevention, and other programs to complement the arts and 

culture classes. The building had a state-of-art dance floor for Bird’s program, and the 

CDC took advantage of state incentives to install solar panels on the roof. According to 

HUD, 60% of the original Geneva Towers leaseholders returned to live in one of the 

three replacement complexes, including the new John King Senior Living Center. They 

were followed by a diverse mix of affordable to market-rate lessors. The project won 

HUD’s award for excellence in community housing development in 1999, followed by an 

award for Best Practices in Community Services in 2000 for the CDC and The Village 
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for tracking and keeping engaged the several hundred residents who had to relocate, and 

providing ongoing services and education to them.217 

By these accounts, the collaborative had done what it did not know it was setting 

out to do: while building nonprofit affordable housing, it created a community-based 

architectonic structure of support that transmitted positive African American and Afro-

diasporic histories, stories, culture, arts, and traditions, a critical curriculum that helped 

residents contextualize their subjective realities within the larger world through critical 

improvisational pedagogy practiced by its local organic intellectuals and its borrowed 

ones. The New Village Center became that Arendtian public “space of appearing,” where 

people came to talk about the community, the schools, and critical concerns, such as gun 

violence. The community held celebrations and memorials and invited candidates for 

local and state office for townhalls and candidate’s debates. Village experiences and 

training prepared residents to participate and compete in the Habermasian public square, 

as in the City Hall testimonies, Congressional testimony, and the townhalls and 

architectural charrettes in which some participated. 

In time, however, the original advocates in the collaborative had to move on. 

Brenda L. moved on from the CDC to her new job as Director of the City’s children’s 

fund. Judith retired when her work was done, but continued chronicling the faces of the 

people, the children and the elders, and the history of the Valley through her 

 
217 HUD 1999 National Best of Best Award for excellence in nonprofit affordable 

housing development (Geneva Valley Development Corporation (GVDC) and 
Heritage Homes); HUD 2000 Best Practice Awards for Services—The New 
Village Community Center. 
https://archives.hud.gov/initiatives/bestpractices/2000/sanfran.html 
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photography. Vernon remained, working in the Valley, as a stalwart in the community in 

which he and his children grew up, although he and his family purchased a house in the 

suburbs. Larry F. and I moved on to other cities for other reasons. At around this time, 

the mayor completed his second term and leadership was changing, so the agencies were 

losing the shared history and affinity with the residents of the Valley. I left the university 

as Director of the institute, and the person taking my place pledged to remain committed 

to this neighborhood that had become a de facto satellite campus for faculty and students 

from the arts and humanities, as well as computer science, environmental science, urban 

studies, political science, social work, sociology, and ethnic studies. However, those 

programs slowly began to withdraw. When the university president with the politics that 

supported and encouraged the urban mission retired, there was no one to be held 

accountable for our relationships in Visitacion Valley and other communities, or to 

support the faculty when they needed it on campus. Faculty who wanted to continue, like 

Mark, Del, Rick, and Bird, did so on their own.  

Through all the good work that was going on inside the Village and the three 

replacement complexes with the residents during those many years, the gang, drug, and 

gun violence continued unabated outside. The youth at the Sunnydale Housing Projects 

just blocks down the hill warred over turf with the up-the-hill Geneva Towers youth that 

continued during and after the campaign, despite the regular presence of the beat police 

in the Village for meetings, community celebrations, and the community peace and 

DARE drug education programs.   

Hindsight is 20-20. In retrospect, all of the attention, concentrated enrichment, 

exciting comings and goings, important visitors, and joyful drumming emanating from 
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the Village most likely made it worse for our youth who, it appears, were targeted by 

youth in the project housing down the hill, especially after the brick-and-mortar work was 

done and major institutions withdrew. Despite the violence prevention trainings for 

residents and staff, and the peace and mediation resources that the Village introduced to 

the older youth and neighborhood, the collaborative had to create a response team to help 

the mothers and families of the young people who were shot. The Community Leadership 

Academy Emergency Response project was created by Sharen H., a transplanted organic 

intellectual from NYC, to act immediately after neighborhood killings, to help mothers 

and their families with basic resources while they grieved and buried their children, to 

make sure the police and the city acted quickly to do their investigations and take care of 

crime scenes promptly, to avoid traumatizing the families and neighborhood who had to 

see bleeding bodies of people they knew and loved, left on the street for hours.   

At one point in the process, the man responsible for the drug business and guns in 

the neighborhood became involved with one of the leader/mothers who worked at the 

Village. When he started stashing guns in her apartment where her children lived, Brenda 

and Sharen intervened with her. On our way to a meeting, Sharen once introduced me to 

one of the young men who had always greeted me so politely in the neighborhood. That 

night he said, “Good evening, Ms. Susan. Good evening, Aunt Sharen.”  After we went in 

for our meeting, Sharen said, “Do you notice he never bends his right arm inside his 

basketball jacket?” I did not. “He has a shortened AK-47 in his sleeve. They all do.” By 

some logic, they thought they were protecting us and the community those evenings they 

stood in front of the Village during meetings. Perhaps they were. This was years into the 
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work with the collaborative and it was news to me. Sharen was a newcomer and a veteran 

of much rougher wars in NYC, so she was more forthcoming with this information.  

Despite the heavy presence of the university there and our close relationships, 

there were things the collaborative protected us and the rest of the world from, as they 

protected their residents. While the camaraderie was transparent and friendships were 

true, leaders and residents were performative in the important work the collaborative was 

doing to provide that positive, Black-centered infrastructure of support and critical 

pedagogy for the children and adults that was holding the community together. The 

problems with guns and drugs in the hands of older youth, on the other hand, was not 

something they, or the authorities, could ever gain control over. So, we collectively 

supported families through their losses, brought in violence prevention trainings, found 

psychologists and counselors, marched for peace, built basketball courts, and went 

forward with the work. 

After the original organic intellectuals had moved on, the university withdrew its 

presence, and city leadership changed, the buildings and services alone could not make 

the center hold. Hannah Arendt said in The Human Condition, that these architectonic 

structures of support, these “spaces of appearance” were durable, because they were held 

together by the human beings who construct them. There were no unfamiliar norms to 

which to assimilate; these spaces of intermediate polis were therefore inclusive and 

supportive of the people in it. The collaborative had done everything it could with the 

time that it had to encourage and support the next generation of leadership for the 

community. The effort succeeded with those who worked most closely and consistently 

in apprenticeships with their mentors. The mentees, staff, and volunteers were offered 
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avenues to higher education, tuition waivers for the special courses that fast-tracked 

admittance and matriculation for community members, nonprofit staff and agency staff 

who worked together who wanted to work towards a degree, and more training. Lily J., 

Malinda T., Sybil C., went to school, got good jobs, some bought homes, and their 

children went to college. Cissy, the resident youth president, apprenticed with all of us 

beginning in her teens. She shadowed Judith, Brenda, Larry, and Vernon at external 

meetings, and attended the special course we had created; I introduced her to the 

university, the dorms, and people in the administrative offices who could help her on 

campus. The collaborative was grooming her for leadership, and she seemed to be well 

on her way, all while she worked at the CDC, took care of her mother who had had 

problems with drugs in the past, and while she protected her brother M, whom she 

enrolled in all of the Village programs so she could keep an eye on him after school.  

Cissy and M. grew up in the course of the campaign. 

 
Hard Lessons 

 
A few years after we had all moved on, I was thousands of miles away, relaxing 

from a different set of challenges on a beach in the South of France for the first time with 

my former institute boss and our respective partners. Ironically, we were reminiscing 

about old friends and comrades, and how much we had enjoyed the good work we had all 

done together at the institute, in the city, and in community when my cell phone rang. By 

a strange coincidence, another former colleague, who still ran programs at the institute 

called me. We had not spoken in some time; she thought I should know that Cissy’s 

brother, M. had been fatally shot in front of the new property on his way home. By this 

time, M. was a young man with a partner and a young daughter; he was not involved in 
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any illegal or gang activity; he was walking in from his car after work. The former GT 

residents were devastated by the loss of the sweet boy Cissy raised amid the work. Cissy 

and her mother were inconsolable. Further, my former colleague continued through tears 

that one of Lily J.’s sons (of the poetry and spoken word program) had been previously 

shot and was paralyzed. Her second son had recently been murdered. Alice, a job training 

and placement counselor who worked with Larry on the jobs and education project, lost 

two sons to the violence. There was a war on the people associated with the new housing 

and community center. Cissy immediately moved out of the neighborhood to the same 

suburb where Vernon had moved his family. She quit her leadership work with the 

community. Lily J. left her staff leadership position at the New Village children’s 

programs and moved her remaining family out of the neighborhood soon thereafter. 

Others followed. The infrastructure of resident support was gone. I got off the phone and 

wept.  

Even with the unusual convergence of political goodwill from federal, state, and 

local government, foundations, and the institutional largesse that came to help Geneva 

Towers residents create better housing and a better future for their families, no one could 

predict, as the original advocates left one by one, that things would change so drastically, 

and all at the same time.  No one anticipated that the political winds and allegiances in 

the city would change so completely with mayoral administrations, that the university 

would completely withdraw with the president’s retirement, leaving special faculty who 

had embedded themselves in many communities, like Bird, Del, Rick, and Mark on their 

own, and HUD’s involvement would be end after the bricks and mortar project was done, 

or that the ongoing youth “gang conflicts” would erupt into a daily blood bath.   
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In retrospect, the simultaneous withdrawal of those institutional pillars of support 

occurred before the new generation of organic intellectuals and advocates were fully 

ready, leaving them and the former residents of Geneva Towers vulnerable. Without 

those visible institutional pillars, the former children down the hill could act on their rage 

towards the former Geneva Towers children who, just a few years earlier, had been 

considered the worst off in the city. The GT children and families were most in need of 

attention and support because of multiple displacements by urban renewal, policy failures 

of “neighborhood patterning,” zoning, and red-lining discussed in Appendix B, as well as 

the accident of moving into a housing complex owned by a landlord that would accept 

federal subsidies for the building to accommodate some Section 8 vouchers, then default, 

and allow the building to decay before abandoning it.218 The Geneva Towers children and 

families were most in need of attention in the city. So, those children and families had 

benefited by concerted institutional efforts and years of federal and local attention and 

support, mentors, apprenticeships, jobs, music, poetry, dance, and new homes with yards 

and white fences they had helped design, with barbecues, decks, lofts, new appliances, 

and water in new pipes that did not smell bad. The Sunnydale families, who had always 

been slightly better off in terms of their living conditions prior to the campaign, did not 

receive similar supports.  Now, the families of Geneva Towers were receiving the brunt 

of that frustration and rage. Now, those interlocking networks of support that had always 

been there for Cissy and others could do nothing for them. When Cissy and Lily left the 

neighborhood in despair, others followed. Some stayed in the housing; however, the 

 
218 (See Appendix A for background on Geneva Towers and Visitacion Valley.) 
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center did not hold. The ongoing programs and services for residents that the emerging 

leaders now led in the Village collapsed. 

The original advocates and teachers involved with the New Village were also 

devastated because they were still invested in these residents. For them, Cissy and M, 

Alice and her boys, and Lily and her boys—and their poetry were still well-loved.  They 

were family. Everyone grieved these terrible losses. However, I was perplexed that in 

their deep grief, the local organic intellectuals were surprisingly pragmatic, having 

witnessed multiple cycles of political and social progress, retrenchment, and devastation 

since their early civil rights and social justice work, whether in the streets, the Freedom 

Schools, or the Black Panthers. They had witnessed bloodshed before. Brenda and Larry 

had each lost a son long before I knew them. They mourned and went on, without losing 

hope. The cycles of local growth and violence reminded me of the cycles of progress and 

retrenchment after Emancipation: emancipation, some progress during Reconstruction, 

Jim Crow segregation, violence, and public lynchings, more organizing and freedom 

struggles, Brown v. Board of Education, the murder of Emmet Till, incremental success, 

the Sunday morning Birmingham church bombing that killed four little girls, more 

struggles, more civil rights successes, assassinations of Black leaders, more violence, and 

so on. 

However, no one in the collaborative of residents and their organic intellectuals 

regretted the collaborative’s work of finding resources and building that center of 

support, belonging, and thriving Black life for the hundreds of women, children, and 

families that were helped by it, whether that meant their leaving the community for new 

lives, or remaining, with new perspective, new homes, new skills, jobs, and agency. The 
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advocates would do it all over again. True to their praxis, they continued the same justice 

and development work in other capacities until they retired. The faculty stated that they 

would certainly do it again if they could. Teaching in the environment enriched their 

teaching, students, and research immensely. They made life-long friends of mentees, 

staff, and residents; they felt that their years of critical improvisational pedagogy at the 

Village contributed to the children and community in tangible and intangible ways. In her 

wisdom, Bird reminded me to “always think of the ones that were helped, where they will 

go, and what they’ll know to do. We don’t even know how many people that will affect. 

We had to focus on the ones we had.” 

Following up with the resident leaders, Lily J. remarried and appears to be 

thriving in her life after her losses, as is Alice, who also lost two sons. Cissy R., went on 

with her life, got married and is raising a little girl. She returned to manage an affordable 

housing complex nearby, where Vernon now works. She uses the many skills she 

acquired during the collaborative campaign and at the CDC as an administrator there, 

where “some of the folks moved after all of the violence.” She remains in touch with 

other former residents, having tracked and kept “the family” of the four hundred 

remaining leaseholders and their families together during the relocations during the 

demolition and replacement of Geneva Towers when she was a teen. However, she still 

lives outside the city and does not like to talk about or see the part of the neighborhood 

that she helped build.  

Though some former GT residents still live in the new homes, the Geneva Towers 

community is gone. New people of diverse classes and new immigrants have moved into 

the homes that the GT residents helped design, some at market prices. The neighborhood 
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beyond the new homes up the hill that was revitalized in the process, partly with the new 

hope and energy of those moms armed with the “banners of hope and revitalization” to 

hang in the neighborhood that they created with Dr. Rick and his students, that 

neighborhood with the new public greenways, community gardens, new coffee shops and 

restaurants, and the new light rail line nearby that finally connects the neighborhood with 

the rest of the city—is now completely gentrified. Sunnydale remains just a few blocks 

down the hill, just as it was, with the young men on the corner outside the Korean store. 

However, they know longer feel the need to shoot people going in and out of Heritage 

Homes, Britton Courts, and the New Village.   

The New Village shut down amidst the violence and collapse that followed. The 

center was reopened by the city in 2013, under the imprimatur of the City and County of 

San Francisco and run by the SF Department of Public Health. The New Village was 

advertised as a hub of co-located services and activities for the neighborhood, with a 

special “Interrupt, Predict and Organize for a Safer San Francisco program…ensuring 

that high quality, coordinated services are readily available to neighborhood residents.”219  

It means they put a police satellite inside the center. According to its social media page, 

the center sponsored a second annual International Jazz and Spoken Word Day in April 

2016. The page featured many pictures of the same eight or ten young people, Asian 

youths with two African Americans on various field trips. The last entry on the Village’s 

social media page was entered in June of that year. 

 

 

 
219 Press Release from Mayor Ed Lee’s Office, September 13, 2013. 
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What does “the work” mean for communities in our “battered democracy” in 2022?  

In this project, I have defined the criteria for critical improvisational pedagogy 

and delineated traditional structures in African American life that support critical 

education, teach authentic Black history, prepare, and encourage individual and 

community growth. I have illustrated how the praxis is generalizable across West and 

Dyson’s “intermediate institutions,” from Black schools, churches, and the jazz 

infrastructure which support Black excellence and innovation, to other existing African 

American institutions. In Chapter 5, I showed how critical improvisational pedagogy was 

generalizable to new community-located centers, those sites of “appearance,”220 that 

expand possibilities for the transmission of critical consciousness and agency for greater 

numbers of citizens for the deliberative public sphere, where they can voice concerns and 

help shape policies that affect them. I showed how the historic critical improvisation and 

performative ability that was necessary to African American survival became what critic 

Abrams calls “prowess,” through years of improvisational practice and discipline, 

especially in fields such as music, or sports, where formerly enslaved people had more 

access to opportunity. Chapter 5 illumined how the collaborative selected children’s 

cultural and performative arts programming as access points for critical improvisational 

pedagogy for this reason. 

I showed how the project of CIP was built on the philosophical project of 

humanistic prophetic pragmatism of Cornel West, his analysis of Black life, and his 

influences, especially American pragmatism, W.E.B. Du Bois and John Dewey’s visions 

 
220 See Arendt, H. (1959), p. 45. 
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for the dynamic, unfinished work of creative democracy and the pedagogical intervention 

of preparing citizens for active lives of democratic engagement through paideia. West 

has created a critical pedagogy designed to relieve the suffering of the “wretched of the 

earth” as a teacher and a philosopher. I posit, against critics such as Adolph Reed, 

Rosemary Cowan, and others, that West’s humanistic tendency is what compels him to 

broaden his audience, also delivering his pedagogy as improvisational performance to his 

suffering masses in soaring ministerial rhetoric and biblical passages, vernacular speech 

and gestures, African American musical references, all modes that are more familiar 

outside of his “North Atlantic” elite academic students and audiences. I show how this 

critical pedagogical project attempts to flesh out more concretely the architecture and 

criteria for traditional, current, sites of creative democracy, growth and Black excellence 

and future sites of creative democracy and growth that West and Dyson identify. The 

objective of developing neighborhood sites in collaboration with other institutions is to 

provide culturally appropriate spaces for authentic subjective identity development, 

critical consciousness, social and political growth, and deliberative practice through 

critical improvisational pedagogy in neighborhood centers that are, by design, more 

accessible for placed-based or marginalized citizens who may not have immediate access 

to more traditional centers of preparation and excellence.   

For nearly a century, the jazz infrastructure produced rapid Black innovations and 

excellence in its new hybrid art form. Chapter 4 discussed how critical improvisation in 

the musical form and intergenerational critical knowledge transmission through CIP 

apprenticeships in jazz created vast opportunities for African Americans that were 

tangible economically, socially, culturally, and politically in direct and indirect ways 
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through the work of musicians such as Holiday, Armstrong, and Gillespie, and through 

the lenses of scholars and critics such as Monson, DeVeaux, Dahl, O’Meally, and 

Hawkins, and intellectuals such as Ralph Ellison, Zora Neal Hurston, and Angela Davis.  

 
The community-based collaborative structure described in Chapter 5 produced 

African American arts and cultural programs that were successful and generative for the 

children and families who participated in the CIP programming and apprenticeships, and 

generally, for the former residents of Geneva Towers. The collaborative planning and 

resident involvement that evolved organically was aided by the collective jazz imaginary, 

and the practiced and agile skill of participants who critically improvised solutions 

together.   

The project of critical improvisational pedagogy demonstrates the efficacy of 

Dewey and West’s visions for creative experimentation, and liberal compassion moving 

democracy and justice forward. West effectively humanizes the suffering in Dewey’s 

pragmatist “units of democracy” and names the neoliberalism that perpetuates and 

exacerbates the suffering. West may be right in his argument that I questioned in Chapter 

3, that it is human evil, not accidents of birth, policy mistakes, and entrenched 

institutions, that cause human suffering. But the source of the evil is not standing on the 

corner in front of the neighborhood store, looking up the hill and resenting the exuberant 

drumming, poetry, music, and dancing emanating from new buildings up the hill. 

The gun warfare, like the Towers, reveals cracks and neglect in our system of 

democracy and our institutions of justice signal unfinished work on a much larger project 

that is more urgent in 2022. The militarized war on drugs, three-strikes legislation, and 

the vilifying rhetoric about “high-rises from hell,” “welfare queens,” or crack-crazed 
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“super-predators” only exacerbated problems in this neighborhood. The liberal 

community and institutional support and “Black love” encouraged by HUD, many city 

agencies, the local schools, foundations, the university, and its special critical 

pedagogues, with all the exuberant participatory drumming, dancing, poetry, and music 

they could muster could not stop the guns and drugs. However, the project improved 

children’s performance and behavior in school and improved many lives; the critical  

pedagogy made children (and their parents) feel proud to be who they are. Families 

thrived. However, the guns and drugs kept rolling in. The problem of the AK-47s existed 

on another register that could not be ameliorated from below. The murders were enabled 

by people with money and power who could buy the influence of policymakers, people 

who could exchange weapons for drugs, flood the cities with the same weapons and 

drugs, and then put millions of people in prison for using them.  

Bird, Brenda, and Larry would say, “it happens in cycles,” while they kept doing 

the work that they could. These many years later, local support and organizing, and 

national compassion cannot stop the power behind the AR-15s, the flak jackets, today’s 

cycles of bloodshed, and an insurgency, fueled by manipulation and alienation, 

resentment, and paranoia—a generalized psychosis. Those same forces with money and 

power that were operative in the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s have an even stronger 

stranglehold on democracy now. They began putting the messaging out, re-doubling their 

efforts to instill fear and manipulate the masses when that industry saw the opportunity: 

when it began to look like a young Black man could become President of the United 

States. The messaging seemed to have emboldened segments of society and in our 

institutions to re-emerge, justifying the control by violence on Black and Brown bodies, 
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the murder of unarmed citizens named in Chapter 1. As West asserts, the mass suffering 

and inequality in our democracy are now about neoliberal power and profit, with the 

lingering “seepage” of the ideology of white supremacy still active in our institutions. 

(Neoliberal policies that affect low-income communities like the one profiled in Chapter 

5 are discussed in Appendix B.) 

The pragmatists such as Dewey and West are not wrong in their optimism about 

creative, critical, jazz-like improvisational attempts to improve American democracy. 

Pragmatic optimism and innovative multi-pronged, multidisciplinary approaches to 

radical democratic reform are especially important when the manipulated demos veer 

dangerously away from democracy, political polarization in the legislature impedes 

action on important issues, and the Supreme Court overturns hard-won democratic rights 

and protections we thought we could take for granted. Incremental efforts by reformers to 

radically reform policy and institutions are helping. Education citizens for better 

democracy through Du Bois, Dewey, and West’s paideia has improved democracy 

incrementally. Preparing more citizens inclusively for a robust democracy by creating 

culturally appropriate sites of critical improvisational pedagogy where they live did help 

some people to develop themselves and find agency in their own lives, to make better 

lives for their children, and to be active in their expanding spheres.  

The collaborative’s critical improvisational effort to help Geneva Towers 

residents with resources so that the residents could do the work of grounding their own 

authentic identity for personal, social, and political agency through cultural enrichment, 

support, intensive apprenticeships, and participation in designs of their own making, was 
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a qualified success. As critical theorist Judith Green urges in this effort,221 these are the 

things that democratic citizens, normative critical theorists with resources and 

knowledge, and educators should be doing. We should keep using our jazz imaginaries to 

create critical counterpoints to that powerful retrenchment, to keep working towards 

Dewey’s optimistic vision of a creative, evolving democracy in progress, wherever we 

can. As my colleagues in the collaborative would say, “you just keep doing the work 

where you are,” and pray that this dangerous cycle passes. We keep doing the work, 

while applying pressure on legislators and policy makers who still have a soul.  

Critical improvisational pedagogy is no panacea for the range of problems 

battering our communities and our democracy. However, the basic template for a praxis 

of teaching, critical conscientization, and the transmission of culture instantiated in the 

jazz infrastructure and in a local community setting can be useful. Using the knowledge, 

indigenous intelligence and consciousness, a class and race critique, the theology and 

culture of each population as the basis for community-generated questions and problems 

in the iterative dialectical fight against oppression, forms critical pedagogy have been 

adapted to fight injustice and inequality in South Africa, India, Palestine, in feminist 

theology, and in the U.S.   

CIP borrows that template of critical pedagogy of teaching and mentoring, critical 

conscientization (on issues of race, class, gender, ability), and transmission of indigenous 

knowledge and culture through oral histories. Community-centered CIP is generalizable 

to other oppressed populations who wish to adapt it, as is proposed in Chapter 2; it can be 

adapted for individual development and community building for other communities 

 
221 See Green, J. M. (1999). Deep democracy. 
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domestically and internationally who are subjected to genocide, systematic exclusion and 

oppression, and similar multigenerational wealth, health, education, and housing 

disparities. The template for CIP infused with critical race feminism may be useful as a 

guide to using existing community strengths to help develop individual agency and build 

community in the toolboxes of current political justice movements. For example, the 

Black Lives Matter and #SayHerName movements may use the template to identify and 

support local organic intellectuals to build local neighborhood chapters in their diffuse 

nationwide and international networks. Likewise, immigrants’ rights and housing rights 

organizations may adapt the template to specific community needs for culturally 

appropriate local centers of support and services. 

This project has used the jazz metaphor as a useful framework for the skilled 

African American critical improvisational performativity required in the work of CIP in 

low-income African American neighborhoods with multiple challenges.223  This project is 

part of a multi-pronged approach to the radical reform of democracy, beginning with the 

individual authentic subjective identity and critical consciousness work that builds 

personal and collective agency of individuals in community. The project of critical 

improvisational pedagogy is an attempt to prepare more diverse voices for effective, 

informed critical participation in the public sphere, to inspire hope, and identify and 

 
223 Dyson, M.E. (2021), Entertaining race.  Dyson discusses this concept at length. 
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nurture more better angels to prophesize freedom, and keep doing the moral, educational, 

and political work towards a vibrant and creative democracy. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

GENEVA TOWERS: THE “HIGH-RISE FROM HELL” 

AND VISITACION VALLEY BACKGROUND 

 

A Community’s Improvisational Response to Crisis 

Geneva Towers (GT) stood at the center of Visitacion Valley, in the Southeast 

corner of the city. Before the developer allowed the massive towers to fall into a state of 

complete dilapidation by the developer, the higher floors of the Towers featured 

balconies and spectacular views of SF bay and its surrounding hills. Built on a hill in the 

section of the city closest to the airport, the buildings were originally built by post-war 

developer Joseph Eichler who envisioned mid- to luxury-end apartments that were 

designed to attract business and airport executives, airline pilots, and flight attendants at 

the height of the mid-century economic, housing, and development boom. However, 

macro-level changes—stagnating wages, the flight of manufacturing and industry, and 

intra-city migration by families being displaced by urban renewal in other areas—meant 

that the Eichler Towers were both less affordable and less attractive to that target market. 

Further, massive job losses and the ensuing economic downturn worsened neighborhood 

deterioration.  

To fill his empty units, Eichler applied for and received federal subsidies to accept 

Section 8 Vouchers to subsidize some units for lower-income families. He received 

increasing HUD subsidies and leased more units over the years but did not keep up the 
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buildings or grounds. Eichler claimed that the project ran out of money and was ready to 

abandon it, and Regional Secretary Art Agnos and HUD seized the property to clean it up 

for public housing (the same former mayor and HUD regional director who partnered 

with GT residents, signing with them the MOU to replace the property years later).  

The Reagan-era urban policy and tax reforms discussed in Appendix B created a system 

of particularly regressive national and state drug, welfare, and carceral policies that 

primarily targeted African Americans and Latinos. A national news anchor famously 

nicknamed Geneva Towers the “High-rise from Hell” in a prime-time segment that 

described bodies being thrown off of balconies and babies playing in darkened stairwells 

amidst drug dealers. This was partly true. Conditions at Geneva Towers were like those 

in other large public housing sites around the country observed during the course of the 

work (e.g., Cabrini Green in Chicago, Roxbury housing projects in Boston).  After years 

of differential housing policy and neglect in the wake of neoliberal policies put in place 

by a Reagan-era blue-ribbon taskforce of developers, property owners and bankers (Alan 

and Dreiser, 1994), the Geneva Towers community and the Sunnydale community, down 

the hill had been devastated by poverty and the proliferation of crack cocaine, and gangs.  

When the news network called for a story on Geneva Towers, neighborhood leaders were 

hopeful that a national story would bring attention to the need for basic resources to 

improve living conditions for residents and revitalize the neighborhood. They agreed to 

an interview about how the community was coming together to improve lives for the 

several hundred women, men, and children forced to live isolated in dilapidated housing, 

without access to basic public resources and services afforded to other citizens. Their 

intent was to bring attention to community strengths and convey hope, inspire public will 
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and funding to replace the Towers with new affordable housing, education, and services. 

Not surprisingly, the sensationalized network story of the “High-rise from Hell” that 

followed, with its narrative of falling dead bodies, zombies, crack-fueled super-predators, 

and children living in abject poverty sorely misrepresented the message they were trying 

to convey. 

 
Failed Policy and A War on Poor People – Housing and Jobs 

 
The government and media still actively promoted President Reagan’s stereotype of 

poverty, of Black single mother “welfare queens” fraudulently receiving government 

handouts, as a conservative strategy for justifying extensive federal disinvestment in 

housing, health, mental health, education, infrastructure, and other crucial services in 

low-income communities, but particularly in Black and Latino “inner-city” communities. 

Effects of the “Reagan Revolution” war on the poor and working class were cumulative. 

Regressive federal policy was followed by Reagan-era market globalization and neo-

liberal corporate activity, which were then followed by city planning designed to move 

poor communities out of center city neighborhoods to make room for lucrative 

commercial real estate ventures. Local housing, zoning, public transportation, and 

development policies were designed to increase business development and tax revenue, 

revitalize neighborhoods, and boost tourism, however, the policies also served to 

displace, redline, and further isolate minority communities.224  Further, Clinton/Gingrich-

era “three strikes” crime policies at the federal and state levels included heavy fines and 

prison sentences, even very minor marijuana offenses that disproportionately affected 

 
224 See Hartman, C., & Carnochan, S. (2002). City for sale: The transformation of San 

Francisco. University of California Press, pp. 307-308. 
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African Americans, devastating Black neighborhoods and the Tower’s families.  

Housing, social, and carceral policies that punished African Americans already left 

behind by the long legacy of slavery and systematic oppression created the conditions for 

the “High-rise from Hell.” 

  In addition, because of the site’s geography, zoning, transportation, and its smaller size, 

the Visitacion Valley neighborhood was much less visible than larger, more 

geographically accessible low- and mid-income minority neighborhoods, such as 

Bayview-Hunters Point, Chinatown, and the Mission District. Therefore, Vis Valley’s 

issues were far less salient to policymakers than those in the more politically connected 

neighborhoods. Further, the dwindling Black population city-wide meant that the 

neighborhood was less well-represented on important city committees and the Board of 

Supervisors, as well as in key agency and foundation discussions regarding governmental 

and philanthropic funding for housing and services. Under these conditions Geneva 

Towers fell into severe neglect and disrepair. 

Real estate developers with the help of city planners won territory, declaring as 

“urban blight” the City’s central Western Addition and Fillmore neighborhoods. While 

these policies were devastating, especially to long-term Black residents and homeowners 

who were displaced, the two neighborhoods now serve as the high-rent and tourist 

locations of Japan Town, St. Mary’s Cathedral, luxury condominium towers, and, 

ironically, the newly gentrified Fillmore Jazz District, to replace the historic one that was 

forced out. Many GT residents had been removed from these central districts. The new 

jazz district is comprised of mixed-use housing, commercial enterprises, new music 

venues adjacent to surviving multimillion-dollar Victorian homes that were bought for 
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pennies on the dollar and gentrified in the urban renewal process. Ironically, the Fillmore 

Jazz District was designed to replicate some of the bustling “color,” of the cultural and 

commercial life from the neighborhood’s past, to include jazz clubs, small businesses, 

patrons, and tourists. The jazz venues and restaurants are there, however, most patrons 

are white and up-scale. Many Geneva Towers resident families had owned or rented the 

Victorian homes in the historic Fillmore district before they were displaced by eminent 

domain. Many of the families were multiply displaced. 

As discussed above, Geneva Towers and the Visitacion Valley neighborhood 

were also home to workers (white and Black) from the Bayview Hunter’s Point Naval 

Shipyard and the national manufacturing headquarters for Schlage Lock, both of which, 

by the time of this project, had long been shuttered. Jobs for working-class residents 

evaporated and the neighborhood continued to change demographically. By the 1990s 

and early 2000s, the Visitacion Valley neighborhood was mostly white, Black, with a 

growing Asian immigrant population of homeowners approaching 50%. As stated above, 

the global market had sent the area’s once-thriving industries overseas. Oil, the 

automobile, and highways had shuttered the neighborhood’s South Pacific Railway 

depot, and the government was demilitarizing, which meant closing the Bayview/Hunters 

Point Naval Shipyard. In the early 2000’s the SF Giants organization broke ground for its 

new baseball park in the South of Market, and the SF 49ers were seeking investors for a 

new stadium in Silicon Valley. This meant that Candlestick Park, the windy, bayside 

home of baseball, football, and stadium concerts in the area would eventually close. 

Thousands of residents lost jobs in these industries and the adjacent service industries 

that supported them (e.g., grocery stores, bakeries, a commercial corridor, gas stations, 
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cleaners, restaurants). Two generations of unemployment and underemployment by the 

place-based communities (Black, white, and other) around these industries produced 

disastrous economic and social effects. Crack and incarceration were a huge problem, but 

there were many cumulative interlocking conditions and policies that contributed, hitting 

the working- and middle-class neighborhood of Visitacion Valley especially hard. 

The Black section of the neighborhood would be a food desert, but for the Korean “Little 

Village Market” at the bottom of the hill at the neighborhood midpoint between Geneva 

Towers and the nearby Sunnydale Projects. Market research of grocery chains operating 

in California revealed how national chains that the City sought to attract to the 

neighborhood with tax credits had justified not investing in the neighborhood.225 The 

corporate chains projected minimal net profit margins and theft losses that were too large 

to risk in the low-income mixed/minority community whose isolated geographic status 

also depressed foot and vehicle traffic. However, alternative forms of capital 

accumulation and small business loans through ethnic associations in San Francisco’s 

Asian communities enabled immigrant Korean, Chinese, and Vietnamese entrepreneurs 

to open or take over businesses in neighborhoods where large grocery chains refused to 

go, and where banks redlined, flouting the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)226 

 
225 Market research by Wald and Associates (2004). 
 
226 Passed by Congress in 1977, the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) states that 

“regulated financial institutions have continuing and affirmative obligations to 
help meet the credit needs of the local communities in which they are chartered.” 
The act then establishes a regulatory regime for monitoring the level of lending, 
investments, and services in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods 
traditionally underserved by lending institutions. Examiners from four federal 
agencies assess and “grade” a lending institution’s activities in low- and 
moderate-income neighborhoods.  ( http://www.ncrc.org/) 
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mandate to invest in underserved communities.227  Hence, the Korean store was the lone 

grocery store in the Black section of Visitacion Valley that served as a one-stop-shop for 

place-bound people—selling milk, bread, processed boxed food, frozen dinners, diapers, 

toilet paper, OTC pharmaceutical products, soap, cigarettes, toothpaste, newspapers, 

soda, candy, and beer. Some residents rarely shopped anywhere else, limiting their access 

to fresh produce, meats, and fish, obviously contributing to health problems among 

residents.  

Situated between the two Black housing projects in the Valley, the store was 

neutral territory protected by rival youth gangs that kept order and served social functions 

in each. Territories of the “Up the Hill” and “Down the Hill” gangs, corresponding 

respectively to the Geneva Towers and Sunnydale housing projects, were demarcated on 

either side of the store. The store itself was busy and thriving despite the fact the 

community was officially redlined. Even without its bullet-proof glass partition on the 

inside, the store’s owners enjoyed the benefit of protection from robbery and other crimes 

by rival youth described above and residents who were the store’s loyal customers. In 

addition to being the only food store in the neighborhood, the owners extended credit and 

friendship to families, as well as unspoken sanctuary benefits to local youth involved in 

the alternative economy on the corner, who swept and kept clean the sidewalk in front of 

the store. A colorful community mural, entitled “It Takes a Village,” emblazons an entire 

wall on the street side of the store. The store’s Korean owners are welcomed and valued 

members of the thriving extra-institutional safety net of community assistance and 

 
227 Alunan, S. (1999) SF Urban Institute white paper on alternative forms of 

neighborhood economic development. 
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supports described above that had been improvised under conditions of state-sanctioned 

violence, surveillance, and neglect, amidst market-imposed multigenerational job loss, 

the influx of crack, and reactionary urban housing policy, crime, and welfare policies 

enacted under Republican and Democrat administrations.  

Unemployment and underemployment grew for lack of jobs to replace those lost 

in the neighborhood’s once-robust local working-class job market, and the neighborhood 

lost the economic multiplier effect of those wages and taxes on the area. The formerly 

strong and diverse working-class neighborhood became rundown, the lower tax revenue 

base translated into less political influence, and less funding for schools and resources. 

When Geneva Towers fell into severe disrepair, it became a no man’s land for first 

responders: police, the fire department, ambulances, and food delivery drivers 

increasingly refused to enter the property made dangerous by the prevalence of crack-era 

gang violence, robbery, and simple state neglect. 911 emergency calls were routinely 

ignored. Subsequently, residents of Geneva Towers pragmatically improvised an 

astonishing set of informal community services to fill the void. Their narrative of 

community care and hope (West’s love) refuted the narrative of abject despair depicted in 

news media accounts of Black communities like this one. The prime-time account of the 

“High-rise from Hell” on the national news referenced above, belied the Geneva Towers 

traditional community’s strengths.  

The improvised safety net of services and supports described below constitutes 

this foundational set of ethics and practices of Black culture that, as described in the 

sections on jazz and theory above as “architectonic structures of support,” have been 

historically present in traditional Black community. These supports can become elided or 
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destroyed by the superimposition of norms, ideology, structural constraints of white 

institutions, policies, and cooptation. Internal community struggles around ideology, 

wealth, and class status, exacerbated by the paradox of integration—the flight of the 

Black middle and professional classes and dispersal of family and longtime community—

further degrade these networks of support and the quality of life, increasing disparities.  

Geneva Towers’ exterior dilapidation and imposing wrought iron perimeter fence with 

sharp, arrow-pointed spikes curved inward—as if the fence was explicitly designed to 

keep people in, not to keep intruders out—belied the active and cohesive 

multigenerational community and support structure within. In GT, existing traditional 

Black structural supports and an ethic of care served as an improvised foundation for day-

to-day survival. Because emergency response vehicles would not enter the property, a 

nurse who lived in the Towers attended to most of the illnesses and first aid of residents, 

signaling a friend when she thought it was necessary to drive a resident to the hospital.  

Residents (largely women, but many men as well) cooked for community events and 

regularly fed hungry people in the complex. Residents watched others’ children while 

parents worked; neighbors looked in on the elderly and disabled, bought groceries, and 

drove neighbors to church, to celebrations and funerals, and to vote on election day. 

Under the federal and local radar, residents and family members housed and fed non-

residents who were unemployed, escaping homelessness, or abusive situations.  

This community of care was challenged (but not defeated) by punitive housing policy 

explicitly forbidding the temporary or long-term housing of non-lessees in the building 

and compounded by welfare policy that was devastating to families, forbidding mothers 

who received benefits from residing with their children’s fathers. Nonetheless, the fact of 
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the broader neighborhood’s decaying small business corridor and the dearth of goods and 

services available to residents produced a robust alternative economy of cottage industry 

entrepreneurs in Geneva Towers. Residents improvised makeshift hair and nail salons, 

sewing and clothing design businesses, home-made gift shops, catering businesses, 

laundry businesses, repair shops, and other, less legal forms of commerce. Goods and 

services generated income or were exchanged in an informal cooperative market. 

Birthdays, graduations, weddings, anniversaries, births, and deaths were celebrated in the 

community hall.  

Residents and leaders entered strategic partnerships to begin a revitalization 

strategy that began with modest educational offerings in a makeshift community center 

and resident engagement that garnered big political returns, described in Chapter 5. These 

aspects of Tower organizing embodied “architectonic” structure as defined above. 

Chester Hartman termed this solidarity and care “human capital”228 that translated into 

powerful “social,” “cultural,” capital,229 and later political capital in and around the 

Towers.  

Resident advocacy and political organizing at the Towers spilled over into the 

immediate neighborhood. New agency and hope derived from small successes drove a 

new narrative around Geneva Towers and the Village. Residents from GT organized 

around neighborhood community development plans with long-term white and Black 

working and middle-class homeowners, newer Chinese and Southeast Asian immigrants, 

and Asian Pacific Islanders, as well as a smattering of Chicano/Latino families. All of 

 
228 See Chester Hartman, 2002. 
 
229 See Bourdieu, 1972. 
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these communities had been affected by a regressive political epoch’s punitive federal, 

state, and local policies, and all would join the political collaboration for revitalization 

started by Black residents in Geneva Towers. They formed a new Visitacion Valley Task 

Force. Moreover, the critical improvisational pedagogical practices and curricular 

interventions that were employed in the education, training, and community design 

programs at the Village Community Center, above, were built on this foundation, co-

designed by residents, and taught by culturally appropriate practitioners.  

Regressive housing policy, zoning, and transportation planning isolated residents 

from jobs, higher education, robust nonprofit services, fresh groceries, emergency 

responses, and the physical beauty that is San Francisco’s signature. Policy also isolated 

neighborhood residents from each other. However, coalition and practice eventually paid 

off. Unprecedented solidarity across race and class cleavages in the broader 

neighborhood initiated by Geneva Towers resident leaders translated into huge capital for 

local investment. The coalition became a main selling point for government and 

foundation funding for the development of replacement housing for Geneva Towers, 

specialized senior housing, a robust community center with a broad array of services and 

community programming, and later, the development of public art, gardens, and 

greenways, and small business improvement.  
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APPENDIX B 

 
SEGREGATION AND MULTI-GENERATIONAL POVERTY 

THROUGH ZONING ORDINANCES, NEOLIBERALISM, 

AND OTHER FAILURES OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY 

 

A system of tenant location by so-called “neighborhood pattern policy”230 

determined that San Francisco housing projects were segregated until well after the war, 

adding to a pattern of racialized cumulative marginalization in the Valley as a microcosm 

of the effects of national policy on the disparate conditions of life and citizenship for 

African Americans and other minorities. Twentieth century federal segregation policies 

in the north began when President Woodrow Wilson approved the segregation of 

government offices in 1913, in response to African American progress in the federal civil 

service since Reconstruction. “Black supervisors were demoted to ensure that no African 

American oversaw a white employee.”231 The Wilson administration installed separate 

cafeterias and basement toilets for African Americans in federal offices. Curtains 

separated white and Black clerical workers in offices.  

Meanwhile, federal efforts were underway to keep African Americans from 

buying homes or moving into predominantly white neighborhoods. To get around the 

equal protections guarantee of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Buchanan rule 

 
230 See, Cox, et al., (2005). San Francisco’s Visitacion Valley. Arcadia, p. 114. 
 
231 Rothstein, R., (2017). The color of law: a forgotten history of how our government 

segregated America. Liveright Publishing/Norton. p. 43. 
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banning racial zoning, Herbert Hoover, secretary of commerce under President Harding 

organized an Advisory Committee on Zoning to develop a manual explaining why every 

municipality should develop a zoning ordinance. The 1922 manual was distributed 

widely nationwide, encouraging localities to institute zoning to improve and preserve 

cities using economic and other language, in order to “maintain the nation and the 

race.”232 By 1924, the National Association of Real Estate Boards adopted a code of 

ethics that warned, “a realtor should never be instrumental in introducing into a 

neighborhood…members of any race of nationality...whose presence will clearly be 

detrimental to property values in that neighborhood.”233  Local planning committees in 

cities across the country used creative language to side-step the Buchanan rule, with 

federal backing and encouragement, reifying racial segregation in housing without using 

the word “race.” Preserving “neighborhood patterns” by preventing minorities from 

moving into certain neighborhoods, neighborhood housing covenants preventing white 

homeowners from selling to nonwhites, and the FHA’s refusal to fund developments that 

would house African Americans were just a few of the ways municipalities could side-

step constitutional law. 

  This overall pattern was prevalent in most urban centers with diverse workforces 

until the housing policy interventions of the civil rights movement. Until the Fair 

Housing Act, systematic racial segregation, marginalization, and control were written 

into American policy nationwide, not just in the South, where the most salient civil rights 

battles were fought. Long before Woodrow Wilson’s twentieth century interventions, 

 
232 Rothstein, R. (2017), p. 52. 
 
233 Rothstein, R. (2017), p. 52. 
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substandard housing for those considered “others” had been American policy for 

tenement housing, dating back to the cycles of “non-white” Irish and Italian immigration 

from Europe. European immigrants were eventually given pathways to assimilation, 

while African Americans were not. In what looks like a capitulation to the South and 

segregationists to gain broader white support for New Deal liberal policies, Roosevelt’s 

New Deal era housing agency created maps nationwide delineating areas in red where 

African Americans lived to caution loan appraisers not to approve loans in those areas. 234   

Even after the federal government passed fair housing laws, restrictive housing covenants 

and racial deed restrictions served as de facto segregation policies in local communities, 

preserving housing for “particular people,” barring non-whites from purchasing, leasing, 

or renting in certain areas of the city. These policies affected later waves of immigrants to 

the U.S. from Asia, Latin America, and Africa, as well as the domestic Great Migration 

of African Americans from the South to northern cities. Those zoning and neighborhood 

patterning policies have been incrementally fought on a case-by-case basis, and most 

have been struck down. However, though they are now legally unenforceable, the legacy 

of de facto segregation in exclusionary housing policy still exists in black and white, as 

racial covenants are still on the books and written into homeowner deeds in many 

American communities today.235 

 
234 Rothstein, R., (2017), pp. 51-43. 
 
235 Morning Edition, NPR (2021, November 17) “Racial covenants, a relic of the past, are 

still on the books across the country” Retrieved November 2021 from 
https://www.npr.org/2021/11/17/1049052531/racial-covenants-housing-
discrimination. 
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This was the case in San Francisco, where four of the five housing projects built to house 

wartime workers and their families new to the area were zoned, built for, and explicitly 

restricted to Caucasian workers and their families. In keeping with the neighborhood 

patterning cited in Cox, et al (2005) and Rothstein (2017), one project was separately 

designed and developed specifically to house African American workers and their 

families separately from the white families whom, developers claimed, were not 

comfortable living with African Americans. 236  Further, it was impossible for private 

developers to obtain FHA loans for new developments if there was a chance that the 

developer would rent, lease, or sell units to people of color in majority white 

neighborhoods at the time (most SF neighborhoods were majority white), as the FHA at 

the time refused to guarantee loans based on its 1935 Underwriting Manual, that clearly 

stated the neighborhood patterning policy, “If a neighborhood is to retain stability it is 

necessary that properties shall continue to be occupied by the same social and racial 

classes.  A change in social or racial occupancy generally leads to instability and a 

reduction in values…All mortgages on properties protected against [such] unfavorable 

influences, to the extent such protection is possible, will obtain a high rating.”237 In other 

words, banks would not be able to get loan guarantees from the FHA for new housing for 

Black and minority occupancy in majority white areas, which was most new areas of 

development.   

Decades later, after the passage of Fair Housing legislation in 1968, the working- and 

middle-class bedroom community of Visitacion Valley evolved to house white, Asian, 

 
236 See Cox, et. al., (2005); Rothstein, R. (2017). 
 
237 Rothstein, R. (2017), p. 65. 
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Latino/Chicano, and Black homeowning families. However, as in other American cities, 

the project area directly surrounding the African American project housing at Geneva 

Towers and the nearby Sunnydale Housing Projects is redlined, and banks declined to 

grant home and small business loans there. As a result, returning Black and Brown 

veterans could not utilize the housing benefits of Roosevelt-era housing assistance in 

their segregated neighborhoods, and could not buy into many other neighborhoods 

because of racial covenants, exacerbating geographical and social isolation and multi-

generational economic and social “disparities” for minority families.  

 Some history of the Valley and of federal and local policies that illumine the 

challenges that the residents we worked with faced deserve brief mention here. In the 

early twentieth century, light industry shared the Valley with dairy farms and nurseries 

until the wartime buildup of San Francisco’s Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, the Southern 

Pacific Railway, Pacific Gas and Electric, and Schlage Lock.238 These and other large 

industrial employers recruited thousands of laborers and skilled engineers, including 

many African Americans, who were actively recruited from the South. Housing pressures 

necessitated the construction of five new housing developments in San Francisco. Only 

one of those projects, was slated for African American families, Westside Courts in the 

majority Black Western Addition. This was denied, then fully acknowledged by the SF 

Housing Authority, which later changed its “neighborhood patterning” policy when it 

was deemed unconstitutional in 1953.239  After World War II, returning veterans and their 

 
238 Cox, C., et al., (2005), pp. 40-44.; Rothstein, R. (2017), pp. 27-30. 
 
239 Rothstein, R. (2017, p. 114.  
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families on the GI Bill put even more housing pressure on the southeast sector. However, 

a continuum of federal zoning and employment policies put in place early in the twentieth 

century in response to inroads into jobs, government, and the middle-class during 

Reconstruction, challenged progress for African Americans who were recruited from the 

South for jobs in the wartime and industrialized economy in the Bay Area. 

On top of the developer’s mismanagement, a cascade of bad policies and neoliberal 

change in the 1980s drove residents and the neighborhood into crisis. The media had 

picked up Reagan’s stereotype of African American single mothers as fraudulent 

“welfare queens” taking advantage of working Americans; this justified extensive federal 

disinvestment, as responsibility for the social safety net devolved from the federal 

government to the state and local levels, through block grants and unfunded mandates, 

slashing available federal funds for housing, health, mental health, and other crucial 

services in all low-income communities. Further, California’s Proposition 13 Tax Revolt 

brought severe state cuts to schools, universities, neighborhoods, health and mental health 

care, and services in the 1980s and 1990s. Locally, in employment, the Navy put the 

Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard, the largest employer for the broader neighborhood, on 

industrial hold, after the Southern Pacific Railway station closed, and the war industrial 

sector had been shuttered.  

NAFTA trade policies moved manufacturing offshore, shuttering Schlage Lock 

International, the largest private employer. These changes eliminated thousands of high-

skilled and laborer’s jobs in this neighborhood alone, leading to a 20-30% unemployment 

rate across demographics. Clinton/Gingrich policy agreements created a system of 

particularly regressive national and state drug and “three strikes” carceral policies that 
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leveled heavy fines and long prison sentences for even minor marijuana offenses, 

exacerbating the pressure and devastation visited on the Tower’s families by multiple 

displacements, the multigenerational slide from the working-class to low-income poor on 

assistance when the jobs evaporated, and welfare reform passed. Mass-incarceration and 

criminalization, combined with the privatization of prisons, justified increased controls 

on Black citizens and the militarization of police departments.  

 

 


